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VOL. XVIII.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST
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TTUNTLEY,
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Rtmiirr:
"France found the elixir of life.
And Seynarti h> the ruga;. _____
But somehow graves an* dally dug,
And people die of age."

TTUNTLEY,

Publisher.

1

JAR., Archllaot Builder and Contractor. Office in New Mill and Factory on Dirt Huron

A

Timm:

River street.

•1.60 per year if paid in advance
if paid at six months.

;

J. R. Kleyn,
IV. Proprietor,Architectand Builder, dealer in
$2.00 Lumber, Lath. Shingles,and Brick. Sixth street

pHOEMX

,

known

in

Boott,Prolumber, lath, shinglesaud

•pHECAPPON A BEKTSCH LEATHER CO.,

Rain

is

Read
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1

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Iowa.

PLANING MILI*B.L

1
dealer
brick. River street
prietor,

Rates of advertising made
on application.

"Sad was the fate of Mary’s lamb,
We saw the doc-torsmix her.
All up into a mutton Jam,
Called Browu-ScH|uard's
clixl

T/’EYBTONE PLANING MILL.

Subscription:

Mr. L. B. Dutton, sou of Mr. Chas.
The C. & W. M. excursion from AlSauiatuck r§. Holland.
A. Dutton, of this city, was married legan and Kalamazoo yesterday carried
about
800
passengers
to
Ottawa
Beach.
on Tuesday at Cambridge, Illinois, t
The Holland City baseball club suf—Grrnd Rapid# Democrat.
Miss Fannie E. Hiatt, of that place.
fered a defeat at the hands of the
The above is a mistake, as nearly the
Rev. C. C. A. Z. John lias returned whole “three hundred,” of the excur- Kaugatuck nine, in a match game played
iu Naugatuck last Wednesday afterto his former pastorate at Graafschap
sionists, accompaniedby the Otsego
having resigned his position as pastor band, took the steamer Macatawa, for noon. Holland should have won the
game as they played the best ball, but
of the PresbyterianChurch at Pella,
Macatawa Park where they spent the
the score at the close stood, Naugatuck,
day.

Prti*kt\j Daily

Practical Machinist Mill and
Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Bev
enth street near Rivar.
A.,

needed in

tanners of Hemlock HlanahterBole, Harness, this issue.
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.

Blom

this section.

-

jr.’s business •local in

-

-<•

School commences Monday, Sept. 2.
See that your children attend regularly.

Attorneys and Jnstices.

owners of XXL Patent Wagon'. Special attenti
to Horseshoeing and Repairing.River street

T\IEKEM

XJ

A, G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections
promptly attended to. Office,Van der

Veen’s block, Eighth street.

No

VAN

huckleberry pie this year as

RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm implements crop is
and machinery.Cor. River and Ninth Bts.

v

-

a

reported throughoutthe

24, 1889.

light

state.

_

18; Holland,16. A number of Holland
Frank Linden's ^TheatreCompany
The steamer Mabel Bradshaw will people witnessed the game.
will play the great drama, “Monte
run an excursionto Milwaukee MonCristo" at the Ojiera House Saturday
notes.
day, Aug. 26th. flie fare for the round
evening, Sept. 7th. The comimny is a
The game was very Interesting,until
trip is only $8.00. This will be a splengood one, and earn- their own scenery.
the sixth inning, after which the Hol-

did opportunity to witness the national

The Sunday school of the Division encampmentof the Grand Army of the
street M. E. Church, Grand Rapids,
Republic,which is to lie held iu Milwill enjoy an excursion to Ottawa
waukee next week. The steamer will
Beach aud a ride on I>ake Michigan leave on her return trip to this city
next Tuesday.— Grand liapids DamThursday night, arrivinghere Friday

The work of driving the piles for the era/.
Ju«ttoeof the Peace, Notary WILMS, P., Pump manufacturer, and dealer
new
Black river bridge is progressing
J? Public and Pension Claim Agent, River St., »
iu Agriculturalimplementsof all
all kinds.
South River street
near Tenth.
From the publisliedstatementof the
rapidly.
T?AIRBANK8.

1..

»

morning.

land boys seemed to lose their grip.

The Steamer Lizzie Walsh was not
able to make the trip to Naugatuck,on
account of the high sea on take Michigan, and the boys were obliged to engage the carry-allto convey them.

“Doc” Wetmore acted
The famous Otsego band, which has

as umpire for

heconcluded
estimates for next year’s school ex- captured several first prizes at band
Rev. H. Horn, the missionary,will
that umpiring a baseball game was not
penditures in this city, it is gratifying
tournaments, came to Holland on his forte, and resignedin favor of a
I^RUBBE BROS., Merchanl Tailors.
preach iu the German Lutheran Church
to the tax payers to see that the amount
Thursday
with the large excursion from Naugatuck man.
to-morrow evening, Sunday.
Bakeries.
of taxes will be over $3U0 less than last
points
on
the
Lake .Shore road. This A series of three games will be played
Meat Markets.
;ear.
Buoys have beeu placed in the
pLOH, C., Jr., dealer in Bakers’ Goods, Con
excursion
had
been advertised for between Hie clubs during the fair, which
Jj fectionery,Foreign Fruits. Tobacco aud ["JE KRAKER & DE KOBTER, dealers in all west of Point Superior, so that
A second examination of teachers “Ottawa Beach,” but after an interCigars. Blom's new block,Eighth street.
1 ^ kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats, Rlvor street.
will be held in this city next month.
will be able to keep the channel.
or Ottawa county, is to be held in the view with the “passenger agent” of the
/TITY BAKERY, J. Pessink & Bro.. Proprietors, IT AN DER VEERE. WILLIAM, First Ward
Holland lias a good nine and we hope
\J Fresh Bread ani Bakers' Goods, Confection- v Meat Market. Choice meats always on
high school building in this city on Fri- Macatawa, the band and nearly every
II. L. Rosin is buying large quan
to see them win the next game they
ery, etc Eighth
hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
ties of apples and produce at his store, day, August noth, beginning at 8:00 one of the excursioniststook the Mac- play with Naugatuck.
Bank.
a. m. Only third grade certificates will atawa for Macatawa Park.
I'hotojfraither.
———**
opposite Meyer, Brouwer & Co’s.
>
ui granted.
be
Historical Relics.
TTOLLAND CITY BANK, foreignand domestic I A A YET IE, J., Photographer.The best
Next
Sabbath,
Tube
M.
E.
Church,
A1 exchange bought and sold. Collections Xj work and the lowest prices. Gallery, 2nd Mr. Walter C. Walsh hass pur- A
We receiveda specimen of
k..0.uw»,iu,8
«ui ucm
me Mr. G. Van Schelven handed us the
the sennon .u
in the
morning will
be in the
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
door east of the Uify Hotel.
chased the residence on Tenth street, 1..
.heat this week, which was grown on interest of the superanuatedministers
formerly owned by Mr. B. Wynhoff.
following interesting historical items.
Barbers.
•ff.
PHysidans.
the
of Mr. W. li. Hoag, near of the church. Text: 1 Cor. 9:14. In
Ua farm
.......
He supplemented them with the addipAU MG ARTEL, W., TonsorialParlors, Eighth I/- HEMERS, H., Pbyrician and Burgeon.Resl- -----About nine hundred people were at Woodville,
.iwvu.iuc, i.xt;ntt}gU
LOUIU). The
1110 the evening a sermon in the interestof
Newaygo County.
tional informationthat one of his disand Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly IV deuce on Twelfth street, corner of Market.
Ottawa Beach Sunday. The majoritTFrop yielded,on an average, 50 bushels the prohibition of the liquor traffic?
attended to.
Office at the drug store of H. Kremers. Office
tant relativestold his grandfatherthat
a r\t\ fkv t
1
__
hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and from 5 to G p m. came
on the excursion from Indiana. to the acre.
'lext: Habbakuk
4. The pastor will after the Dutch West India Company
Boots and Shoes.
A f ABBS, J A.. Physician and Burgeon.Office
A large number of the old soldiers treat this last subject fairly, as viewed bought the island for 124, from the
Mr. R. C. Doane, a well known
8tore- Roeldenoe. corner
TTELDER, J. D., the cheapest place in the city
of Eighth and Fish streets, in the house formerly journalist,has prepared a souvenir of of this vicinitywill participate iu the from the standpoint he occupies in his
XI to buy Boots and Khoes, River street.
Indians,they engaged in a friendlygame
occupied by L. Bprietsema. Office Hours: u to
Macatawa
Park,
which
will be pub- G. A. R. national encampmentat Mil- relationsto society and as, a citizen of of “centen-smakken”
10 a m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
and won back
"XT’ AN DUREN BROS., dealers in Boots aud
v Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
lished iu a short
- |—
waukee next week. The members of tins commonwealth. All persons op- the money in a short time. The island
Real Estate Agency.
Eighth street.
Van Raalte Post will attend in a body, jtosed to prohibition,as well as those in is now wortli at least twenty-fourbun- *
Street Commissioner De Feyter
XT AN WERT, T. R., Proprietor Holland Real
going on the Bradshaw.
favor of it, are cordiallyinvited to lie died millions of dollars.
Ciotliing.
v Estate Agency. Property of all kinds has beeu putting gravel in the “holes”
bought, sold or exchanged.
The Board of Directors of the Otta- present at this evening service.
“Two weeks ago. while engaged in
pOBMAN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, ktfps the
on Eighth street this week. This was
X> largest stock of Cloths aud Ready made
examining the public archives at the
A
Xcw
ijiiler|»rlNC.
wa
County
Building
and
Loan
AssociaSaloons.
needed in many places.
Clothing in the city. Eighth street.
Hague, Gen. James Grant Wilson met
—
tion will oiler $500 for competition
'IT'ORBT. W„ Tailor. Renovating and repairing II ROWS', P., dealer in liquorsand Dinars of all
It is ^ pleasurefor the News to an- with a letter addressedto the NtatesThe Holland baSetajlclub has reamong the stockholdersthis evening,
kinds. Eighth street near River.
v clothinga specialtycheap aud good. River
General of the United Netherlandsby
nounce any new business enterprise at
ceived a challenge fronf the Peunville
street
. Nchagen,dated Amsterdam, Nov. 7,
Saturday.
On
Saturday,
October
3rd,
O EERY, MICHAEL, dealerin Wines, Liquors.
Holland. This is especiallyso, when 620, announcing the purchase of the
O aud Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three nine. The game will undoubtedly be a new series will be opened.
Commission Merchant.
doors east of City Hall.
our young men, instead of going to Island of Manhattan, upon which the
played in a short time.
As will be seen by referring to the Grand Rapids or Dakota, to seek their City of New \°rk is now located, by
T1EACH, W. H., Commission Merchant, and
Second Hand Store.
13 dealerin Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest
The warm weather of the past week council proceedingsin this issue, the fortunes, and coming hack jienniless, the Dutch West India Company for the
market price paid for wheat Office iu Brick IJOBMAN,
sum of $24. u Two days later he found
----- , A. B.. proprietor of Second Hand has been beneficialto corn, the growth city fathers have had their hands full
•tore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
in a short time, invest their capital the original deed, which had Iain unII Store, a,1(1 dealer lu Kt0Te8' Tinware, etc.,
Eighth street.
of which has beeu somewhat backward, of business. The proposed grading and here at home.
known for 268 years among the papers
Drugs and Medicines.
owing to the cold nights.
graveling of Thirteenth and Land
Messrs. W. C. Walsh and D. Gilmore ?.man *inc,ent Dutch family./^&en.
Batches and Jewelry.
Wilson hopes to be able to purchase
QENTRAL DRUG STORF, H. Kremers, M. D.,
streets has been decided upon.
are both energetic young men, who are
In last week’s issue of the News an
J REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker,Jeweler,and
the deed. The discovery was made in
List of letters remaining in the post known to the majority of people residXJ deaierin fancy goods. Corner of Market error was made iu stating that David
researchesconcerning
rVOEBBURG, J. O., Dealer in Drug* and Medi- and Eighth street^,
office at Holland,Mich., Aug. 22, 1889: ing within fifteen miles of Holland. Mis. Wilson’s Bayard ancestors, who
A-T clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Toilet
Blom had been arrested. The item
Articlesand Perfumes,Imported Havana,Key SJTEVENSON, C. A., successor to H. WykBenj. Auerie. Miss Jennie Bolhuis, When we inform our readers,therefore, came to America in 1647 with the last
referred to Charles Blom.
WMt, and Domestie Cigars.
oUhe Dutch Governors, Peter NtuyveMr. J. II. Dalton, Mar}’ De, Mrs. John that they have purchased a fine brick
o^.rw%Js;sr.4^pt‘cl‘“'E,shtl‘ ,tr”1
QCHOUTEN, F. J., M.' D., proprietorof First
Hocklander,
Mr.
James
Kelly.
A fine view of Macatawa Park and
store building, fitted it up in fine style,
O Ward Drug Store. Prescriptionscarefully
“The Hague Museum has recently
Miscellaneous.
compounded day or night. Eighth street
J. G. Van Puttkn, p. M.
and filled it with an immense stock of acquired the tongue of Jan de Witt and
its cottages can be obtained from Lake
the great toe of bis brother, Cornelius
TX7ALSH, HEBF.R. Druggist and Pharmacist; I»EST, MRS. R. B„ has a very flue Hue of Michigan. From there it presents quite
George and Charles Van Etta, the latest styles of furniture, carpets, de Witt, two statesmenwho were torn
v a full stock of goods appertaining to the
a metropolitan appearance.
taslness.
aud J. Flieman,J r., were fined $15 each curtains and wall paper, every one will to pieces by an enraged people in? 1672
Ledar streets.
aud costs for fishing with a seine iu know that Holland City will be the M. Cockhuyt of Leyden, who had pre
"VT ATES A KANE, druggists and booksellers
IXE KEYZER, C., Newepaptr
i>ew(
’
‘ buy furniture.
seuted them to
museum vouches
and Periodical The annual statementof the receipts
place
to
vy the
mo iijutttmui.
Stock always fresh and complete,cor Eighth
LJ SubscriptionAgency Leave order for any and expenditures of “The Public- Black Lake. Frank Landers received
and River streets
tor their genuineness, as they have both
Their
large
advertisement
on
fourth
publicationin U. S. °ot Canada with him at
a line of $25 and costs. The defendants
been in our family since 1672.”
Schools of the City of Holland,”is pubDry Goods and Groceries.
have apjiealedthe cases to the circuit page will give further information
lished in this issue of the News.
about this matter. After reading
Purely Personal.
court.
TYERTSCH, D., dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy Eighth and Cedar street
it, we advise our readers to call at the
A neat little pamphlet, containing
X> Goods and Furnishing Goods. Eighth street.
Miss tana Hovenga, of Grand Rap\fULDER, v.
J. u.,
B Subscription Agent for all the course of study of the Public The news was received here one day store and examine their new stock.
TIOOT & KRAMER dealer in Dry Goods. No HA American
last week that Henry Metz was dead.
ids, is iu the city visiting.
X> tions, Groceries, Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth Magazines.
Pleneunt Surprlev Purl).
“d Schools of the City of Holland, has I lie cause of his death is supjiosed to
•treet next to Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Kruldinier, of Iowa,
been issued by the Board of Education.
have been congestive chills. Mr. Metz
A large number of our citizens took are visitingrelativesand friends in the
/’IRANDALL.S. R .dealerIn Department Goods
\J and proprietor of Holland City Bazaar,
Born:— To Mr. aud Mrs. I. H7""ltir- was a ranchman in Texas, having left it upon themselvesto pay an unherald- city.
Eighth street
bauks
last Sunday a nine-pound boy. his city, his native place, about sevej/ ed visit to Rev. J. H. Karsten and
F. Si A. M.
Mr. John Steketee and Miss Ebelink,
TVE JONGH. C., dealerin Dry Goods, Groceries,
We
congratulate
Mr. Fairbanks on tile ears ago.
family last Tuesday evening. KnowA
Regular
(
ommunication
of
Unitt
Lodge,
JlJ Hats and Caps. Boots and Shoes,etc.,Tenth
of Kalamazoo, visitedthe Park ThursNo. 1»i, F. A A. M., wiU beheld at Masonic Hali
•treet opp. Union School building.
ing that the reverend gentleman was day.
Holland, Mich. . at 7 o’clock on Wednesday even- addition ofanewa-gent to his famil}jf The Holland City baseball club l.as
T\E VRIES, D„ deeler in General Merchandise. tags, 16. Feb. 13, March 13. April 10, May
about to leave this place for anew field
XJ and Prcduce Fresh
" ' ”Eggs
----and
- • -But 15, June 12. July 10. August 7, Sept. 4, Oct. 1 Besides the many other attractions! en 0r^au'ze(^ Pr- Wetmore as
Dairy
Mr. W. A. Holley has been in the
of labor in Wisconsin, some of Ids
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
Nov. 6, Dec. 4. St. John's days June 21 and
at the fair this year, Eugene Fairbankstlla,'ager’
^ au ^utten» G. J.
southern
part of the state this week on
G. Laepple, W M
friends took it upon themselves to arCTEKETEE, BA8TIAN, general dealer in Dry O. Bbeyman, Sec'y.
will do a rope-walking act on Wednes- 1 caafl^8onH11^ ^ Misener as directors,
business.
range for a farewell visit to the parson0 Goods and Groceries,Flour aud Feed. The
day and Thursday,September 18 and
^bhardwin _\v|[l I# captaiiu of
Hnaet stock of Crockery in the city, cor. Eighth
Prof. Humphrey left today, Saturday
K. O. T. M,
age.
The Elder and his wife were comtad River streets.
J’theclub. Ail cnallenges«h6uldbe adfor
Wayland, where he will remain a
pletelysurprised.The party went well
Crescent Tent. No. 08, meets; in K. O. T. M
Rev. G. E. Boer, professor at the dressed to the manager.
*^7 AN DER HAAR, H , general dealer in fine
few
days.
KitUSli:^p
m
’ °° “•Qd®y nl«ht next. All
provided w ith cake and ice-cream, to
Groceries,etc. Oysters in season. Eighth hlr Knights are cordlaUy Invited to attend Theological Seminary at Grand Rapids
•treet.
The Steamer Mabel Bradshaw will which ample justice was done by the
CheapestLife In-uracce ''Order*'known Full
J. B. Mulder devoted this week in
lias been called to the pastorateof the
particularsgiven on application.
not make her regular trip to Chicago good-natured company. An exceed- collectingfor De Grondwet and News
TTAN PUTTEN. a. & SONS, General Dealera in
W. A. Holley, Commandrr.
Christian Reformed church at GraafT Dry Goode. Groceries,Crocsery, Hats and
next Wednesday. She lias been char- ingly pleasant time was had; the hours at Grand Haven.
Geo. E. Hunt, R. K.
schap.
C«pi, Flour,ProvMone,etc. River stzeet.
tered to carry passengers from Chicago passed rapidly away in the enjoyment
--J^deeler in Notions aud Fancy Goods,
Rev. N. M. Steffens and wife returned
Bradshaw' & Waters are building to the G. A. R. National Encampment of free social intercourse,music and reCITY
from
Chicago, on the Mabel Bradshaw,
City nil!0
0rk' El8hth street
a warehouse ou their dock to accommo- at Milwaukee Tuesday, Wednesday freshments. A feature of the evening
Wednesday morning.
PRODUCE, ETC.
and
Thursday.
date their increasing freight business
was that the company had the pleasure
Furniture.
(Correcfedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Mr. John Vaupelland wife, of Grand
by the Steamer Mabel Bradshaw with
Lof listening to some songs in Dutch,
An alarm of fire, ou Wednesda.
WHOLESALE.
RETAIL.
Haven,
spent the week in visiting rel\flYEB, BROUWER A CO., Dealersin all Beans ..... $1.00 to $1.50
Moused the community as the wind Swedish and English. The Elder and
..... $1.25 to $2.00
ivA kinds of Furniture, Curtalna, Wall Paper
atives
and
friends in the city.
...............13c
.........14 to Uc
Carpets, Picture Frames, etc., River street
Frank, the twelve-year-old soi^)t
a gale at the time. It is family were greatly pleased with
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook leave for
Honey .............ij
unexpectedevidence of friendship
I7ERBEEK, W., deeler in Furniture, Wall Onions ...............-o Onions
...............— c Marshal Van den Berg, died last Tues-Yvas found to be froin J-VauDyk’8
Paper, Picture Frames, HouseholdDecora- Potatoes .............35c
.nd kind neighborly relations.-Coopcrs- Milwaukee, this evening, Saturday,
Potatoes.............40c day ntprning.Diphtheria was the
was 00 ^re- Hy prompt
tions tod Novelties . Eighth street
where they will visit for a week.
viUe Observer.
cause of his death. The funeral occurredf ork of the ,uen at the mil1 the 111,0w‘ '
GRAIN. FEED. ETC.
FlouifMIIIs.
Mr. A. Wiereema, of the Albion Refont out without much damage havr
A Narrow Eecape.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach
been
done.
corder,
was in the city this week, shaking
WHOLESALE.
BKTAIL
WALSH DE ROO A CO., Manufacturersof Buckwheat
..........50c Buckwheat ..........60c
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lokker’s threeThe number of sail boats upon the hands With his many Holland friends.
v v
RollerFlour, proprietorsof Standard RollBren, V 100 lbs ...... 00c Bran, V 100 tbs ...... 70c
On Aug. 21 to 28 inclusive, the Chier Mills. Dally capacity,300 barrels.
Barley, |lowt ..... $1.00 Barley,
r, f
W 100 tbs.. $1.23 year-old son died of brain fever Friday cago and West Mich. R’y will sell tick- lake lias been unusually large this
Misses Hannah and Mary Te Roller
Cloyerseed, bu..$4.00 OtoTewe«l,
_____ -weed, *
« bu..$5.eo morning. The funeral will take place
season. As they are obliged to cross enjoyed a trip to Chicago,and return,
Corn
Meat,
|l
owt.
.$0.00
Hardware.
---- --- Corn Meal ftlOOtbs.
*10 $0.90
ets to Milwaukee, Wis., and return at
Corn, tbelled ........40e Corn, ebeued
the regular steamboat channel fre- on the steamer Mabel Bradshaw this*
ebeuad.........eoo to-day, Saturday, at 1:30 p. m. from M.
.........14.60 Flour ..............$5.(10
greatly reduced rates via all rail, or rail
Notier’s
residence.
quently,
there have been many narrow week.
F. CoramTfnootbBli.tt
F. Cornml * lOGtbs$i .40
and boat. Tickets good to return until
Feed,* ton ....... $16.00E»«i.!»ton ....... $18.00
escapes from accidentsby being run
The Ladies Aid Society of the Meth- Sept. 6, and will be extended until Sept. down by the steamers. Skilful man- Hon. P. II. McBride and son Charles
IT AN DER VEEN, E., dealer In stoves,hard- MlJdita^s'*100 tbs^flS Middlings ’* 100 fts°.70c
enjoyed a basket picnic on Tuesday at
ware, cntieir. etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware.
Oats ................. 35c odist Church will hold a social at the 30, if so desired. For further informaagement has alone prevented them.
Corner River and Eighth streets.
Oeta, new.’.*.!!'....’..a4e
..............60c
Highland Park, a new resort at Grafid
tion inquire at the depot ticket office.
Bye .........
..... 40o Pearl Barley * 100tbs.$5 residence of E.’Annis, next WednesBut on Tuesday, during a severe gale
Haven.
PeeriRariey*UHbs.$4Timothy eeed ...... $2.00
Hotels.
from the West, the Steamer Queen of
Timothy »eed...... $1.75Cora ear .............56c day evening, Aug. 28th. All are corMr.
Taeke
Berkompas,
an/~0l\
Wbagt. white ........78c
Mr. AremJ Yisscher and family went
dially invited to attend.
pITY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor, BedFnlts ........... 78c
settler and well known in this city, was the takes ran into a small sail boat,
to Chicago Monday evening, on the
The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo- Lancaster Red .......78o
cated in the business center o! the town and has New Wheat .........?So
An adventist camp meeting is being found
foun(1 dead
dea<1 in
^ lied
lied at
at North Holland
Hollam called the “Sea-Gull,” containing Mr H. Mabel Bradshaw. They enjoyed a
one of the largest and beet sample rooms in the
Lowe; Mr. Z. Knapp and his sister, all
held in this city. The tents are pitched la8t Tue8da>’ morning. He was seventy
•tate. Free bus in connection with the boteL
pleasant day in thejbig city and reAt the City Bakery you will now find in Lincoln Park and the meeting will 8lx yeare oltI’ andjama^thiscounpfj of Grand Rapids. The steamer capsized
turned Wednesdy
a fresh stock of Candies and Caramels.
the boat, throwing all of the occupants
last until next Tuesday. The services forty
Mr- IlerJiofiiPSSwaa
Try them.
Mr. J. W. Bosman, one of Holland’s
niabed.Terms moderate. Cor, Fish and
into the water. Fortunatelyfor them,
have been fairly attended.
of this city fy/over twentystreets.
leading
clothiers, is in Freeport, Hi.,
they
possessed
sufficient
presence
of
The City Bakery turns out all kinds
f pms and other pastry work on short
where
he
will spend a week in visiting
mind
to
cling
to
the
boat,
until
parties
Greoory Huge has placed a steam
Llrery and Sale Stables.
•otice. Satisfactionguaranteed.
from the shore at the Fixter factory Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Brockmeir. He left
launch on Black take. Launches are
— ------looking young manned a boat and rowed out and by the Mabel Bradshaw Wednesday
Buy Douglas’ $2.00 Boy’s shoe, the becoming popular here and we predict ' Two of Holland’8
GflMnu
teaming done, oor. Market and Seventh streets. )est article for boy’s wear in the marevening.
that in a7ew years a large number of men were the 8ubiect ol considerable rescued them.
ket. For sale at VanJDuren Bros, tf
It is not our province to decide who
these
boats
will
be
seen
upon
the
bay.
mirth
last
Wednesday
evening.
They
Hon. D. P. Markey, of West Breach,
- Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Elc.
—
jwere returning from Saugatuck, and was to blame in the matter, but this Mich., ex-speaker of the House of Rep*
Qy$ter«.
iT?IiIEMAN,J.,Wagon andjCarriage ManufacA? tory and blacksmith shop. Also manufac- I am now ready to supply can ovs- Mil. Chas. Johnson, of Holland took the wrongToad, and if it had not accident should certainly be a lesson to resen tat ives, and Great Commander of
nrarof Ox Yokes. Biver street.
township, brought to this office this bee»-fef~a' team that was following the sail and roii boats on the lake to
ers to all those desiring them. Guarthe Great tamp K. O. T. M., for Michanteed
first-class.
week a stalk of millet,which is a fine them, also route for Holland, they keep away from the steamboats,
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY. A. Seif,Propria... ......
..
igan, made
this office
a pleasant call
C. Blom, Jr.
specimen of the Golden Rod variety, would probably have driven to Allegan not attempt to cross their bows or get last week Saturday. While in the city,
"POST.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Office: Post's Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.

A

Merchant Tailors,

J. C..

street.
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The head measured 141 inches in length, before they discoveredtheir mistake, in the “swell.”

1

he was the guest of Hon. G. J.

Diekema.

fitg

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

HIE WORLD OVER.
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DIED WITH HIS BOOTS ON
TO

^

1

from

wh,cb

Haven

LATEST INTELLIGENCE FROM EVERY
PART OF Tin-: QLOHK.

,

directed to accompany Justice Field under
this order, and he is said to have given
Judge Terry full warning to stop when
INDIGNITY
JUSTICE FIELD RE- the latter began his attack upon Justioe
Field, and only fired at Terry as the latter
SULTS IN DAVID TERRY’S DEATH.
was about to strike a second time.
Among the passengers on the Southern
Sarah Althea Hill’s Husband Killed In overland train was Col. H. G. Otis, editor
Elias Loomis, LL. D., Professor
deciBionof the InteriorDepartment,
Plnce.
California u Deputy Marshal While of the Los Angeles Times. He was standAttacking; the Dulled Spates Supreme ing outside of the depot dining-room when
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy at holding that claimants for citizenshipI UTH,E ®rltl8“ bftrk
C’ Wi,lianis'
Court Justice—The Slayer Under Arrest. the shooting of Judge Terry occurred,and
Yale University, died nt the New
wiu not be allowed to remain in the Ter- I
Ayres Juno 12
was at the scene of the tragedy a moment
Upon the arrival of tho Southernoverhospital.
had been connected with ! ritory until after the claim is adjusted,is f°r Bnrbndoos,sprung ‘aleak while nt
later. In an interview he said: ‘‘Tha
land
train
at
Lathiop,
Cal.,
on
tho
momthe university for thirty years. Prof, causing much excitement.The decision B®a nn(l foundered. Her crew has artrain arrived at Lathrop nt 7:10. Justice
lug of the 14th, United States Supreme
Lcomis had been sufferingfrom severe affects a largo number of
nve(‘ Ht Bnrbadoes.
Field was among the first of tho passenJudge Stephen J. gers
Jacqcek Damala, Harali Bernhardt’s
stomach disorders fora considerable
at Portland, Ore., Walter Wols and a
to enter the dining-room He took a
Field and D e p n ty
seat at a tabl • facing tho door. United
Eren S. Allen, the defaulting ex- ! Chinaman named Cbiug
while hnsband,died suddenlynt a well-known
United States MarBtates Deputy Marshal Nagle sat at hl»
President of the Forty-second Street
working in a brickyard fell into a mass of Puris hotel. His health had been uusatslial David Nagle
side. Boon after they sat down David 8.
walked into the deGrand Street Ferry Railroad
n In jost red-hot sand. Before they
b!’
i1 f. A0/#
Terry and his wife entered the room.
fered great! v from the effects of his use of
pot dining-room for
at New Y*rk, who pleaded guilty to two j be Extricated they were horriblyburned,
...... .......
When Mrs. Terry saw Justice Field she
morfdnn.
tho
direct cause of his death
breakfast,
8>it
indictments charging him with the over- port us of their bodies being literally
turned and hurriedly went out of the room
was congestion of tho brain.
down
side
bv
side.
issue of about $100,000 worth of stock, cool d.
to the train,the supposition being that she
Soon after
was sentenced to fourteen years’ imprisA FEW mornings ngo a Burlington and
went after a pistol or a bottle of vitriol
David Terry and his
onment nt hard labor. This is the maxi- Missouri passenger train of three cars
Terry sat down at a table further up
wife
came
iu
also.
mum penalty for the offense.
the dining-room.Presentlyho arose and
Gen. Lloyd Bryce, to whom tho late
met with a serious accidentabout oue mile
’'They wore proceodMr. A. J. DRFXrL, of Philadelphia,has
»*
,
walked over to the latter’s chair.
fl
ing
to
another
table
.
and a half from the Lincoln, Neb., depot, Allen Thorndike Bice bequeathed fiftyJudce
Field was leaning over his plate
announced bis intention of providingfunds Tho l(rako be8m broko and dropped down,
'
Mrs. Terry,
one one-hundredths of the North Amerint tho time and Terry approached him
evidently recognizing
to purchase land and constructbuildings lorcing open a switch. The smoker took
from behind,and without a word of warncan Rtriew, has acquired the remainder
judge
Justice Fieldi did not
and for the maintenanceof a full corps ! tho switch andavas derailed, and, with tho
of tho property and is sole proprietorof sit down, but retired to tho train forsome ing dealt him a blow on the side of the
of instructors for nn industrialinstitute car in tho rear, lolled down a high emtho maga/ine now. Tho Septemberis- unknown purpose. Before she reached face. At that instant Nagle cried: “Hold,
for young women and young men that bankment. Eighteen people w ere injured,
sue of tho Merit tr will contain an an- it, however, and as soon as she had left hands off that man!” Terry did not heed
will accomodate ns many as a thousand as follows:\\ illiam Bohncek and son of
nouncementto this effect, and Gen. the dining-room, Judge Terry approached the marshal's warning and raised hla
Wilber,
Neb.,
bruised;
Mrs.
MayMcKeegirls in tho daytime and a thousand hoys
clinched fist to deliver a second blow.
son of Wymore, kneo yarned; li. K.
n“m0 wiM 0!’F<’ar as editor ami Justice Field and, stooping over him, Quick ns a Hash Nagle drew a pistol and1
at night.
facilities and instrucslapped
his
face.
At
this
juncture
Deptions to he provided for this school Clark, Dea Moines, In., face lorn and head ! Pr°Prl0loruty Marshal Nagle arose from his seat sent a bullet through his heart and then
1 HF, geodetic surrey party sent out by
arc
free
and all crushed; W. F. Wood, Waver y,
another not over an inch from whero the
United States Government to aud shot Judge Terry through the heart.
cost to its students forever; that is, so left eye hurt; O. A. Jones, of Lincoln,

natur

l|o!lat|(I

w

weaver, by strict adherence to and rot)
real eatato.
estate. A previous onnrrel vrith I with the presidentialcrisis In 1887 conbusiuess and natural sagacit? he leased j his neighborsis the alleged reason of stituted a treasonable
The
bnsiueiK
. attempt.
to work for others and himself became Hutton for forming the plan to kill them, court found Gen. Boulanger guilty on
an employer.For mu >y ycats )>*«t he has I Sheriff Burton arrestod Hutton at bis | the charge of embezzling public funds
been a lender *(mong the carpet manufnc- farm and he will have a preliminary trial i and refused to allow that tnere were exturers and denleis of the country,em- to await the action of the next term of j tennating circumstances. The oourt then
ploying at his factory upward of 1,800
j sentenced Gen. Boulanger, Count Dillon
I Advices from Muscogee, I.T., say that | *nd Henri Rochefort to be deported to a
carpet-

1

He

!

1

persons.

1

time.

The Historyof a Work Gathered from the
Wires, EmbracingPolitical Doings. Personal Movements, Accidents, Criminal
Allhlrs. Labor Notes, Etc.

i

Long

and
Company

could

|

...

aud

AN IMPORTANT RULING.
Making It

Easier for Claimantsto Get Their
Pensions.

Pension CommissionerTanner has
issued the following order:
To Chiefs of Divisions : Tbc rule which has
hitherto maintained In this ofllce regard Inn
proof of origin of disability, under which the
evidence of one commissionedofllcer or one
orderly sergeant was accepted, while, in the
absence of that evidence the testimony of two
private soldiers has been required, is hereby so
far modified that, in the absence of the evidence
of the commissionedofficer or the orderly sergeant, the originshall to hold to to prow-don

Qie evidence of the t-laimaut and one private
soldier; provided always, that said claimant
and said private to men' of character.

fiase-Balilsts
Competing for the League Champlonsbip.

The

officialstanding of the ball clubs

championship

of the associationsnamed is given below:

K

National. W.
pe American.W. L. V>o
Boston ...... S7 :i'J .( 4 ) 8t. Louis ____ OH 3J .OHO
New York... 74 34 .G13 Brooklyn....05 33 .003
Philada ..... 50 40 .K5 Baltimore. . .55 io .578
Cleveland...48 4C .5K)i Athletic ..... 52 41 .550
Chicago ..... 48 47 .505!Ciuciunati...5J
40 .533
Pittsburg.... 41 54 .431 H ub’s City.. 40 50 .410
India nap ...:t0 5ti .410 Columbus. . .38 03 .376
Wash'gtTn...30 58 .340!Louuvllle...2J80 200
.

Western. W.
Omaha ...... 50
BtPanl ..... 57
Minneapolis 45
Hoax City.. 43
Denver ...... 41
8t. Joseph . .37
Milwaukee. .36
Des Moines..31

*>c. Interstate.W.

?>c.

.078 Davenport...47
.(20 (Juincy ...... 44
.517; Springfield.44
.488; Peoria ....... 44
.403 Evansville..41
.445 Burlington..33
.4151

.552
.517
.511
.505
.471
.443

.3tio|

LATE APPOINTMENTS.
A Few

Politicians

Who

Have ReceivedCov-

eted Places.

The followingGovernmentappointment

are

announced:

Charh-B E. Taft, of Little Rock. Ark., a special
agent of the census bureau on shipbuilding; K.
M. Moore, of Kan Antonio, Texas, Frank M.
Wicker, of Key West, Fla., and Samuel W. McKinlay, of Charleston, 8. C., inspectors of cu»i

Ic

erell, storekeeperin
Illinois.

.

•

.

«. ,

•

,

i

when

tehuy

j

Tho

to ho

Neb.,
the

of any

first one struck him.
the provisionof ample funds and | seriously injured; C. P. •'Ison, badly definitelvdetermine and establish the As ho was falling the Deputy Marshal
“I happened to Know that the deputy
shot
again,
hut
missed
him,
the
bullet
business foresightcan assure. The work- | hurt internally ; Andrew Huudeou, so- Aiaskau' ll0Ilu,l llv lire D0W at work.
going through the floor. Both shots were marshal was acting under direct written

far as

AROUND THE DIAMOND.

that are in the race for the

,

Judge

FRESH AND NEWSY

the TUirtocntbDistrict of

FOUR ROADS DEFIANT.
They Have AnnouncedTheir Intention of Ignoring: the Interstate Law.
The Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul

Orffl'ks'tor.

0.pera‘l"n:.°.l

siinilnr to those of tho ! roh?
Cooper Institute in New York. A Inr^o Larsh Fromstead. cut aud bruised;
lecture hall, capable of seating 2,0t)0 per- Robert Kelly, hack injured; George Holland, badly cut; W. J. Moutcrief, head
sons, and an extensivereading-room, provided with all the useful, technical and injured; Culloy, shoulder crushed;
other hooks, and appropriate periodicals William ILed, hack hurt; K. Gihhart,
and newspapers of the day will he features Frank Graham, ami ConductorHaight,
cut and bruised. Tho wounded have
of the plan.
Nine persohii wore either burned to been cared for, and it is thought tbit all
will recover.
death or smothered by an early morning
The Hon. Charles W. Clishee, Secrefire which broke out in tho kitchen of
tary of the National RepublicanConvenSnyder's restaurant,on the store floor of
a live-storytenement building nt 505 tion of 1880, 1884, and 1888, and Reading
West Seventh avenue, Now York City, Clerk of tho National Honse of Repreand several others were injured. Snyder, sentativesfor six years, died at his home
the keeper of the restaurant,bus -been in Cassopolis,Mich., aged 56 years.
arrested on suspicion of causing tho
fire. A policy of insurance for $1,000 on
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
his stock was found iu his possession,
and one of the employes states that lie
Frank Weller, Deputy Collector of
found fat scattered over the floor of the
Internal Revenue, went to the house of
restaurant, k The tenement was occupied
by sixty people, and all were sound John Brasswell, an illicit distiller near
asleep when the tire broke out. The Westville, Holmes County. Florida, to
building was damaged $10,000. The dead arrest him. As he entered the house
Brasswell jumped out of a window, shootare:
ing Weller ns lie jumped and killing him
William Gleunon,rroiI CO years, burned to
death ; Nellie McGeoghan.aged 20 years, smoth- instantly. Brasswell escaped. Weller
ered to death ; Mary Wells, aged 31 years, was the sou of the Rev. Dr. Weller, of
mothered ; Jane Wells, aged 4 years, smoth- Jacksonville,for many years rector of St.
ered; Thomas Wells, aged 2 xears, smothered ; Bertha Lustig, aged 40 years, burned to John's Episcopal Church.
death; William McKee, aged il years; burned
At Austin, Tex., in the United States
to death; Jane Jeffrey,aged 65" years, smothCourt, Gns Wilke and Abner Taylor
ered: Annie Lyons, aged 45 years, smothered.
The list of Injured is : William Glennon, aged
pleaded guilty to the importationof
18 years, badly burned; John Glennon, badly
skilled laborersfrom Europe to work on
burned and injured.
tho new Capitol, and were fined $1,0(H)
Snyder has been arraignedwith William
Brooks, his colored cook, before tho and costs in each of sixty-four cases.
!“? ho somewhat
bly

Coroner. Snyder was committed to tho
Tombs without bail and Brooks was sent
to the House of Detention as a witness:
Boad has given notice that it would adopt The police say they have a good case.
the proportional tariff alreadgcneffect
Saturday was general pay-day in the
ia the Burlington and Northern on traffic Pennsylvania mines, and as a result
originatingat the seaboard and destined
there were three murders in the region.
to Bt. Paul. This makes four roads that
At Pittaton John Tates struck Thomas
have so far signifiedtheir intention of
Shell on the temple, killing him instantignoring tho long aud short haul clause
of the interstate commerce law on North- ly. At the same place Charles Fitzgerwestern business iu order to he able to ald was stabbed twice in the abdomen
compete against the foreign carriers and died soon after. Edward Welsh has
been arrested for the crime. At Flywithout demoralizing their local rates.
mouth Michael Minliuskistabbed Joe
Ledoucheihi, inflictinga fatal wound.
PIRATICAL SEALERS SEIZED.

The

trial

of John L. Sullivan,at Pur-

^O^U,

.boro tbo

soundings wero made ind the

varia-

tions of tho magnetic needle
were ascertained. The surveyors,

the Revenue Cutter Rush.

At

news has been received of the capture of two more Victoria sealing schoonersiff Behring Sea.
Victoria, B. C.,

are satisfactorily arranged tho party will to airest them.
start next month, and, proceedingby
Before the train pulled out Constable
boat up to Yukon, will winter there anil Walker entered tho sleeper, aud was carcontinue their operatiousnext year.
ried awav ou hoard tho train. He in-

At Dresden, Out., A. McYeau's hub formed the

spectators that he knew his
duty and would perform it.
During the time the train was standing
nt the depot Mis. Terry was running wildly alternately from the body of her
husband to the sleeper, and demand-

and rpoke factory was burned, cansing a

loss of

$](!(•, 000. Four persons were
seriouslyinjured by the explosion of a

boiler.

A Winnipeg
Harvesting

is

(Man.) dispatchsays:

ing admittance that she might

in progress thronghont the

province. The weather has been favor-

tho harvest fields,
and there seems reason to believe that

able for operatious iu

tho entire crop this year will escape frost.
It will also grade high. Reports received
indicate a more hopeful condition of
things than existeda mouth ago, hut the
aggregateyield must of necessity ho
small, when the largo acreage under cultivation and the capabilitiesare taken
into consideration.There seems good
reason to believe, however, that the yield
will equal, if not exceed, that of lost year.
R. G.

Dun A

Co.’s weekly review of

trade says;

In all directionsbusinpgs prospects continuo
encouraging, and tho changes during the last
week
have been on the right side. Exportsinburg, July 8, resultediu the convictionof
crease, and a speculativerise in broadstuflahas
the pugilist. The Judge denied motions been checked. Interiorcities report increaseIn
for a new trial and for arrest of judg- tho \oluineof trade, and the money markets continue am ply supplied,though rates tire gradually
ment and sentenced the prisoner to oue hardening.The great industriesappear to be lu
year in jail. An appeal to the Supreme fully us good conultiou as last week, with clearer
Court was tak'h nun Sullivan has been ei idence of improvement la iron. Further crop
released on hail and nt once started new s sustains governmentadvicesand strengthcnSHhe prevailing impressionthat the August
North.
report us lo win at was less favorable than tho
Near Savannah, Gn., Walter Ashurg. actual situation. In spite of small advancesin
some productsthe genera] range of prices has
a negro who made a brutal assault on a
not materially changed, and railroad earnings
girl was taken to an open by 300 men and continue good, though all controversieshave not
as yet been cleared away. Telegraphic reports
strung up to a tree. His body was then from interior cities all agree that the crop prosfilledwith bullets.
pects are excellent,and that tho bunks are ns
yet amply suppliedwith funds, while the deconfidential
mand tor money is slowly increasing aud lendclerk of Noel Truversy, a Lowell, Mass.,
ers aro a little" more cautious at some points.
Wool is dull, dealerswaiting for an advance
merchant, has embezzled a large sum of
Dr.
iu nn interview at and manufacturers tor a fall in prices, the milts

vis, Miss., for prize-fighting at Rich-

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

money and

Hammond,

fled.

meanwhile working much below their full
Mary White, aged 28, and Sarah Washington on the use of the so-called capacity But there are some signs of impiovement in tho clothing tra !e. Wheat advanced 2
Huyck, aged 40, were killed by a New elixir of life, says: “Judgingfrom the cents, reacted,amt closed only <, cent higher
The vessels are the Pathfinder and the York Central train while walking on the rejiorts in the newspapersof the experi- than a week ago. Corn rose nearly 1 cent, but
with only (4 cent advance, oats retaining
ments with tho Brown-Sequnrd fluid, closed
Minnie. At the time of the capture by track, near Byron Station, N. Y.
the rise
Pork products aro generally
they
have
been
conducted
iu
an
extremethe Bush the Pathfinder had 800 skins.
lower,and cotton unchanged.An advance iu
Dr. Le Baron Russell, an intimate
ly
unscientific
and
illogical
mansome styles of cotton goods is by many expectThe Americanschooners Ariel and Teresa
and the jobbing movement is lurg \ Tho
are also reported to have been boarded friend of Thomas Carlyslc and Ralph ner. The reports state that tho ed,
trade iu drugs and chemical* has also notably
but allow to proceed, althoughthey had Waldo Emerson, died at his summer fluid has been sterilized by the revived, though dyestuffs are still dull. The
seals on hoard, on conditionthat they at home at Plymouth, Mass. Ho was 75 doctors using it. They might as well coal trade is flat and disappointing.The busiboil it, so far as the process ness failures occurring throughoutthe country
once leave Behring Sea.

of

-

years old and had never been married.

A BIG BLAZE.

George E. Cole A

Co., Chicago Printers,
Burned Out.
The establishment of George E. Colo

&

Co., printersand stationers at 8li aud

88

Dearborn street, Chicago, has been de-

stroyed by fire. The loss to tho firm is in
the neighborhood of $25,000. The damage to the building and other smaller
firms will he about $10,000.The insurance on the damaged building and stock
amounts to $50,000.

affects its properties. It is

made

abso-

Arab ImmigrantsLeaving.
Arabs, of both sexes, are de-

the revenue service

:

Turkish Consul can he consulted.It is
said there are 70,000 Arabs waiting to
come to this country provided the twenty
are passed through.

{ft,

,

Common ...............2.50 tp. 3.50
began ground-sluicing for placer case, that a “dii.houorable discharge"from Hons— Packing
Grades ...........4.0'J <3 4.75
the service operatesas & “bar to pension.”
gold on the river bed, and have struck it
Sn KM’ ...........................
3.50 yt 4.75
The opinion re-ostnblishesthe ruling of Wheat— No. 2 Bed ...............78 (ft .78)$
rich. 'The first experiment yielded $7 to
— No.
.......................
35 co. .30
$10 a day to the man. the Missouri the Departmentwhich prevailed through Cons
Oath-No. .......................
20 (ft .21
will probably soon bo lined with gold all administrationsantedating tho issn- RYK.--N 3. ........................
42'<j(ft .43
mines for fifty miles each way from nnco of rule No. 135 by Gen. Black.
Hi/TTKr.—Choice Creamery ....... 16 ((« .18
2

2

Helena.

'

Engineer Frank Arxswald,

Chkf.sk— Full Cream,

POLITICAL PORRIDGE.

fiats

........ OT^ift .OB1*

Enos— d'resh ..................... 14 ut
Potatoes— Choice new, par brl.. .bt) (ft

.15
.90'
(qlO.OJ

aged

9.30
William Scheller, aged 23; and an
The Iowa State Convention, in ses- Pour- Mess .....................
MILWAUKEE.
unknown man from Jackson, Mich., were sion at Des Moines, made the following Wheat— Cash ....................76 3 .76*4
Cons— No. ...................... .36 (<* .37
killed, and three other seriously injured nominations:,For Governor, J. G.
Oats- No. 2 WhiU) ...............
.24'*« .^>3

21);

New

The

Naval Cadets.

following naval cadets have been

appointed: James Thompson Bryuot,
Greeusburg, Pn., Twenty-first District,

‘and Fred Charles Irwin, Grass Lake,
Mich., Second District.
Meet
Articles of agreement have been
signed between Teemer and Gaudaur for
Teenier and Gaudaur to

3

by tho explosionof the boiler of a thrashing engine on the farm of Charles Dinsmore, thirteen miles soutn of Aberdeen,
Dak. Tho engineer allowed the water iu
the boiler to get too low and thou put on
the pump, tho boiler tusking steam so
fast that there was no chance for its
escape. Hcbciler leaves a widow and
thre9 children. The others wero single

Hutchison, for Lieutenant Governor, A.
N. Poynoer; for Sm reme Judge, Judge
Given; for Superintendent of Public Instruction, Henry Sabin; for Railroad
Commissioner, Spencer Smith.

ACROSS THE OCEAN.

its

1

.......................

creditors.

.4*2'«(£4 .48

'.i

DETROIT.
Catti.k.............. ........... . 3.00
Hook .............................
4.25
.

i

Oats-tNo. 2 White

Owing to the Fope'n continued ill
men.
Gov. Humphreys, of Kansas, has is- health all receptions nt the Vatican have
McKeesport,Pa., on Bept.' 14.
sued a ptoclamation culling thd deep- been discontinued.
The visit of the Czar to Berlin has been
water convention at Topeka, October 1,
, A N iled Jnrlst Dead.
postposed
until after the marriage of
nt
tho
request
of
Gov.
Evans,
of
ColoraJddoe Henry C. Whitman, distiuPrince Lenebtenbergand Princess Anasgnished for his legal attainments and well do, tho Chairman of the Executive Committee. The call includesall States wust tasia.
known throughoutOhio and the East, of the Mississippi River.
Queen Victoria has received from
died at Cinciuuat.
The firm of Houghtou,Pock & Co., at Emperor William a bust of himself ns a
Kausus City, Mo., ban made a gcuoral as- souvenir^of his recent visit.
signuuut for the benefit of

Ktk-No.

Baiim:t— No. 2 ...................
.58 Vi .59
Pork -Mess ....... ............. 9.75 ®10.25

Wiikat— No. 2 Red
Cohn— No. 2 Yc How

a four-mile scull race for $1,000 a side at

EASTERN OCCURRENCES.

Wheat— No.

..............
............
...............

9

.81
.38'a

..

Red ...............

Conv- Cosh ......................
Oath-No. 2 WhiU- ...............

.38
.20

NEW YORK.
CAm.r. ..........
..............
Hoos .............................
Bhkkp ...... .....................
Wheat— No. 2 Red ..............
Conw-No. 2 White ..............
OAT«--MixedWestern ...........
Pork— Mess ......................
8T. LOU1H.
Catti-e ...........................
Hoos ..................... .......
WhbAT-No. 2 Red ...............

3.00
4.50

Vi

.25

9

.81

('V .:«w
(i« .21

.

2

.....................

«t 4.75
5.00

9

l« 5.25

..

Corn— No.

4.25
4.75

.80

TOLEDO.
2

9

.88
.47
.25
12.23
4.00

9

9
0

-

.89
.49

.21
(512.75

9

4.50

4.00 «('i 4.50
•74 V,

(5

.33

(<« .34

.75*4

M. Waddington, the French Minister Oath ............................. .19 9 .20
Quietness prevails at Hecla, Pa. The The firm’s liabilities are placed at $100,- at London, denies the report that he has Byk— No. ....................... .33 9 .38)4
INDIANAPOLIS.
000, with assets of $110,000.
works have been started np and all tho
been instructed to sound tho British
A
plot
to kill five farmers has been
4.25 (# 4.7j
men, except half a <dflzen Hungarians,
Government as to the extradition of HlIKKP ............................ 4.UU 3 4.5’J
; disclosed at Winamac, lud., by Charles
reported for doty. -Tire men are guarded
Gon. Boulanger. He says that any ap- Lam ns ........ ...................
(5 5.30
CINCINNATI.
by deputies,and they will remain there I Lytle, who filed nn affidavit againstJohn plicationmust proceed by the usual legal
Hoos ..............................
4.00 @ 4.73
until the superintendent feels that safety
Hutton, charging the latter with conspir- process.
2

assured.

^

.

•

Wheat

No. 2 Red ................
.771*
Corn-No. 2 ....... ................38
.38*
Oats-No. 2 Mixed .................
’23 <3 .24
Rl» — No. 2... ......... ....... ... .48 (J .43*
Fork— Moss ...................... 10.50 #11.00

ing to put strycunine iu whisky and give
The French Senate Court has fonnd
&
Elias 8. Higgins, the head of tho it to tho men, all of whom aro neighbors C'onnt Dillon and Henri Rochefort acof Sutton, and then to burn their barns,
great carpet-mannfactnring firm of- E. S.
aud also the Odd Fellowa’ Building at complices of Gen. Boulangerin a feloKANSAS CITY.
Higgins k Co., New York, died at Narra- Star City. Lytle was to receive $5 for nious attempt against the safety of the Cattlb— Good ...................
4.00 ®
Medium ................
1.00
Pier, B. I., at an advanced age. his work when completed. Hatton is one state. It was decided by a vote of 1QD
Butchers’
..............
2.00
Mr. Higgins ranked foremost among New of the wealthiestfarmers of that-eection, to 97 that the act charged in the indict..............................
>.76
merchants. Learning the trade of • owning about one thousand acres of land ment against the accused in connection ££
Oil KEY. #••«#•••••••••••••#•%••••••
sLvv
is
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gentlemanlyofficial. Returning,he accomunnied me; taking a seat in the sleeping car oppositeto me. We heard that
Judge Terry and his wife wore on the
train. but paid no attention to
the fact Wheu wo arrived at La-

.

4.25

ASSOCIATE JUSTICE FIELD.
Terry. Justice Field told mo ho was not
armed.”
The body of Terry was taken to Stockcoroner.Mrs. Terry rode in
tho express car with the remains.
Deputy Marshal Nagle was also taken
there r>y Constable Walker of Lathrop.
Ho refused to be interviewed,but’ said:
‘‘1 am a deputy United Btates marshal
and simply did my duty* as an officer.”
His pistol is a IJ-calilier Colt s revolver
with two charges exploded. Nagle was
very cool, but looked pale and determined.
David Nagie, who killed Terry, Is wel
known in this city. In the latter part of
tho ’70s he wont to Arizona and in 1881
lie received the appointmentof chief of
police of Tombstone. While occupying
that position ho had frequent encounters
with criminals, and by his behavior he
soon earned for himself- the reputationof
being a man of indisputablecourage and
bravery. He shot and killed a Mexican
desperado in Tomostono after a fierce
encounter. Nagle was appointed a deputy
marshal here a year ago and when Terry
ton by the

made

Winsted, Storekeeper

J. J.

2

tained at Castle Garden, N. Y., until tho

On

WESTERN

cently

Twenty

Alter the shooting Deputy Marshal
Nagle hacked up against the wall of the
dining room and warned every one not
to airest him, saying he was a United
States officer iu discharge of his duty.
There was no semblance of an attempt to
molest him at any time. Constable
Walker took Deputy Nagle from the train
at Tracy and proceeded with him to
Stockton, where he now is in jail.
tho arrival or tho> Southern
overland train at Oakland a great
crowd bad collected, telegraphicintelligencehaving preceded the arrival
of the train, and , the sleeping car
in which Ju*ti'-eField was sitting was at
once besieged by Unite 1 States officials and
newspaper men Justice Field maintained
a qui t demeanor, and replied to a press
representative
when asked to narrate particulars of the shooting:
“Tor the last few months all manner of
reports have reached mo that Judge teVy
had threatened to subject nwi to some
form of indignity if he should happen to
meet me. This fact caused tho United
States marshal to decide to provide such
protection as ha could during my stay in
this State. When I started for Ixis Angulos to hold court Deputy Nagle accompanied me. Ho seemed to lie a quiet,

during the seven days included in the report
number for the United Slates 181, and for Caua ia 32, or u total of 213, us compared with a total of 201 the previous week. For thecorrespending week last year the figures were 219,
made up of 187 in the United States aud 32 lu
Canada.

Secretary xIusk has left Washington and Gauger iu the Fifth Tennessee District;
Totten, Storekeeper and Gauger iu the
Betnrn of Malletoa to Samoa.
and NorthwesternBail way Company in on his vacation.He will he absent from William
Eighth Kentucky ; Andrew T. Deininger, StoreThe return to Samoa of King Mnliotoa Winona, Minn., has suddenly disap- Washington three weeks.
keeiierin the First Ohio. James Jiilingslyof
Pa., has been reappointed Postomco
and other exiles is reported.Tho ex- peared, leaving a note with his wife sayAssistant Secretary Bussey, in a California,
Inspector under rule 10 of the Civil* Service
ing
he
was
several
hundred
dollars
short
decision in the appeal of Daniel B. Kauf- Commission. _________ __
iting was warmly welcomed by the nain his accounts.
man, a pension claimant, has rescinded
tives, and his own flag was hoisted. King
MARKET REPORTS.
The water in the Missouri River at rule 135, made by Commissioner Black,
Mataafa also greeted Malietoa with corCHiCAGO.
diality. Tho German Consul informed Townsend, Montana, is so low that the aud has overruled the opinion ol ex- AsC.'.rriK -T nmo .................. 3 4.50 0 5.00
Malietoa that he was at liberty to do as
river l ed is exposeJ. Tho peonlo re- sist nut Secretary Hawkins iu the same
Good ....... .............3.50
4.50
ho pleased.

slap

Justice Field’s face, and at the same
time beeging that they might he detained
and have tin ir examination there. Previous to tho entrance of Constable Walker
into the ileeper. Sheriff Purvis and a
Deputy of Stanislaus County had already
taken charge of Deputy United States
Mai shal Nagle.

John Lf.es k Son. cotton spinners, lutely dead and useless by being sterproprietor of the Dover Mills at Phila- ilized. Again, Dr. Brown-Soquard took
fifteeninjections,extending over more
delphia,have assigned. The firm's liath in a mouth, before ho ventured a robilities amount to $30,000, with assets of poft of its effect upon h m. there was no
$25,000.
APPOINTMENTS.
immediate effect from it. Having no
Tex.Is fever has broken out among the elixir to-day, I used water. One man
who was rheumatic said ho felt like anew A Few New Men Who Will Serve I'nrle Sam.
cattle in the vicinity of Greeusburg,Pa.
The follow itij; appoint inenls have Leeu
man. This shows the folly of jumi ing
Many have died, and cattle-owners are at conclusions." The fluid two or three made:
greatly alarmed.
hours old. Dr. Hammond thinks, would
Dr. M. P. Jowcr, a member of tbo Pension
not be dangerous, hut would have lost its
Board at Antigo, Wls. Dr*. C. C. Watson, J.
HAPPENINGS.
strength. If putrid, it would be danger- \V. Groslieck,and I). C. Greene were appointed
members of the board at Woodstock,111. In
ous.
H. J. Flentje, cashier of the Chicago

instructions from the attorney-generalto
protect the persons of Judges Field and

being shot. Judge Terry had hardly Bawyer at all hazards. In conversation!
fallen when Mrs. Terry rushed to the with mo Justice Field said ho was not
with their stores, were disembarked side of his body and threw herself upon responsible for the constantattendance of
at the mouth of the Yukon River and it. Then ensued a scene of wildest ex- the deputy, and was rather annoyed at it
proceededon their way. Tho Interior citement. People rushed from tho din- The officer went on tho same train with
Dcpaitmeut is thinking of sending on ing-room and others rushed in. During the Justice to Los Angeles, and had faithexpedition to assist the United States this time Justice Field and Deputy Mar- fully guarded his person up to the moment
geodetic survey party in tho establish- shal Nagle retreatedto the sleeping-car. of the tragedy. He was in the faithful
ment of a bouudniy, hut nothing has as whore they were securely locked within, dischargeof his sworn duty when he killed
yet been definitelysettled. If matters while Mrs. Terry called upon the citizous

August Normandie,

Several More Canadian PoachersCapturedby

fired in very quick succession.
Tho Judge never uttered a sound after

A

'

.JT'.f

&/
BARAIt AI.T1IEABILL,

thiop we entered the eating station for
breakfast. I took a seat at the end of a
table, while Nagle sat on one side of me.
Terry and his wife came in the room soon
after me. As soon ns she saw me she
went out of the room, as I afterward
learned,returning to the car for her
satchel. Judge Terry rose and I supposed
ho intended accompanying her. Instead
of doing so ho walked hack to mo and
struck mo a heavy blow on tho face. I
was completelyastonishedand saw bo was
making ready to strike again. Nagle
cried out ‘Stop! fttop:*hut Terry did
not desist,and as ho was raising his arm
the second time Nagle shot at him, the
bullet entering his heart. He fell on the
floor. Nagle shot a second time, hut tho
second shot did not strike him. Nagle was
arrested at Tracy and taken to Stockton
to await the result of the inquest, That is
the complete story, so far as l am aware

his assault

on Marshal Franks last

September Nagle disarmed him. Nagle ia
about 35 years old and has a wife and
family living In this city.
Judge David 8. Terry was n Kentuckian
by birth. He was a California forty-niner.
In 1855 ho was elected to he bench of the
Supreme court of California, and in 1857
succeededto the chief justiceship. He was
a brilliant lawyer but a violent temper led
him into a series of escapadeswhich have
biemishedhis reputation. In 1850 he
stabbed cne of the vigilance committea of
that year as the committee was attempting
to arrest one of Terry's friends. In 1859
he got into an altercation with United
Btates Senator David C. Broderick, and
the result was a duel in which Broderick
fell dead at tho first fire. Broderick's
friends claimed that Terry fired upon his
antagonistbefore the word was given.
Terry figured prominently in the Sharon
divorce case as » no of the attorneys for
the plaintiff,Sarah Althea Hill, and later
married her. Last year Justice Field rendered a decision in tho case, in which he
held that Mrs. Terry had never lieen the
lawful wife of Sharon, whereupon Mrs.
Terry denounced him in open court as corrupt, and made so great a disturbance
that Judge Meld ordered an officer of tho
court to take her into < ustody. She resisted the officer,and Terry taking her
part, botli were removed from the court
room. Later, while his wife was under
arrest, Terry attacked the officer, jo charge
of her with a dagger, but wns ilisarmed.
Both Terry and his wife were committed
to jail for contempt of court by Judge
Field, Terry being sentencedto imprisonment for six months.
Tho nows of the shooting of Judge
Terry was received in Washington with
one general remark, and that was that

_

of the facts.”
Justice Field left the overland train nt tha
had reedved his deserts.
Oakland ferry and drove to the Palace
is said .
tho capitol that a
hotel, where he was joined by his wife. number of lettershave recently been reHo was not accosted, and if the notice of ceived which warned the officersof tho
the chief of police, claimed to have been Supreme court that it was the intention of
sent by the district attorney of Ban Joa- Terry to make an attempt upon the life of
quin, was forwarded in that form it was Justice Field. It is understood that thla
not heeded.
informationled to nn official communicaA passenger on tho train atLathropsays tion to the marshal for California, in which
that when he beard the shootinghe rushed it was suggested that precautionsahould
out of the car and saw Min. ferry with a
be taken to prevent the carrying out of
sach-l in her hand. She was trying to
his design.
open it and he took it from her. She tried
A warraut was if sued at Stockton for
to regain possession of it. hut failed. the arrest of Jnatice Stephen J. Field on
When the Rachel was opened afterward a complaintof Mrs. Sarah Althea Terry,
pistol was found in lt.
who charges him with complicity in tbo
It is claimed that protection by the
kiiling of her husband, David 8. Terry,
federal officerswas given Justice Field by
nt LathrciE
authorityof Attorney-GeneralMiller, who
Five Men Arrested for Murder.
telegraphed
Washington to the

man

It

_

from

marshal of the districtto see that the
person of the justice was protected at any
hazaid. The order extendod also to Judge
Bawyer of the United States Circuit court
lu this city, upon whom Mrs. Terry
made a personal assault last year while
on a railway train accompanied by Judge
Terry. The order was based uppn this
fact and upon tliroats declared to have
teen, made openly by Terry against Jnstlce

Field. Deploy Marshal Nagle was

at

At Anoka, Minn., officershave arJohn Jackson, J. F. Linquist,

rested

Charles Swanson, Chria Thomson, and
Frank Flink for the murder of Magnus
Johnson, whose body was found in tha
river July 22. While drunk Jackson lei
out enough of the story to caoae these
arrests. W ben the officers arreeted Flink

--

his wife was bo excited that the aeniceeof
four policemen were required to bind and
quiet her.

_

I do not attach as mnch importance to foun J in them aomething that they felt
Prof. Shelton's experiments, brain vs. they wanted. May be they are only
corn, as some do. Neither bran nor corn good for grit. May be that gravel and
TOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE FARM- alone is a suitable food for any animal. broken crookery and splinteredglass
For young pigs the bran alone would be are jest os good, but somehow they don’t
ER AND HOUSEWIFE.
the safest and best. For grown hogs, or neem to hanker after these articles as
for those quite well grown, the corn of do after ground oyster shells. If grit is
Some Valuable Information for tha Plow- course would show the best resultsin all they want they have a choice in the
naan. Stockman, Poulterer, Nuraery- weight for a time; but in the end it kind of grit, aud thev show that choice
•nan, and Everybody Connected with the would kill all the hogs, that is, if they when the oyster shells are put before
were fed long enough. With the bran them. We think it is wise to furnish
Farm.
and corn properly mixed, they could be the hens what their appetites demand,
fed long enough to meet the require- what their systems crave. We think the
THE FARM.
ments of a Chinese temple. The corn- poultrymen who do this will not fall
fed hogs 0ained in weight 9t) pounds into anv very serious error."
Planting Corn for Ensilage.
more than the bran-shorts-fed lot. An
The World does not properly underHow shall we plant? A short; easy interesting question arises: Did this stand our position.We have not conrule is this: Plant, cultivate and care excess of weight, which was fat, make demned oyster shells,or recommended
for just as you would to secure the most 'J8 pounds more of real food or nutri- their abandonment. Onr position is
field corn, just as you did before silos ment? We must not desert common simply this— that oyster shells are not
and silage were heard of. Of course, seuso in our haste to get under the necessary to provide lime for egg shells
methods will vary some with locality, l shadow of King Corn. My experiments —and we have shown that fact by giving
eoil and the person who grows the crop. have been on the lino of both bran and tho compositionsof foods. As to tho
I prefer to plant on plowed sod, which corn or rye, to make the most gain and “trade in oyster shells being brisk," etc.,
has been generouslycovered early the the best meat. Doubtless the farmer it is not logic Fowls will eat anything
preceding winter with fresh barnyard who believes in all corn will be if educated to it. That they “don’t seem
manure. As soon as our oats are in, strengthenedin the false theory that to hanker after broken crockery, etc., as
this work, oat seeding, is hastened by- corn is also best for the rearing of his for shells"we deny emphatically.
That
using a cut-away harrow in lieu of a breeding stock.
shells will do no harm is true. That
plow. After the sod ia plowed the cutthey are cheap is true. That they will
THE DAIRY.
away harrow is used. to mellow it. Idebe used is also true. But that they are
eire a deep, mellow seed bed. We aim
necessary needs confirmation. In some
KUlm Clierna.
to have our ground in readiness by May
sections the hens never see a piece of
In commenting upon the recent action
20. It does not pay to hasten planting
shell. That they prefer sharp pieces of
too much. When planted, the corn of the New York State Dairymen's Asso- shell and will not eat shell meal, (the
ciation, when they resolved that it is the
should commence at once to germinate,
most availableform) is also true, Besense of the New York State Dairymen's
and should push up rapidly and vigorcause shells are used, that hens eat
Association,that Congress enact a law
ously, which is only possible with
them, that poultrymen “don't seem to
with the proper penaltiesfor the infracwarmth and sunshine.
have read the articles,"and that the

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

"‘S

fore planting time arrive.: TUie i« ee- I
pecially important in case wo purchaao

“

8.lll“

“shell trade is brisk” does not prove or
disprove anything.
*“ b»

THE HOUSEHOLD.

c‘“,e8e' "nli to b« "old 88 »uob-

inraoed. if wo «ave our own seed. HeLj8i'“'^ma"8«'8: .

.

Washing Matin Easy.
I ho State of Wisconsinalready has
which is always wise, selectingthe best,
Do
any
of tho farmer's wives have
such a law, on its statute book; and wo
and hanging it in a warm, dry room, so
think that cheese makers have pretty trouble with their laundry work? For
that it will dry out early and thoronghly,
generally provided themselves with many years I tried the old fashioned
then we may be pretty snro that every
brands, to enable them to obey the law; way soaking the clothes over night,
kernel will germinate;but even then
bat wo are told, and have no doubt of treating them with two waters, then
testing makes “assurance doubly sure.”
its truth, that when a box with the skim boiling,bluing, and starching.Often
This testing is a very simple matter. We
cheese brand on it has left the State, it would be close on to supper time
have only to put a certain number of
that before it is put upon the market in before tho boiler and tubs were set
kernels in a box of moist earth about ns
away. I had been given several recipes
wo would plant them, and keep the box other States that the brand is scraped
off.
for new methods but none of them
in a warm room. If all or nearly all send
“If the law was National it would bo a seemed to leave the clothes as white as
I had been accustomed to seeing them.
early
jobbers; but protection to consumers is One daylcalledonaneighborquite
in
the
morning
and
found
her clothes
I find I can grow the most corn with i 'vh'ltifi needod:. ?ndto
we 8eo
the least labor to plant in drills.I have but one way aside from letting every- were all on tho lines nud that she was
body judge of cheese as they do of busy tidying up the house. On questionno special corn drill— I doubt if the
cloth, learn to give correct judgment or ing her method for washing she gave me
average farmer can afford to purchase
saffer; unless it be to compel the dealer tho following recipe which I tried and
one— so I use my grain drill. All but
to put the article in a wrapper that found that the clothes came out clean
the two outside feeders are stooped up
with wooden plugs. This makes the guarantees quality; have a legal stand- and white. For one bar of soap use
ard for the fat, the chief valuable ele- three tablespoonfuls of coni oil, such
rows four and one-halffeet apart. lu
ment in it; the same us some States and as is used iu lamps. Put enough water
this way we put on about ten or twelve
cities have for milk, and then subject in the boiler to wash the clothes, add
quarts of coru to the acre. Pretty thick,
the oil and hard soup cut up fine or its
ao yon say? Yes, but corn is cheap; and the article sold to test, tho same as is
done with salt, milk, or kerosene oil.
equivalent of soft soap; let it como to a
if planted so thick the cut worms can
“If we touch this business at all, so as boil; then put in tho white clothes that
take some nud yet do little harm, and
we can dang up some and yet have to try to shield consumersagainst fraud, have been wet with cold water. If the
enough for u tirst-elms crop of coru. In we opine we shall have to go to the core bauds of any of tho garments are much
of the matter, nud have Dairy and Food soiled rub a little soap on them; boil
thus drilling, we space every other row
Commissioners who will go for the one hour. While they are boiling wet
with tho eye. With care thiscan be done
thieves with very sharp legal sticks.”
the next boilerful and if very much
bo as to please the most fastidious. We
The interests of each State are so de- soiled add another spoonful of the oil
must also watch the hose, lest they clog
pendent upon those of each of the aud more soap. The next boiler will
with some sod or clod, and we drop no
others and all are so closely associated not need any more oil. There is no
corn. lu
In this wav
way it is possible to plant
plant uluJerH ‘nu 1
hU CIl08e,J
res in ‘half-day.I like this 11,1,1 ,nt1ere8t«d««cb other, that it saving in soap, as it takes ns much us
ten acres
method. It requires no machinery not seems almost useless to try to make any tho old way, but there is a great saving
law that is of real benefit or help unless of time and muscle. When all the
already on the farm, it is a cheap and
it is made National. And why should it clothes have been boiled,rinse iu two
easy way to plant, and best of all, it has
not be so? Are wo not a sisterhood or waters, staicb aud hang out to dry.
given magnificent crops of corn.
family of States? What is for the When woolen articles are washed it is a
Nearly or quite as soon as the corn is
greatestgood to all ought to be what good plan to hang them indoors to dry,
all planted, especiallyif we have rains
each should seek. We favor National us the wind tends to shrink them.
to compact the soil. I put a tine tooth
harrow to work. This may bo very legislationiu this “skim cheese" busiCare of Kerosene Lamp*.
ness, ns iu the matter of farmers' instilarge, so as to harrow a wide space in
The
portion
of the wick which is in
once crossing the field. The teeth ore tutes aud all kindred subjects.
the oil reservoirshould be enclosed in
small and slant back. By use of this
THE Al'IAKY.
a tube of thin sheet metal, open at the
the soil is mellowed, and tho ever-presbottom; or in a cylinderof fine wire
Reo Note*.
ent weeds just peering through the
gauze, such as is used iu miner's safety
ground are uprooted aud destroyed. The apiarist who locateshis hives or lamps (twenty-eight meshes to tho inch).
This harrowing is continued till the ! near where there are nothing but large The oil reservoirshould be of metal,
corn is three or four inches above the tall trees will have considerable trouble rather than of china or glass.
ground, aud the stalks so thinned that hiving natural swarms. Some parties
The oil reservoirshould have no feeda maximum yield of corn is insured. As have lost nearly every new swarm in such ing place nor opening other than the
a result the weeds are largely van- localities.
opening into wnich the upper part of
quished, the corn is pushed ton most
Beekeeperswho have been somewhat the lamp is screwed.
vigorous growth, so that it only remains discouraged during tho past season now I Every lamp should have a proper exto cultivatethe crop with spring tooth see that it nays to stick. The mau with : tiuguishiug nppaiat us.
cultivator till it becomes too large to no grit missed it, as usual, by abandoning
Every lamp should have a broad aud
work. Thus all hand labor is avoided, the businessat the wrong time. Bee- heavy base.
weeds are v. ry scarce, even in the rows, keeping is fully as remunerative and
Wicks should be soft, uot too tightly
and a good crop is secured. We must bo more interestingthan most of the lines plaited.
euro to so thin our corn ns to secure a of business requiring the same capital
Wicks should be dried at the fire bemaximum yield oi grain. This w ill also aud efforts.
fore being put into tho lamps.
add to the value of the stalks.— /Vo/.
Wicks should be only just long
The increased trade highly pleased us
A. J. Cook.
each of the past seasons, hut. after pre- enough to reach tho bottom of tho oil

planting
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reservoir.

paring an uuusually large stock with the

MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.

—A

terribly distressingcase of desti-

A MuUfde That Didn’t Come OfT.
has jnst been brought to the no.
Our old friend Bibbia* wan very low
tkoe of the Saginaw authorities.Jnmei spirited the other day. He had boon
M. Smith was dying of consumption, seeing snakes and other uncanny obwhile his wife and children, tho eldest jects all the morning, i*nd Anally he deunder 14 years of nge, were starving. At termined to put an end to himself. He
tution

EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.

An IntareatlngSummary of tho More Imstrolledinto a chemist’s shop.
portant Dolnc* of Our Neighbors— Weil- the children ware down with the whoop“Wantsh twoponn’orthloddlnm.
dlnr* and Deaths — Crimes, Casualties, ing cough. Oue had died, and the mothet
Desht loddlnm.”
and <io;ieralNews Notes.
had buried the remains in a side yard,
“Whatlio you want laudanum for,
—There has not been much done this having no money to get a coffin.
my friend?"
“Toothache. 'Screw— ’screw— We wmatin'
toothache;” and beheld his hand
Dundee, Monroe County, will shortly
to his jaw.
tions that next year will he a busy one in
publish a novel entitled “Fernleigh."Il
“Better have a little creosote.”
the line of construction. A letter from
is said to be well written.
“Don’t want ore — ore — creosoap.
Ishpomiug
—Alpena's city council lips passed o Wantsh loddlnm. Besht loddlnm."
McIntoshBros., the contractor* who Judes*
took to build the Ontonagonbranch of the Du- resolution suppressing the Detroit Sun.
••You have to sign the jtoisou-book,"
season in the way of railroad building in

NorthernMichigan, but

—Mrs. Elixabeth GnllowayDutton, oi

there are indica-

says:

&

luth, Houth

Shore and AtlanticRailway,hate finished the grading of their line, and the laying of day Sun and World and the Saginaw
steel will be begun in a short time. Surveyors Telegram.
are now establisherton the Menominee range
with headquarter*at Iron Mountain, and sire
—Mrs. John McAuliff, of Negaunee,
running lines for a now railroad,which will
died
at the Traverse City asylam last
extend from Crystal Falls, at tho extremeWestern end of the Menominee iron range, to Esca- week. She became insane shortlyafter
naba. the shipping port of that district.Tho
new line will paralleltho tracks of the Chisago the birth of her tenth child.
aud Northwestern, which has never before had a
competitor In the ore buHluessof tho Menominee
—Mrs. Dr. Terhune,. known to novel
district. A short railroad, ten or twenty miles
readers
as Marion Uarland, is spending
in length,will bo built soon from Marquette to
the Dea l Klvor pine districtto reach the Mcthe summer at St. Ighsce.
Uraw trad of standing pine. It will he a logging road primarily, but will ho built with the
—Christie is a new town locatedneat
standard guage, as that has proved more satisStjlgnaoo.
Matt Miohaelsondied there
factoryon roads of the kind.
last week, and his was the first death in
—A recent letter from Isbpemingstates
tho village.
that:
Ore shipmentsshow littlefalling off. although
tho time whou they can be expected to show a
considerable decrease is now at hand. The
formal transfer of tho Iron River, Younglton
and Florence mines, on the Menominee range,
has taken place, FerdinandKchleaiuger,of Milwaukee. taking charge for the (tennan owners.
This sale of mining projiorty has given rise to
some peculiar tabs in the pros* ; but tho facts
are these: Ferdinand Scldesiiiger, of Milwaukee, representinga syndicate of wealthy bankers and capitalistsif Berlin, lias bought the
three mines named, paying therefora trille less
than a million dollars. They will be placed
under the same management as tho Dunn, Armenia and Chapin mines, cm the same range,
w hich are already owned by the Germans. The
Hehlesinger syndicate w ill build or buy a dozen
large steel vesselsfor the ore-carryingtrade.

“Shine — shine anything. Shine
l>ook. shine chojno, shine boots.
Wantsh twopenn’orth loddlnm."
Tho chemist, seeing the state of the
ease, gave him a strong but harmless
dose of paregoric, and the intoxicated

man

staggered

back to

his lodgings.

With a shaking hand he ponred the
contents of the bottle into a tumbler,
half-filled it with water, and then saying, “Behj’n, old i’ler, your fUy good
health,” drank it off.
“Not bad, but not a patch ’pon old
Jamaca,” he said, as he threw nimself
on ;!:o bed. and murmuring, “Loddlnm
— twopenu’orch - best loddlnm," fell

—David Howe, of Holly, went gunning asleep.

gun after him, just
It was noon niton the following day
amusement. The gun wns discharged, when ho awoke. He had a headache,
and Howe may save his arm, but it will but that was his normal condition.Ho
rubbed his eyes sleepily.
be a dose shave.
“S’|H)se I’m dead, ho soliloquised.
—Detroit Journal: The oat crop of Ought to be, by this time. Might be
Michigan this year is enough to make a wuss! Might be wuhs! Nothin' when
recently, trailing his
for

horse laugh.

you're used to it."
Presently, however, he began to.
—Twenty-liveIsbpomingers will go to
alize that he was terribly thirsty.
the Milwaukee G. A U. Reunion iu a
“Seems t’ mo I’m jes’ ’s dry ’s* if I wae
special car, and live in it while tfiere.
alive. Dash my wig," ho continued, ae
—Tho Secretary of tho Treasury has he sat up in bed, “if l ain’t alive^ and
—When tho English syndicatebought ap| ointed Jesse T. Brown aasistant keep- never berrer— never borrer.”.
the Detroit breweries the purchaserswete er of the light station at Grand Point Au
Whereupon ho began to weep. Aftet
a while his refiections took a fresh
allowed to arrange tho papers. Tho bonds Sable.
turn.
involved in the deal came to hand last
— C. A. Preston, of Ionia, has a little
“Benj'n, m’boy, you’ve bin diddled.
week, and, being English instead of farm out in Dakota, on which ho raised,
Chemist Iteen havin’ lark with you.
American in their terms, have no time this year, 100 acres of oats and 550 acres
Takes tupi>ence for loddlnm,and givee
limit, but me. in effect,called loins.
of wheat.
feller bloomin’ cough miksher.'Bpiraoy
Tho sellers will not accept them, aud
to d'fraud. Blow me if I won't ran
—Detroit Journal: Marquette bus rehave notified the New York lawyer reprehim in.
fused the blandishments of tho Chicago
senting the London purchasers of tho
But when poor Bihbens, having in
Base-Ball -Club, and will not give tho
tho meantime mortgaged his waistcoat
fact. No deal can bo made excepting
girls a chance to show their stockings and indulged in several twopennywith Ameriot.j style secnritics.
there. Virtuous Marquette!
worths of old Jamaica, consulted a po—Shipments of iron ore from the Lake
—Tho children of tho late Sheriff liceman with reference to running in
Superior mines last week aggregated
the chemist, tho officer of the law someLynch, of Alpena, will get $4,000 of the
2
tous; of this total .r>G,l.V2 tons
how mistook the situation, and ran him
reward offered for the arrest of Blinkey
were from Marquette, 94, TM f om Escain instead.When lost heard of he was
Morgan, says tho DetroitJournal. They
sitting on a stone bench in a police-cell,
uaba, I, R(>y from St Ignnce, 54,870 from
are now with their aunt, Mrs. T. S. Pot- murmuring in indignanttones, “TwoAshland,
from Two Harbors.
ter, of Monroe. Since tho death of penn’orth — best loddlnm
nevei
Tho total for the season has reached
Lynch, Mrs. Lynch has died, and her berrer 1"
9,>>‘J(»,972 gross tons, this being 1,(’>72,MG
funeralexpenses have not yet boon paid.
The Indians of To-Uiiy.
tous more than at same date last year.
Mayor Gardner, of Cleveland, will ho
The
city
of Taniequah,the capitalof
Tho gain over the shipment of ISHH,
appointed trustee,will take the money the Cherokee Nation, writes C. C. Carlolrea ly enormous, continues to grow.
to Alpena, and there deposit it for the ton, is a pretty little flower-garden of a
—Alcona County Review: Alcona children.
town, containing 1,000 inhabitants.It
County is making big strides in tho line
—Win. Pratt Strong, a well-known was just growing dark as we entered.
of improvements. It has as many good
A herd of cows came lowing down the
young man of Reed City, died of some
lane, iu charge of the town herdsman.
farms under cultivationas any county in
mysterious disease a few days ago.
The melodious tinkling of their bells
Northern Michigan. The next ten years
—At tho recent meeting of the Michi- made music, and formed an accompaniwill witness more marked improvements,
gan Grand Legion Select Knights, An- ment to the deeper tones from the bell
too, than the past ten, and in twenty-five
cient Order of I'nitod Workmen, it was of a little whitewashed church. A
years its best friendswill not be able to
bevy of Indian girls trooped by, on
decided to abolishthe beneficiary fund.
recognize it by reason of its rapid
their way to the evening worship.
—The German Lutheransof Bay City They all wore cool-looking white
growth.

_

and

have just laid
new church.

—

the corner stone of a tine

dresses,and all had roses in their hair.
They were of nearly white complexion,
four bodies have been raised and removed
witli just enough admixture of Indian
—
Tho
grocerjstore
of
Burdick
A
Mooro,
from the old cemetery site to the new, aud
blood to give their features an Indian
at East Saginaw, was damaged by fire to
tho search for more is still in progress."
cast. Home of these girls are finely edthe extent of $5,000.
— Beldin^ Banner: “Brick work has
ucated, and many play the piano and
—A sad accidentoccurred at the Mich- sing well. The Cliorokeeshave a febegun on the new silk mill mid carpenters
are at woft getting the timber andiron igan Central Bailroad depot in Yassar. male seminary, a corresponding institution for boys, and about a hundred prirondv to pnt in place as fust as tho work Willard Manchester, Freight Agent, was
standing on the main lino taking the mary schools. The Cherokees. aa
progresses."
everybody knows, have a Constitutionj
number of cars. Tfie way-freightbacked
— Kalkaska Leader: Tho hncklebeny
are governed by a Chief Magistrate
up and struck him on the back, throwing
season was brief and uneventful, and has
(tho chief of tho tribe), and a Congress,
him down and across the rails. The cars divided into a Senate and a Lower
closed. Tho crop was thi lightest for
passed over his legs, crashing them to House. Tho executive, legislative, and
several years.
pulptup to the hips. Ho lived but a few judicial officers are elected by tho ]>op—Ethan Johnson, an insane man, who
hours.
ular vote of the people; but instead of
escaped from tho asylum ut Traverse
using a ballot-box, they express their
— Samuel 8ene», living near Chelsea,
City about six weeks ago, was captured
choice by word of mouth. ConseWashtenawCounty, quarreled with his quently there is no stuffing of tho ballotat Lansing lust week and returned to
son Harvey over some triflingmatter. boxes among the Cherokees, unless one
Travers* City. The follow has wandered
They were joint owners of a traction en- man insist u]x>n calling tho ipouth the
nil over the State, begging his food and
gine which they had sold to a neighbor, ballot-box. There are 0,000,000 acres
lodging in stables an 1 straw stacks. His
and a disagreement arose bctwegil/ather of land in the Cherokee Nation proper,
insanity is uot of a violent nature.
and son regarding this sale, wheti the and 7,000,000 in the “Outlet* The
—In a difficulty a‘ Lansing between fall or threatened to kill the boy if cer- Nation contains 20,000 people, and each
George Valentine, Ely sues Vaughn and tain events occurred.High words fol- citizen in entitledto as much land an he
Frank Davis, the first named was shot lowed, when tho old man drew his jiockot- can conveniently use.
Eccentric Christenings.
in the hip with a 32-calibor revolver. knife aud slabbed Haney in tho abdo—Cadillac Xeirn and Kxpremi: “Forty-

Wicks should he so wide that they
For swelled head and sores, bathe the | determinationof ‘not getting behind
affectedports with equal quantities of wjtb orders, imagine our astonishment quite till tho wick holder without having to he squeezed into it.
vinegar and warm
| wiH.n the demand run up to over 100, (KM)
Wicks should be soaked with oil beShort legged fowls have big bodies. ! sections per week right along and other
What is lost in the legs is gained iu the goods in proportion.However wo learn fore being lit.
Tne reservoir should be quite filled
body, hence more useful for culinary that we handled tho great rush of orders
purposes.
quite satisfactorily.While our retail with oil every time before using tho
Many farmers do not yet fully appre- trade is so extensivewo also supply a lamp.
The lamp should ho kept thoroughly
ciate tho value of bran as a feeding much larger number of dealersthan ever
clean, all oil should be carefully wiped
material.For growing animals it may before.
form a considerable part of the ‘rations.
The larger amount of honey they con- off, aud all charred wick aud dirt reIt is a very nice thing to watch duck- tain the greater the danger of the combs moved before lighting.
When the lamp is lit the wick should
lings in waier; but it is cruel and often breaking down from intense heat. The
results in their death— that is, if the bees often leave the interior of the hive ho at first turned down, and then slowly
bird is yet in its down. Keep them dry. almost entirely and cluster outside, .is raised
Lamps which have no extinguishing
Ducks lay any time between midnight much to save their combs from being
and next day. They should not bo al- melted as to escape the heat. Few apparatus should be put out as follows:
1 tie w ick should be turned down uutil
lowed to run at largo until after the lat- things are more destructivethan when a
there is only a small flickering flame,
ter hour, or maify of the eggs may bo comb falls aud tho honey flowing on the
Queer names certainly are found in
aud a sharp
puff of breath should then Tho wound, though very painful,is not men, inflictinga wound from which it is
I
bottom
boards
closes
tho
entrance
and
-r r—
--- ----- — ------lost.
the
London General Registry of Births,
'prevents
ventilation
thus
raising
tho
^/ent
across
the
top
of
the
chimney,
serious.
There
was
a
woman
in
the
case.
Although most farmers cannot hire a
impossible for him to recover. Seney was
but uot down it.
at
Homcrlet House. For example,
man on purpose to Peep the cattle temperature and melting other combs.
All tho parties are negroes.
arrested uud jailed. Tho Seueys are wellCans or bottles used for oil should bo
young scions of the families of Bath,
carded the year uruand, it is generally Wcntcni lice Keeper,
to-do
fnrmeis.
free from water and dirt, and should be
—The examination papers of those canconceded that such work pays from now
Lamb, Jordan, Dew, Dear, and Smith,
THE FOCLtRY YARU
kept thoroughlyclosed.— (iood llouaeuntil the cnttle_go to pasture.
didates from tho Second District who
—Frank Mason, who spent several are christenedrespectively Foot, Paskeeping,
Oystor Shells.
entered the competitive examination for years on the sens, and was with (he dis- cal, River, Morning, Offspring, and
THE STOCK RANCH.
THE KITCHEN.
Many a farmer in the West who lives
admission to ^ est Point and Annapolis astrous Greely expeditionto the northern Smith Follows. Mr. Cox called his son
llog Noll's
fur from the sea shore or from large
filnger Snaps.
have been reviewed, and Congressman zone, has married Perrella Paulson, of Arthur Wellesley WellingtonWaterloo*.
In a recent number of the Cultivator cities, where oyster shells are abundant.
Mr. Jewett, a noted huntsman, named
Allen announces that Fred. Charles Manistiquo, and settled down to home
and Country Oeitllcmun. Mr. F. D.
his Edward Byug Tally-ho Forward.
Curtis has this to say about hogs aud
Irwin, of Hharou, Washtenaw County, is life In that pleasantlittle city.
A mortal that was evidently unwelcome
hog feeding: “It is queer that Mr.
the lucky appointeefor Annapolis, and
— About 20,000,000brick are manufac- is recorded as “One Too Many." AnAlbert It. Lamb, of liollin, Leniwoo
tured each sea on in tho Saginaw Valley, other of the same sort is “Not Wanted
County, for West Point. There wete
James."
question down to the present time, does small quantitiesns he would need. To
four-fifths of which are produced in the
Potlnil slutiik.
not mention Dr. roe •Jersey hogs. No such we commend the following which
Children with six or ten names are
twenty-nine applicants,sixteen of whom
Tirtabawassce yards.
Boil a shank of beef till tender: chop
wonder your correspondent. D. Davis, we clip from the Poultry Keeper:
nequent, but probably the longest name
were disqualified because of physical disThe Poultry World takes up the mat- the meat up, mid season it with salt,
expresses his surpr.se. I can account
—Gov. Luce has appointed Chas. II. in the world, longer than that of any
for it iu no other way than as an over- ter of feeding oyster shells to fowls, and pepper, and (if liked) half a nutmeg, ability.
Shaffer, of Quota, commissioner to lay potentate, is attached to the child of
• eight on the part of the author, who is a the editor expresses himself as follows: lioduco the liquor to three pints, add
— Dettoit Free Prenn: Banker William out and establish the Bodenac A Lake Arthur Pepper, laundryman. The
“Bash man is he who dares in these tho meat, cool in a mould. It should
man of extensive reading and intelliMcKellops,
of Perry, .ShiawasseeCoun- Superior State Rond in Delta and Alger name of his daughter, born 1883, is Ann
turn
out
well
when
cold.
gence; so it cannot ho Irom lack of any days to speak a good word for oyster
Bertha Cecilia Diana Emily Fanny
knowledge of this breed.
shells. Has not one poultry editor exty, seems to be in bad luck all around Counties*for which provisions were
Veal Salntl.
Gertrude Hypatia * Inez Jane Kate,
It may be interesting to note that the posed them? AntF'did uot a writer,
Boil a knuckle of veal iu six quarts of this winter. Only this week a very valu- made by the late Legislature.
I Duroc-Jerseyhogs are bred by the thou- years before this ponltryeditorpublished water; when teudtr remove thu bones,
Louise Maud Nora Ophelia Quincp Reable horse belonging to him ran away and
sands, accofding to the standard of the his great expose, doro to doubt their use chop the meat and add the jtuce, which
—Tho t State Assembly of Royal becca Starkey Teresa Ulyris (sic) Venn#
associationof breeders,audtbat records' in furnishing lime to fowls whose sys- should be mostly absorbed, and two killed herself. This, however, was not Adclphi met ut Lansing last week and Winifred Xenophon Yetty Zeus Pepper
of pedigrees are now made in the third tems were overloadedwith that article
caps of cracker crumbs, cinnamon, pep- the game of any “brick" swindlers.
eloclod S. U. Thornton, of Trenton, —one title preciselyfor every letter of
volume of the registry. They are now from the food they ate? And. yet, per and salt; put iu a mould. .Servo
— Belle Oak (Locke 1’. O.), Ingham delegate,and G. Warren Johnson nlter- the alphabet.— London New*.
handsome hogs, and for utility are uot strange to say. the hens like ground oys- cold.
County, though only a little hamlet, with ternntoto the Supreme Conclave, which
excelled by any. As breeders aud feed- ter shells just ns well as they did before
Born That Way.
runipkln l'le».
ers they will beat any other breed. They these articles were written, and seem,
three stores and a few shops, a chureb
meets iu Detroit. These delegates were
Two
or
three
days ago Station House
One quart of sifted pumpkin, oue
cross well with any breed, ns they carry like the American public, ns Bnrnum
and a schoolhouse, in one of tho most instructedto urge an amendment to the Keeper John Joiner was sitting oat in
sweet
milk,’ten or twelve
once said, MO
as if they liked to be hutn- j quart of rich .....
— .....
-----to such offspring coustitutiounfvigor, v/oavv
one pound of butter, oue and one- thriving places in that county. It has a Constitutionwhereby the Supreme Con- front of tho guard house when an old
lean meat uud a remarkable digestion bugged. They don’t ieem to have rend
theso articles. The trade in ground fourth pounds of sugar, two grated nut- newspaper, now three months old, called clave shall heteufterconsist of one dele- negro nian and a little negro child came
dud power of nssiinilntiou.
Geo. T. Powell, Ghent. Columbia Co., oyster shells continuesto be brisk, we megs, four spoonfuls of nse water. tho Star, and is booming hard for a rail- gate from each local conclave, together by. The child’s thin, black legs were
N. Y., remarked, a short time ago, that .rre informed, and we know lots of Bake the mixture in a puff paste iu pie
bent after tho fashion of jiot-hooks, and
road.
with officersof such conclaves.
his .crossespt Dnroc-Jerseys with ponltryrneuwho continue to feed this, pans.
nine people out of ten that saw the
—John Austin, who served in the army
Chester Whites and Berkshires were com- useless rubbish. Duritintod nud uudeApnln Tnpinea I'li'Mini;.
— Sebastian Finkbiner,
Clinton
child would stopr to stare at its bowmended by every one who saw them. prnved taste is u very good index of
Pore about twenty- five apples, core and and navy rfter he was fiU years old, and County farmer, while cutting clover, legs.
Mr. Powell is nu extensive breeder of what the system requires. • A vitiated quarter them, pat them in a dish and
carried an honorable discharge,died in stepped off iu front of the machine to
“That your child, rincle?" asked th*
hogs for sale aud slaughter,wisely com- appetite in not. Hawthorne has in one pour n cunful of sugar over them; add
the
Antrim County poor-house last week tinclogthe knivaq. The horses started stationhouse keener.
of
his
inimitable
stories
a
beautiful
bining pork-making with his inige fruit
half a cupfhl water, aud put tho mixture
“Yesser. Leas’ hit oughter be."
business. The modern Duroc-Jersey maiden who is brought up ‘to breathe in oven until well cooked. Take a half of paralysis.
up and cut one of his arms off jnst below
pig will fatten at any age. and all the the odor from a poisonous plant until cupfal of tapioca, a little salt and water, > —John C. Brown, of Saginaw, has
“Mighty bow-legged."
the elbow, and the other one about half
flattering tales of early maturity and big She herself becomes,, like the plant,
“Yesser," admitted the old man, “hit
and cook uutil it thickens like a jelly; taken a contract to put in 200,00(1,000 of way between the elbow and the hand.
weights w ill apply to them, with the capable of breathingdeath to others. then take the apples out of the oveu,
does look sorter dat way, buss.”
logs
for
S.
H.
McGraw,
on
Dead
River,
Tho machine hurt one leg, also bis back,
chance of adding, on cheap foods. They Her appetite, her taste has become pour the tapioca in and stir together.
“Natural deformity?"
are the best foraging hogs in America of vitiated. But fowls kept in the most Saoce— Half u bowlful of cream and a near Marquette, and will cut 20,000,000 and tore one oar nearly off.
“No, sab,” quickly, “be was jest bora
the improved bieeds. The demand for natural way and fed in the most natural little sugar and nutmeg.
to 50,(i0O,000 feet a year. Tho logs are
—Mrs. Mary McCarthy, of Scio, Wash, dat way."— Af/flit/iiCoi ititulion.
Duroc-Jerseyboars for crossing upon manner are very fond of gr-uud oyster
Sweep, and dzat once a week the rooms sold to R. K. Hawley, of Cleveland, who tenuw County, 98 years old, has been con*
other breeds is rapidly increasing. shells. They don’t exactly cry for them,
The wood mao’s ax is an inconsistent
These remarks)* ill answer the questioni but they do go for tjjem with great which do not daily i-eoeivo this atten- will build a big mill at the month of fined to her bed for 40 years, y«t shi weapon. First it cuts a tree down, and
eagerness.It would Deem that they tion.
of Mr. Davis in a recent number.
Dead River.
wants to live out her center*
then cuts it up.
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ORIENTAL SKETCHES.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

'

magnesium and calcium. There

are

hot, salt and sulphur springs in the hills

City Hews.

Jericho ami the Dead Sea.

along its eastern and western shores.
The lake has no outlet, but receives
C. POST, Editor.
The “plains of the valley of Jericho” the sweet current of the Jordan, which
Our city was one of the first places
or the most ancient historic lo- pours 6.000,000tons of water daily into
on the East shore of Lake Michigan to s one of
dities of the Holy
Holv land.
land, It comes in- its deadly and insatiate bosom.
Saturday, August 24, 1889. start the summer resort movement. alities
But the originalmanageis did not o prominence in the histoiry of Abra*
SODOM AND GOMORRAH.
am, was the site of the Sodom and
“catch on to” the popular idea. Hon.
The New Education.
D. Cutler erected a magnificenthotel, omorrah and later* of Jericho, the
I did not see anything that looked
ailed city, and was visited by Christ, like the ruins of Sodom or Gomorrah.
in the city, which has always been well
The policy of the people of the United patronizedby Southern people. But o the geologist the region is also of
Some curious and long-sighted travelStates, with the exception of the South- the great majority of dwellers in cities real interest. There is no sufficient ers used to put on their glasses and see
n for believing its area and con- the broken columns of palaces in the
ern states, has always been to make want a change from the town life, and
bave undergone change within the bed of the lake. The five doomed cities
they prefer something less like a city
liberal provision for the support of the
ory of man. The superficialas- may be there, but the Scripture does
tavern. Macatawa Park, located on
common schools. The tax payer is, the shores of Lake Michigan, with a
isno longer one of vendureand not say that they were submerged.
usually, painfully aware of this fact, cheap hotel and a “raihoad war,” each
ility,as it once was. As seen from
The geologicaldictum is that no great
when he examines the item of school season having proved so successful,the e hills confiningit on the western change has taken place in the region
e of the plain a scene of mournful
wide-awake people of Grand Haven
within historic times. There are wells
taxes on his tax receipt.
started a similar resort at the beach, dlsolation which a few isolated spots of petroleumin the vicinity,and pieces
Few intelligent citizens, however, calling it Highland Park. Like the oflgreen only serve to heighten. The of bitumen are cast up by the sea.
object to the expenditure of public Holland park, it has become very popu- Jirdan courses through it on the south, Some suppose there was at the destrucngthe river their are fringes of tion of Sodom a great conflagration of
money for educational purposes, as, lar. Many lots have been sold this
aracks and willows. Thorn trees those inflammable substances,whose
season and a number of cottages erecteven in a mercenary sense, the gain to
ed there. A growing demand was felt ait! bushes of a sage-like nature grow smoke rose “like the smoke of a furthe state in an intelligent,educated for a summer hotel there. This week inbatches, and as you approach the
nace.” and that the sacred narrative
Sea, the gullies, formed by the simply refers to such ignitionwhen it
citizen, over that of an ignorant one, is a few gentlemen held a meeting to discuss the matter, which resulted in se- spring torrents, are overgrown with states that the Lord “rained brimstone
worth many times the cost.
reeds. At one time the plain
The public schools were originally curing 11,000 toward the new building. was noted for its palm trees, but at the and fire.” Whatever the cause of the
This is principallysubscribedby merdestruction of the five cities was, their
very crude affairs, devoted to the study chants and business men, who appreci- present day not a single palm is to be
terrible fate is made typical in Scripture
n on the length and breadth of it, of the divine punishment dpon wickedof “ritin’, read in’- and ’rithmetic.” ate the fact that the resort wfll add
From this they have become the insti- very much to the business of the town. afd the only vestige of them is an oc- ness and impenitence, and the whole
ionaldead trunk disgorged by the aspect of the surroundingregion is in
Next year we will, therefore, see a new
tutions of the present day, with their
tordan into the Dead Sea and thrown
hotel at Highland Park, and also, it is
accord with the tragic doom. The old
high school courses, often including expected, a railroad to it, as the D.
u. G.
u. p on its shores. A. long and brittle view was that these towns were at the
ancient and modern languages, book- H. and M. R. R. are ready to exten
»xten(P thorn known as the ipma Chrtoi, or the southern end of the lake, where the hill
thorn of Christ, is the one from which
their line to the resort, as soon as
of salt, Usdum, preserves the memory
keeping, music and other “extras.”
the crown is said to have been plaited of the name Sodom. Josephusdeclares
right of way is secured.
Still, the education of the public
that was put upon His brow in mock- that the traces of the cities were visible
Rohlmon.
schools remains that of the “mind.”
er)’. The s(hcalled“apple of Sodom” there in his day.
Aug. 19.
growing on one of the bushes, is of the
* There are a few exceptionsto this, in
Earle, aged 21 months, youngestchild size and color of your yellow tomato.
IMMERSINGIN THE JORDAN.
*<!hicago, Cleveland and two or three of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Raleya, died
It is poisonous, but does not turn to
The
best way to get rid of the irrita.other cities, manual trainingschools yesterday of infiamation of the bowels. ashes at the touch as Josephusdeclares
There
was
a
large
attendance
at
the
are supportedat the public expense.
some of the fruit of the Dead Sea did.
md^iige ^I^an1
funeral to-day, otthe many friends of A sparse population of Bedaween who of^Sinsb)1 indulge
This brings us to the future of the
the family, who deeply sympathise have adopted Negroes into their num- sion in the waters of life of the Jordan.
public schools. There can be no doubt with them in the loss of their bright
On our way to the place where the pilber dwell on the plain and have small
that, in the near future, industrialedu- little one. The mother who, being un- flocks of goats and sheep and a few grims usually bathed a rain storm came
upon us, and we appreciatedfully the
cation will be added to the course in der the doctor’s care, was not able to cattle.
old lines.
follow her little one to its last resting
all the larger cities, at the public exMODERN .JERICHO.
c. W. M.
“BruKhiiiK the dew on .Font ait’s bunks
pense, and that, in time, this will folThe crossing must lie near.
There
are
no
exceptions
to
the
law
of
Olive Centre.
low in the smaller places. This means Aug. u.
There is probably nothing more disevolution.The history of architecture

Qrant Haven.

JOHN

Gilmore & Walsh
OFFER INDUCEMENTS

Housefumisig
in the

We have

the educationof the

hand as

well as

The apprentice system of the past
much of slavery for young

We are all looking for signs of rain,
but they all fail; corn and potatoes are
suffering, pastures are getting short
and yet the weather bureau seems to
pass us by
. .There appears to be considerable attraction in our town, all
kinds of rigs pass enquiring for berries.

anil Bargain Store

Van Landegend block.

and

, Housefurnishing Goods ever offered to the people
of Ottawa and Allegan counties, and
request your inspection.

we '

Our Goods

are all

,

New

and we propose keeping all grades and all kinds of Furniture, Carpets, and Wall Paper. In price we shall surely please you as we propose to give low figures on
all we have to sell. In fact our

'

FUMITUE

imnmr?

the mind.

NEW

THEIR

the beet stock of Furniture, Carpets, Curtains,

I

place.

IN

«

be made unequalled sn this section for largeness and
completeness of stock, embracing the latest styles
and variety of material. Our prices will
run from the

,
,
seen

in the East is an illustration. Modern appointingto the tourists in PalesJericho, which is two miles southeast tine than the first sight of the Jordan, i to
of Elisha’s fountain,Charles Dudley This most famous river cannot be
Warner nronounces“the nastiestvil- until you are upon its very

CARPET ROOMS

and

the best

,

A

-.ir-n

„

WE ASK for your trade and promtap vmi fUp w* nf trPn}TT1pr,f

grades.

banks.

e ^ 011 Uie Debl 01 Ireaiment.
world.” He saw it, and I What a disenchantmentit was to find
have no reason to dissent from his ourselves looking into a stream scarceAmericans, as the apprenticeusually
judgment.
The few miserable huts ly wider than a creek, with muddy
left his home and remained with the
Prices Every
in the Year.
swarm with Bedaween, and, I suppose, banks, and water as muddy as that
master for a term of years. The oppo- ....Last week several teams, from
with vermin. Tourists familiar with the profane river, the Missouri! It is no
; sitions of the labor organizations also Grand Rapids, were hauling lumber for facts say that the natives frequently wonder that Naaman preferredthe
Mr. De Vries, to West Olive.... Mr.
get up in the night and literally brush limpid river of the north. Some of the
: aided in doing away with it. But some
and Mrs. Eugene Hudson, Mr. and Mrs.
party had brought formidable bottles
. other plan is a necessity in order to Pompeyof Iiudsonville, Mrs. Gibbard them from their bodies into the fire.
An old, dilapidated tower, a desperate with them« intending to fill them and
* keep up the supply of skilledmechanics. and daughter from Clinton Countv
necessity,has been fixed upon as the take them back to America to serve in
The state has educated lawyers and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Porter house of ZaccheuSj the publican. case of baptism of infants yet unborn.
Pierce this week.... Bert Decatorand
There are a few buildingsin modern But they were thrown away unused.
doctors at the public expense, until the
sister, of Hudsonville and Miss Alice
We almost gave up the project of bath- we can save you big money. We warrant our machines to
supply is far in excess of the demand. Brockway of Agnew, were guests of style about modern Jericho— a Russian convent built of stone, a three- ing, but we rememberea that we had
be the best ever made, and will save you much more
It is, at least, as necessary to have skil- Retta Merritt Saturday and Sunday.
storiedstructure on which we were al- come 6,000 miles, and would probably
Mr. J. De Vries is drawing bis hard
money than an agent, who solicits your trade from
ful engineers and mechanics in a commost as much startled to read the label, feel often inclined to say after our rewood lumber from this place to Hol“The Jordan Hotel” as we would be turn home that we had bathed in the
munity, as able lawyers.
day to day. We don’t have the expense that
land — Mr. R. Merritt still remains
Jordan, even if we did not do so. So
In the meantime, many generous at Port Sheldon — We think your cor- to find a bush of roses on the summit
they do, and can give you the benefit.
of Mount Matterhorn,and three mwl- after luncheonwe got ready, slid down
men are assisting in starting the move- respondent from that place hit the est villas built by Russians. The last the muddy bank, and then— had the
Learn our prices before purchasing.
note, but evidentlyforgot to men
most refreshing bath of a lifetime.If
ment for manual training, from their key
tion the nrosnect of a 'nAw^nanPr i*pina are grounded by a garden protected
1 had ever had rheumatismI might
private means. A few weeks ago, Mr. i ublishe( tl^re as soon
aBaiDstbushes
molestation
fences
of dead
puoiisneu mere, as soon as a stocK thorn
piled by
eight
or ten
feet have felt like a former bather, who
Williamson,a Philadelphia millionaire, company can be formed. Parties wishThree story building, between Steketee’s and Bosnian’s.
high and filled with fiowers and fruit said he “imagined himself miraculously
eft a large fortune to found a school ing to take stock will be accommodated
delivered
of
that
lingering
infirmity’’
trees flourishingintropical luxuriance.
at the bank at the resort; sand bank of
of this kind. This week another citiHere we saw the banana, its fruit still by a bath in the Jordan. The water
course. The paper will be a Demo
green; orange, lemon and fig trees, the was five feet deep and over. The bed
zen of the same city, Mr. A. J. Drexel
cratic sheet — Mr. F. Lyon continues
grai>e and oleanders in full bloom. of the river is covered with pebbles.
has announced that he is about to pro- on the sick list. Dr. M anting says it is
These beautiful sitots show beyond a The current is exceedinglyswift, and
vide funds to purchase land and con- prostration of the nervous system ____
lieradventure what the plain might be- we were obliged to use all our strength
The family of J. II. Boone of Holland
struct buildings for the maintenance
come under cultivation.At the begin- to keep on our feet in wading to the
were visiting relativesand friends here
ning of our era the balsam of Jericho eastern bank and avoid being carried
of a full corps of instructors for an inthis week ..... By the prompt action of
was famous. The plain was presented down stream. We could not swim
dustrial institutefor young women and Mr. W. D. Pierce, the dwelling of Mr.
bv Antony to Cleopatra, who sold it to across.o The waters are cold and very
young men that will accommodate as Tuttle was saved from being burned. Ilerod. Industry and enterprise would sweet to the taste. The channel is
“Dennis.” turn this desolate and lonely region in- about 100 feet wide at this point. As]
many as a thousand girls in the dayWest
Olive.
to fertile fields. Rut so long as the we stood on the soil of Moab we looked
time and a thousand boys at night.
Aug. 21.
Bedaween are the only population it back and thought of the old hymns
The facilities and instniction to be
Mr. Frank Barry is now the father of will remain as it is, a mtfUrnful picture which use the river as an image of the
the line dividing the present from the
provided for this school are to be free his first child, a baby girl ____ Repairs of rich land going to waste.
future life:
are
progressing
finely
on
the
wagon
of any and all cost to its students forPARCHING AND SULPHUROUS.
"On Jordan'srugged banks I^stund
partook too

.

lage in the

.

Day
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Holland, Mich.

Subscribe
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bridge, across the Pigeon river. ... Mr.
A. It. Robinson is in the northern part
The distance from modern Jericho to And cast a wistful eye."
ample funds and business foresightcan of this county, canvassing ____ Mrs. W. the Dead Sea is five or six miles. The
The Hudson, the Susquehannaand
assure. The working operations of the Thompson and Mr. Glassbrook. who plain is dusty and the soil unmixed many other streams are incomparably
college will probably be somewhat sim- have been quite sick, are slowly improv- with stone, except in the gullies. A more useful, but no stream on earth
ing
Mr. D. V. Cone, who has been strong wind was blowing from the di- can equal the Jordan in sacred associailar to those of the Cooper Institute in
at Cambria Mills for awhile, is back rection 0$ the lake, and an hour before tions. Only pity that the pure clear
New York. A large lecture-hall, capable again, and says his son is going to move we reach*! it we detected a strong sul- waters that we saw 115 miles to the1
of seating 2,000 persons, and an exten- out here
A family from Chicago are phurous odor, Xl,e atmosphere is in- north, gushing forth from the base of
sive reading room, provided with all ft bout to move on the place formerly tensely dr)’ and parching, producing a Mount Hermon at Paneas, should at
owned by Mr. Perrine; they purchased feverish senbati«k,JRievery horses last have no lietter fate than to be lost
the useful, technical, and other books,
it
The friends of Mr. Perrine will seemed to<eel it. auTVlimie of them in the Sea of Death!
and appropriate periodicals and news- be sorry to learn that he has had tne rolled from under tbanMUUfs,as if to
LAST NIGHT OF TENT LIFE.
papers of the day will l>e features of misfortuneto be badly crippled by ma- get rid of it. As we approach the hike
chinery
with
the
rest, one ear torn com- the soil is coated with a thin incrustaThe second night of our encampment
the plan. In all, Mr. Drexel expects
pletely from his head ____ S. 8. next Sun- tion of salt. The plain is nndulatirfg, 1 at Jericho was to he the last night of
the foundation, lands, and building
day at 10:30 a. m. Young People s meet- and tbf gulliesmake it very easy for j tent life in the Holy Land. Romantic
and endowment of the institution may ing at 7:30 p. m ..... Mr. Chas. E. Bal- onfft* get lost from a party. The im-iasit had seemed, the first night on
cost a million and a half of dollars.
com, who owned a place near here pression which the Dead Sea rnakesup- Mount Lebanon, and pleasant as it had
about 16 years ago, but now living at on most is one of gloom and desolation. been afterward, we were looking forGrand Rapids, was here Friday. He There is^^tuornful solitudeon
____________
_____
ward eagerly to
the comforts
such as a
says he rode on the second train that shores, and.tbf stillness depressesthe i Jerusaleln hotel could afford, and to
Help Yoiiraclvcft.
ever went from West Olive. He is the soul. The water has a heavy apjiear- j the mail and news from the west. Our
Fight your own bmles. Hoe your guest of Mr. Myers, near Ottawa Sta- anee, an<f its waves beat a moan upon ! men celebrated the night with a bonown row. Ask no favors of any one, tion
Miss Nettie Owen, former! v a the shores, covered with fragments of j lire of thorn bushes tor our benefit, and
and you’ll succeed a thousand times school teacher here, is the guest of Miss Hint and other stones, into which they the next morning we were earlv in the
better than one who is always beseech- Fannie Dell for about a week. have fiercely eaten. But while we say j saddle, ascendingthe hills to the culing some one’s influence and patronage. ....Chas. Newman has gone over our this we are not indifferent to the pre- 1 minating point of Oriental travel, JeNo one will ever help you as you help school house with the paint brush once dictions that this region may in the fu- rusalem.—
Mnilnud Ujimt*.
yourself, because no one will be so and has comtnenced going over it the ture be resorted to use for the climate
heartily interestedin your affairs. The second time, all on the outside. . The and'the baths. For ten months summer
A jierfect complexion,free from pimfirst step will be such a long one, per- new bell for the school house has ar- prevails on the plain, and if the carple or blemish, is very rarely seen, behaps, but carving your own way up the rived and we trust will speak well for riage road recently began from Jerusamountain you make each one lead to this place. .. Mrs. Hacklander and lem should be finished to Jericho, a cause few people have perfectly pure
blood. And yet, all disfiguring erupanother, and stand firm while you chop little Annie Verwey went to New Hol- ride of two hours would transfer invations are easi'lyremoved by the Use of
still another out. Men who have made land visiting Tuesday.
lids
from
the
snow
and
cold
of
Mount
Five bushels
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.Try it, and sur-i
fortunes are not those who have had of blackberries were shipped from here Zion to a mild tropical vendure.
prise your friends with the result.
16,000 given them to start with, but yesterday, and four from Agnew to the
THE DEAD SEA.
boys who have started fairly with a sanitariumat Hattie Creek.
well-earned dollar or two.
The Dead Sea is one of the most re“L.
O. U.”
Few children can be Induced to take
--- ----—
—
--markable phenomena on the earth. physic without a struggle, and no wonMen who acquire fame have never
W. L. Douglas’celebrated *3.00 shoe The Bible calls it the Salt Sea of the der, some drugs are extremelynauseatbeen thrust into popularityby puffs
begged or paid for, or given in friendly at Van Duren Bros. This is the best plain; the Greeks the Lake of Asphalt ing. Ayer’s Rills, on the contrary, betf and the Dead Sea, while the Arabs
spirit They have outstretchedtheir shoe for the money
ing sugar-coated, are eagerly swallowed
know it as Uahr Lut, or Sea of Lot, pre- by the little ones, and are, therefore,
own hands and touched the public
heart Men who win love do their own Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. serving the memory of the tragic catas- the favorite family medictae.
wooing, and I never knew a man to
The best salve in the world for Cuts, trophe which occurred on its shores.
fail so signally as one who induced his Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, According to the old travelerMaun* Drain Lcltlnv. .
affectionate grandmother to speak a Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, drell, the name Dead Sea is derived
Notice it Hereby Given, That I. Bonce B.
good word for him. Whether you work Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup- from the fact that it moveth not, but is Atwuod. Drain Gomnisiionero! the townabipof
for fame, for love, for money or any- tions, and positively cures Piles, or no ever still. A modern traveler says it is Blendon, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan,
thing elsev work with your hands and pay required. It is guaranteed to give the least dead of anything he knew. will, on the Second day of September, A. D. 1880,
at the home of H. Avink, in said townshipof
heart and brain. Say “I will” and some perfect satisfaction, or money re- On the day of my visit It was greatly Blendoa, at 8 o'clockin the forenoon of that day,
day you will conquer. Never let any funded. Price 25 cents per box. For agitated— its high and angry waves de- proceed to receivebid* for the conitructiou of a
cert iio^rainknown aa the “Avink Drain,” loman have it to say, “I have di
sale in this city by Yates & Kane, ami serves the title. Not a shrub grows on cated end eetabllahed in the said township of
its shores. Not a fish dwells in its
you up.” Too many friends sometimes by A. De KrulT, Zeeland. Mich
Blendon and deecdbedaa follow*,to wit: Behurt a man more than none at all.
brackish waters. Not a boat floats on (rinning at Point 30 rod* East and 15 feat North of
its surface. Here and there on the the center of Section T. 6 N. of R. II W. and
The Verdict Unanimous.
lit S. 10V E. PSWrod*.Sod W. 50 rocs, 3rd
beach lies the dead trunk of a tree, run*
S. 96)4 rod*, 4th 8. 76° W. 12*4 rod*, 5th N 85° W.
W. D. Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind., brought down by the Jordan, but 8JS
- Annual School Heeling.
rod*, 6th N. 78*4# W. 16 rod*, 7th 8. 88° W. 13
testifies:“I can recommend Electric thrown up by the unwilling lake. Irby rods, 8th N. 86s W. 33 rods, 9th N. 18° W, 8 rod* to
The annual meeting of the 'legat Bitters as the very best remedy. Every and Mangles tried to light one of these the hithway on the We«t line of said Section<4B.
voters of the school district, “The Pub- bottle sold has given relief in everv
Bold job will be let by sectionsor division*. The
pieces of driftwood, but in vain, on ac- eeotionat the outlet of the Drain will be let first,
lic Schools of the City of Holland,” case. One man took six bottles, anti
count of the impregnationof salt. The and the remainingsection* in their order np
will be held on Monday, September 1, was cured of Rheumatism of 10 years’
old tradition that birds could not fly stream, in accordance with the diagram now on
1889, at 7:80 p. m.,cat Room No. 1, standing.” Abraham Hare,
file with the other paper* pertainingto said Drain
over the water and live was a mistake. and bids wUI be made end received accordingly.
Central School Building, at which Bellville,Ohio, affirms:
The lake is the deepest depressionon Contract* will be made with the loweet responsithe surface of our continents,being ble bidder giving odeqoatesecurity for the performance of the work, in a sam to be fixed by
1.800 feel below the Mediterraneanand
me. The date for the completionof inch coo600 below the Lake of Galilee. It is 47 tract, and the lerma of paymei t therefor,shall
added their testimony, so that the ver- miles long and ten wide, covering three be announcedat tba ttma and plnca of letting.
y come before it.
Hotiee ie Further Hereby GieemThatat the time
dict is unanimous that Electric Bitters times the area of the northern lake.
and place of Mid Mtiof toe assessmentofbwedo cure all diseases of the Liver, Kid The water is intensely brackish and bit- flta made by me. will be subject to ravtow. .
neys or Blood. Only 50 eta. a bottle at ter, conUining 28 per cent, whlck J>r.
Dated this Fifteenth day of August A. D. 1869,
HooacaB.
Dawson says is not common salt bui
of the
JSWa
mostly the chloride and bromide of
ever; that
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wo, as* iUU roetiTo, ibow that iheroU soUi&f bvtUr oa mU.
Myra 'Ml mvoct or CTmCM, tbo UTU no doibt U to bloao, as4a
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UNI YOU UP.

you pntgtitfor thtm. Sol* ortryvkoro,fSc. fU BOTTUL
Boal by null,pootpold,on m.lpt ol fXS.
JoF.SMITH * CO.tftole Proprietors, tT. LOUIS, MO.
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The Finest Stock of Boots and Shoes
—AT-

Van
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EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

GIVE THEIvI

We have

A.

CALL.

a first-classshoemaker in our employ,

tom work and repairing brought to
ceive prompt attention.

’

and all cub-

tuj will re*

.

T
E. 13.000....
IMIOO
Also lots one, two, three, four, five, be taken up wherever such may be
Probate Order.
F. ffl.000..,.- u00 00-? ?,02000
Common Council.
six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, necessary and re-laid on the grade esHUSDHV
SUPPLIED.
STATE OF'MICHIGAN, l
twelve and thirteen, in block A of the tablished as above set forth, after the
OOCNTT
II. Walsh, school •applies....
(125
original plat of the then Village of grading work is completed;
Holland, Mich., Aug. 21, 1889.
H. Kremers,
.... 4 06
* A#
110,1 FrotxMw (ZwitioTfa ConnThat wherever any culverts are to be Yates* Kane, books and statytfgttowa. bblden at the ProbateOffice, In
Holland;
uh
The Common Council met in regular
the City of Grand Haven, In laid county, on
Also the unnumbered lot abutting constructed, they shall be located and tionery ...........'... .........14 (ft
Tuesday, the Twentieth day of August. In tha
session and was called to order by the
E. J. Harrington,oil, brooms. IS hi
on said Land street, in AdditionNo. 1, built as directed b:
by the Common Coun- Hunters Bros, hardware ...... 21 11
year one thousandtight hundred ana eighty
*
of the then Village of Holland; or cil, the costs and expenses thereof.W.
„. Verbeek,
, rr.«-i K. furniture ........ 4 Ifl
present:— Mavor Kremers, Aldermen
Pnaent,CHARLES E BOULl, Judge f Proeldsema,
........ 25
8uch parts or sub-divisions of said lots however, to be paid from the general g,- R&lfkem*.
bate.
Keppel, Carr, l)e Vries, Kramer, M. and premises as may be abutting
Kleklntveld,books and
fund of the
Klekl"‘v
stationery ..............
21 110
Van Putten and llabermann, and the upon said Thirteenth street and
That all stumps in said streets be E. Van der Veen, hardware.. 7 Kfl
Clerk.
II.
Van
der
Haar,
sundries...
12V* W 32
taken up and removed: and that all
street respectively;
Heading of the minutes suspended.
REPAIRS.
And also the several street intersec- shade trees, wherever the grade establew of aald deoeeeed, rrpresenUng that Martfeua
The followingbills were presented tions where said Thirteenth street lished may require the same, be low- D. Btroveujans,masonwork..! 10117
for payment, viz.: J. Van Dyk, lumT. Van Landcgend, furnace,
crosses Fish, Cedar, Market, River, ered and re-set;
etc ............................
4701
ber as per contract$109.89; Geo. H.
estate to be administered, and praying for the
That the whole of the costs and ex- J. Meerman. sidewalk ........
Pine, Maple, First Avenue and Van
7 35
appointment of OorneUuavan
in Loo admlniitrator
Sipp ana one assistant,survey of lot
8.
Llevense,
walks,
etc
........
13
00
pense
of
said
work
and
improvement
Raalte Avenue streets, and where said
no. 4 tannery addition $2.00; Geo. H.
17 25
J. Huntley, buildingrepairs.
Thereupon It la ordered that Saturday, tha
Land street intersectsSeventh, Eighth, be defrayed by a special assessment
175
Sipp and one assistant,survey, profile Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twmfth upon the lands and lots or parts of lots D. Woymar. painting,.
Fourtunthdap of BtfUmbn, nftrf
K. De Mi
42 7.V* 140 06
laat.
ana estimates for grading and graveli
at ten o'clock In the forenoon,be aietined for
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth and abutting upon said Thirteenth street
XISCELLANEOUB.
ing Land street $18.00; John Kruisenthe bearing of said petition,and that the beira
Sixteenth streets;
and Land street respectively:provided
leys
Th* only non-AloobolloVigitaUt midi- •t law of aald deceased, and all other peraona
ga, paid six poor orders $12.00; Prins
from Co. treasurer for IWjtAll of which said lands, lots and however, that the
tie costs of improving
InteraatadIn aald estate, are required to appear
& Rooks, paid seven poor orders $10.00.
hh. erroneouslycredited to
cine put up in liquid form irn dir
premises,as hereinbeforeset forth, the several street intersectionsand the
at a sessionof saldOourt,thanto be holden at the
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued shall be designatedand are hereby de- frontage of the Public 'Square on said school fund last year ....... I <13 55
Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
City treasurer, grading tuxes 15 01
covered.
•aid eounty, and show cauie. If any there be,
on the city treasurer in payment clared to constitute a special street dis- Thirteenthstreet and the cost of re- Hproul & McOurrln,fire place 2h 00
why the prayer of the petitionerabould not be
thereof.
H. D. Post, Insurance .........ou oo
It D not a vtle fancy drink made of rum. poor Bran tod: And it la further Ordered, That said
trict, for the purpose of specialassess- moving two thousand two hundred and P.H. McBride,
.......... 45 00
The committee on poor reported ments, to defray the expense of grading fifty cubic yards of earth into the gully
wbliky, or refnae Uqoora, apioeu and awaatenad petitioner give notice to the persona Intareatodin
L. Mulder, printingand adto plane the Uate, but a purely vegetableprep
presenting the semi-monthly report of
and otherwise improving said Thir- for the opening of Thirteenth street vertising........... ........ 3180
•ration, made from native California
h«rbi.
the director o£the poor and said comC.H. Ellis, cleaning chimneys 3 00
across
tannery
creek,
so
called,
and
the
teenth street and Land street, in the
J.
A.
Ter
V
ree,
fence
posts
...
2
00
Twenty-flvayeira'
me
have
demomtrated
to
unmending $23.60 for the
mittee, recommending
manner as herein above set forth; said construction of the necessary culverts Lyceum Hall.commencement 0 00
milUoni of anff’-ren thr nghont the olrillsed
support of the poor for the two weeks
0040 '
U 1000
world, that of all the medloitta ever diacovered
districtto be known and designated as across said creek, be assessed against A. D. Goodrich,music
ending September 4th 1889, and having
* Dykema. lumber. h 40
Vinegar Mtten Obly poaat aaea le'Lct and won- -latoaalddayofbaaring00***1™ W#*kl
“Thirteenthand Land streets Special the City of Holland and paid from the Jonkman
CHARLES B. SOULE.
M. Ossewaarde,school census 15 (K)
derful curativerffeotaui*<»nthou troubled with
rendered temporary aid to the amount
(A true oopy.lattest. Judge of Prolati.
Assessment District”, in the City of general fund;
J. Lokker, truant agent ...... 20 oo
the followingdiaeaa«a,via
of $9.60.— Approved and warrants orupon J. De Boer, freight a drayuge 11 10
Holland; and be it further
That the lands and
. Dyapepala, Rbeumatlam. Catarrh, Neuralgia,
dered issued on the city treasurerfor
T. Keppel,
01
Drain Letting.
Resolved, That the City Surveyor is which said specialassessment
Headache, Bolla. Scrofula,Skin Dlaeaaea,
>170
the several amount as recommended.
hereby directed to make a pro)iile of levied shall include lots four and three Postage, sundries, etc ........ $054 324 01 Jaundice, Bout, PUee, Bidouaneaa, and all other Notice U Henby Oioos, That L Horace
The marshal reportedthe collection
l.KOHHfl dlaeea< a arlalngfrom blood impnritiea,andaaa Atwood, Drain Commissionerof the township of
the grade to be established for the said in block fifty-two,the public square Balance on hand ..............
of $14.60 water fund moneys and reVermifuge it la the beat In the world, being death Biradon, County of Ottawa, State of Mloh^m,
improvement and suitable plats and west of and adjoiningblock fifty-two,
Total
.......
*11,757
33 to all woima that Inftat the human ayatem.
wlll. on the Third day of September,A. D. 1
cei|rt of city treasurer for same.—
diagrams of the work, as far as this lots sixteen, fifteen, fourteen, thirteen,
at the bouse of A. Btyf, In aald township of B!
BlenIt la alwaya aafe to take at any time, or under
THE TREASURY.
don. at 10 o'clock In tha forenoon of thaiday, ]
shall be practicable,with estimates of twelve, eleven, ten and nine in block
any condl'ii-nofthe ayatem, for old nr young or
By the city surveyor:
a oarFrom the above It will be Been that the lin- for either aex. It I* put up In two atylea, The oeea to receivebids for the oonatruoiloniof____
the cost and expense thereof, and with fifty-three,lots twelve, eleven, ten,
To the Honorable the Mayor and Comyear cIohc* with a balanceIn the Treaaury old i* slightly bitter,and is tb>< stronger in ca- Uin Drain known aa tha“Annama Draln,”looated
the least possible delay submit the nine, eight and seven in block fifty- eal
and
eatabllahad
In
tha
aald
township
of
Blandon
of fl.Hl»*.H0,distributedamong , the several thartic effect. The new style it very pleasant to
mon Conncxl of the City of Holland:
same to the Common Council, in ac- four, lots ten. nine, eight, seven and Funds as follows:
the taste and a perfect medicinefor delicate and described aa follows,to-wit: MfUmlDCat
Gentlemen:— Pursuant to resolu- cordance with the provisions of Title
point that la ton hundred nnd fifty-nine(1O50>
six in block fifty-five, lots six, five and On Hand— Fuel ..... ..........f A432
women or children. Eaob kind la dlatinctly afeet
tion of your honorable body I have
South and 10 feet East of the North quarter
See’y aud Census. 12 Ift
XIX of the charter of the City of Hol- four in block fifty-six,lots one, two and
marked on top of cm toon.
Section corner of Motion 4. T. 0 N. of R. 14 W. ;
Insurance .......... 22 04
surveyed out that part of Ninth street
land.
three in block sixty-one, lots one, two,
thence
N. 78° W. 400 feet, theneeS. 81* W. 400 ft,
Incidental
........
475 02
Many
famlllea
keep
both
kinds
on
hand, aa
and al
ilsothat
»at p
part of Lake street in
High School ....... 10435
thence S. 50° W. 800 ft, thence West 900 ft, thence
they form a complete medicine cheat.
Said above resolutions were adopted three, four, five, six, seven and eight
front of and adjacent to lot no. 4 TanTeaching ........... 1,357K3
8. 53° W. 129 ft. thfenoe Weet'l078f
-----two third of all the aldermen elect vot- in block sixty, lots one, two, three,
Ala Family Ifedime for the use of ladies,
Janitor ............. 10 K*>-* 2.04H Hd
and nays, as fol- four, five and six in block fifty-nine, Overdrawn— Toren k
150 no children and men of aedentery haotts. the New
Style Vinegar Bitters ha» i o equnl in the world.
Carr, De Vries, lots one. two three, four and five in
croaches on Slnlli slrwt from 8
f.: ..1'.
Balance....
f LhOHSO It fs invaluable for curing the ilia that beset the intersection
of the eaatlt Hoe and the aaat
block
fifty-eight,
lots
one,
two
and
childhood, and gently regulat. a the dlaeaaea to and weet hi lina of Sectionfive (b) T. 6 N. of R. 14
on the east end of ”^d lottolS inched !
and Haberthree in block fifty-seven,of the origwhich
women
at
every
period
of
Hfe
are
aub]eot.
OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS.
W . Bald Job will be let by aeotlou or divisions.
on the west end, aud also find that
tn Thllpo.lQU
plat of the then Village of HolThe mitstundiiiicbonded Indebtednessof ^ Ladiei. get a bottle from your druggiatand try The aectlonat the outlet of the Drain will bt let
fence around said lot 4. tannery addi- '
n. el a
^ inal
first, and the remaining sectionsIn thalr order np
the District Is as follows:
land; .
tinn
.40 p.
tion, enfrnnfl.Ps
encroaches on Lake strppt
street from
stream, In accordance with the diagram nova on
Scries R.— 3 bondH of llOOOeach.O per ct..
Also lots sixteen, fifteen,fourteen, due Feb.. 1HKO-1H02........................* 3,000 gar Bitters,aa/Slm to send tor it. if yot|Votce file with tha other papers pertaining to aald
13 feet 1 inch on the east end to 31 feet
try it you will never be without this pilceleaa
thirteen, twelve, eleven, ten and nine Series C.— « bonds of 1600 each, 6 per ct.,
Drain, and .bids will be made and reoMved acremedy iu the bouse,
9 inches on the west end, thereby
Holland, Mich., Aug. 22, 1889. in block nine, lots eighteen, seventeen, due Feb., IfW-lHft.......................
cordingly. Contracta will be made with the low3.000
est responsiblebidder (firing adequatesecurity
causing the fence to extend beyond its The Common Council met pursuant
Series D.— 4 bonds of *600 each, (1 per ct..
VINEGAR BITTERS*
sixteen,
fifteen, fourteen, thirteen,
for the performance of the work, in a laa to ba
2,000
pror
oner line on Ninth and Lake streets!to adjournment and was called to or- twelve, eleven and ten iu block eight, due Feb. 1HU6-1H07 ........................
Series E.-3 bonds ofll.OUOeach.Gper ct.,
The onl} Tcmpernnt-oRitter* knowa. fixed by me. The date for the completion of moh
31 fe«t 5} inches west. At the time of Jer by the Mayor.
contract, and tha terms of payment therefor,
due Feb., 1HWH900. ......................
3.000
It gtlnuUtPft the Brain and quiet* the •ball ba announcedat tha time and place of aald
making the survey stakes indicating Present: Mayor Kremers, Aldermen lots twelve, eleven, ten, nine, eight and Series F -(J »H>iidsof fl,000eHoh.5perct..
seven in block seven, lots one, two,
due Feb.. 1901-1000........................
0,000 Nerve*t regulateN the Rowel* and ren- lettinr.
the north line of Ninth street and the Keppel, De Merell, De Vries, Kramer,
three, four, five, six, seven and eight
Noticeis FurtherHereby Given. That at the
ders a perfect blood Mrculaflon through
south line of Lake street were placed M. Van Putten, and llabermannand
time end place of said letting the aaeeaamentof
Total.
.117.000
in block ten, lots one, two, three, four,
the humaa vein*, which I* sure to re- benefit! made by me. will be subjectto review.
at four points on each of said streets. the Clerk.
five, six, seven, eight and nine in block
store perfect health.
Respectfully submitted,
REVIEW.
Doted thla Fifteenthday or Anguat A. D. INS.
Reading of the minutes and regular eleven, lots one, two. three, four, five
Horaci B. Atwoco,
QUO. W. DAVIS, of IC9 Btrronna St. New
Geo. H. Sipp, City Surveyor. order of business suspended.
During the school year 1888- '80, “The PubDrain Commlaaionar of tha Township of
Report accepted and the clerk in-* The city surveyor reported profile and six in block twelve, in the south lic Schools of the City of Holland," have Orleana. La., write* under date May &0th. 16*8, Blandon.
west addition of the then village of maintained u graded school us heretofore, In aa follows : '-I have been going to the Hot Springs
structed to investigate and ascertain and estimates of expense for grading
the High School. Central and Ward School Ark., for fifteenyears for an Itching hnmor in
who is owner of dot 4, tannery addition and otherwise improving Thirteenth Holland;
buildings, comprising a High School,four my blood, i have luat uaed thr w bottles of Vine- niMoluflon of Co-part nenhtp.
Also
lots six, five, four and eleven in Grammar and fight Primary departments.
_________ gar Bitters, and It has dot e me more good than
and where living. /
Notice la hereby given that tha nartoarahin
street, from the centre of Land street
Whole numberof teachers,'Including supe
the aprings. It la the beat medicine made "
latelv existingbetween Ellen V. VandraBerge
The city surveyor reported profile to the west line of Hope College Addi- block five, lots five and six in block Intendent
and instructor In vocal music, 17.
twelve, lots one, two, three and seven
and
Mr*. Mlnoia Banach, under tha firm nams
JOSEPH
J.
EGAN,
of
No
75
West
St.,
New
Highestnumber of pupils enrolled, 055.
and estimates of expense for grading tion, together with Land street, from
a on
York, aaya : “Have not been without Vinegar of Van dan Berra and Bertach , was dissolved
in block six, lots one and seven in block
Average dally attendance, 700.
and gravelingLand street, from the the north
>rtn line of Seventh street to the
Average number of pupils foreachteacher. Bitters for the pest twelve ve rs, and consider the 8th day of August A. D. i860, by mutual eoneleven, in Hope College Addition of
iron stake at the intersectionof Land, north line of Sixteenth street.— Report
seat.
All
debte
owing
to
the
said
partnarship
it a whole medicine cheat in our family.”
50.
the City of Holland;
aratobe reotivedby Minnie Bertseb, and aD daLost and Seventh street to the centre accepted.
Total school population, census of 1888, 1207.
MRS. MATTIE FURGU80N. of Dryden, N. Y.. rn and ion tha aald oo-partoarahlp art to be proAlso
lots one and twelve in block The following branches of study were taught
of Sixteenth street.— Accepted and
aaya:
‘Vinegar
Bitten
lathe
beat
medicinal
Aid. M. Van Putten moved that the thirty-three, lots one and twelve in —Orthography. Reading. Language Lessons,
seuted to her for payment.
ever tried ; it saved my life."
placed on file.
Dated Holland, August 14tb 186*.
resolution of Aid. Kramer, adopted by block thirty-four,lots one and eight in Writing. English Grammar, Geography.ArithBLUE
m V. Vaw raw BiM-;
By Aid. Kramer—
T. F. RAiLEY, of Hamboldt, Iowa, aaya:
the Council at their last meeting, re- block forty-three, lots one and twelve metic, Algebra,Geometry, Physiology,U. H.
MihnikBiktsoh.
History, Civil Government. Physics,Book- “Vinegar Bitten cured mo of paralysisten years
Resolved,That it be and hereby is garding the determiningby the Coun20 4W.
Rhetoric. General History.English ago, aud recentlyit cured me of rheumatism."
determined by the Common Council of cil to improve Thirteenth street, from in block forty-four,lots one and twelve keeping,
Literature. Latin and Vocal Music.
in block fifty-one, lots one and four in
the City of Holland to improve Thir- the center of Land street to the west
VINEIMR RITTERS.
THE FINEST STOCK
block
fifty-two,
lots
one
and
six
in
INSURANCE.
teenth street,fiom the centre of Land line of Hone College Addition, together
The
Ureat
Blood Purifier aud Health
The several school buildingsand contents
street to the west line of Hope College with Land street, from the north line block sixty-one, lots one and six iu
Restorer Curex *11 kind* of Headache,
arc issued as follows:
Addition, together with Land street, of Seventh street to the north line of block sixty-two, lots one and six in Cuut ml— Building .............. .*0.000
alsolndlgextlon uuil Hyapepsla.
block
sixty-nine,
of the original plat of
from the north line of Seventh street Sixteenth street and the manner in
Contents .......... .... 1.0004 10.000
Send for a liesmtiful book free.
High Sehool— Building ..... ... 4.(100
to the North line of Sixteenth street, which such improvement shall be made the then village of Hollan
Contents ..... ... 5004.500 Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
-AND
Also lots one, two, three, four, five,
in said City of Holland, said improveWard
School—
Building
.....
.
NX)
be reconsidered.— Adopted all voting six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven,
632 Washington Street,
ment to be in the manner following, yea.
Content* ...... . 2001.000
twelve and thirteen in block A of the
New York City.
to-wit:
Aid. Kramer moved that sub-division original plat of the then village of
Total...
That said streets be graded the six, line nine, be amended by adding
"oil: '
entire width- thereof pursuant to a after the word street, the following: Holland;
TEACHERS ENGAGED FOB 1880- '00.
Also the unnumbered lot abutting on
IN THE CITY
grade and profile to be adopted by the
and the cost of removing 2260 yards of said Land street, in Addition No. 1 of The Hoard have enpaKed (he followlni; Hub taken office room In the Kt. Denis, first
Common Council in connection with earth into the gully for the opening of
teaehers for the ensuing school year, for the stairway on Munrne it we*t of Hpring.st. The
this proposed improvement and to be Thirteenth street across tannery creek, the then village of Holland; or such potdtlouH and at the nalarles net opposite doctor has opened Hi new satiUiinm in Oaktheir resneotlve names, to-wit:
b-divisio
of said lots and
dale Park, corner of Hull and East sts., sopestablished upon the basis of their con- so called,and the construction of the parts or sub-divisions
James W. Huimphrey.Superintendent.. *1,100 plies all tbenroeMiti i, h-.<l si) the oomforts for
premises
as
may
be
abutting
upon
said
necting with and intersecting other necessaryculverts across said creek.
Della J. Cook, Asst. Superintendent
500 tho lie k aud feeble i*t< i thnio lu need of surgictl
Thirteenthstreet and Land street
streets;
operations of snyd Kuiptlon Diseases careCarried all voting yea.
fully itudled. Prop' r met. baths, eh etricity,
the sidewalks along said Aid. De Vries moved that the resolu- respectively;
Furniture Store.
Lilian
Reamer.
Preceptress
Gram.
School
325
massageand trainedi."iKd lurplied at a very
And also the several street intersec- Rika Vorbeek, Room No. .........
streets he taken up wherever such may
tion as amended be adopted.— Which tions where said Thirteenth street crosmoderate cost. Addrons M Veetb er, A. M , M.
Maggie B. Pfanstlehl.
" 2 .........
be necessary and re-laid oir the grade
D„ 120 Monroe it. Grt'id Rapids. Mich Grid*
said resolution was adopted bv yeas ses Fish, Cedar, Market, River, Pine, Minnie
“ 3 .........
A FINE LINE
uateoftbePnysio-MerilcalCollege of Indians,
to be established as above set forth,
and nays, as follow^:— Yeas, Kejy^el, Maple, First Avenue and Van Raalte Surah JenntnK*.
“ 4 .........
in 1877. Lecturer of Hygiene at the above
after the grading work is completed;
Gertrude
Higgins,
••
••
5. ........
De Merell, De Vries, Kramer, M. van Avenue streets, and where said Land
college since I8M).- Appointed Proffessorof Ma•* 0 .........
terin Medics In the Fwrk
That wnerever any culverts are to be Putten and Habermann—fi; Nays, none. street intersects Seventh, Eighth, Etta
lorlcla University in 1882.
Minnie M. Markham.
" 7 .........
Post Graduate of the Polyclinicof New York
constructed, they shall be located and
By Aid. De Merell:
•• k .........
Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth, Maroaret
since 1884. where Surgery, Diseases of Women.
“ 9 .........
built as directed by the Common CounResolved, That the grade of Thir- Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Aldle A. (.'unninirhan).
Diabases of Cbll- rou and Urinary Acalyals In all
Anna
in a M. Pfanstlehl.
•* 10.
JUST RECEIVE".
cil, the cost and expenses thereof, how- teenth street, from the centre of Land
dlaeaibc Lave beeu studied att in-clali*
Rika Te Roller. Ward School ..............350 chronic
streets;
ties.
ever, to be paid from tlii^ ge4er.il tund street to th6 west line of Hope College
John
B.
Nykerk.
music
............ ........ 140
All of which said lands, lots and
Also offers for sale or to exchange 'ota. houses
of the city;
Addition, together with Laud street, premises, as herein above set forth,
and lots aud fauns ch^ap. His home, 48 BostTotal..
.81,205
That all stumps in said streets be from the north line of Seventh street
wlcV st . Is for »hI« or fo- root
shall be designatedand are hereby
Ofllce hours Ut-ilOu in ..2 m. to2p m„ aud
taken up and removed; and that all to the north line of Sixteenth street,
JANITORS ENGAGED FOR IhMi-'OO.
declared to constitute a special street
6 to 7 p in. Telephone156
shade trees, wherever the grade to be with the several street intersections,in
Telephone connections for residence and sanidistrict, for the purpose of special as- For Central and High School Building,II.
established may require the same, be the City of Holland,is hereby detertarium will be r n v ui xt weeksessments,to defray the expense of Town, at a salary of W<ki.
taken up and re-set;
mined and established according to the grading and otherwise improving said For Ward Seh«H>l, C. De Jong, at a salary of
*75.
L' itSn Lt'lllng.
That the whole of the costs and ex- survey and profile now under consider- Thirteei
hirteenth street and Land street, in
ESTIMATES FOR 1880- '00.
Notice U Herely Otrr.n That I, Barend Kam;nse of said work and improvement ation, made by Geo. H. Sipp, city the manner as herein above set forth;
rneraad,Townsi'
iuwusk »•
,. aid
u|ti i.ommiHHlouer
Commissionerof toe
the
defrayed by a special assessment surveyor, and that all gradeslieretofore said district to be known and desig- The following are the estimates of the ex- Iiivratu,
Township of lloih*. >j, County of Ottawa, Htate
upon the lands and lots or parts of determined and established along said nated as “Thirteenthand Land Streets pendituresfor the support of “The Public of Michigan, wiil, h i the Twenty sixth dsy of
of the City of llolluud.'' for the ensulots abutting upon said Thirteenth portion of Thirteenth and Land Sjiecial Assessment District,” in the Schools
August A D. P-K). *t h« residenceof Harm Israel Incorporated under the law of the State
i,,^ flM.a| yt.ur.
lu said Townshipof Holland, at 10 o’clock in the
of Michigan; approved
street and Land street, respectively; streets, and not in conformity with City
! Bond No. 2. Series B. due Fell. I. 1800. f 1.000 00
ity of
forenoon of that < < y, proceed to receive bids for
March 29, 1887.
Interest
on
outbuilding
iMmdt,
due
provided however,that the costs of im- said profile, be and the same are hereThat said improvement
ipi
was deter- Feb. 1. IBM)
the constructionof u certainDrain known as the
000 (10
proving the several street intersections by repealed.— Carried all voting yea.
Drain
No8.
locstea
and
established
in
the
said
mined upon by the Common Council at Teachers salaries ..................*6,2(16
Township of Holland, and described as follows, Authorized Capital, $200,000.
By Aid. Kramer:
and the frontage of the Public Square
their meetingsof August 20th and 22nd less estimated primary moneys. . 1,005- t.IVlO 00
to wit: Berinnli g st the 5<i post ou the N. line of
Resolved,That the profiles, diagrams, 1889, at which
Fuel ......... ............................
750 00
on said Thirteenth street be assessed
mi meetingsit
i
was Resolved: Janitors ................................
Stock taken from June. 1888, (the time
mu no sec five (5) Town five North of It 15 west and runs
against the City of Holland and paid and estimates of the expenses for the
That on Tuesday September 10th, Seerotaryand census ................... moon 8. 4° E. along tb- hi line of -aid s ctloo fl ve (5) 100
of organization] to April 20, 1889,
rods,
thence
h.
3“
20’
E
113
rode,
thence
S.
7°
proposed
grading
and
otherwise
imfrom the general- fund.
1889, at 7:30 p. m., the Commou Coun- Incidental ................................
'juoon
136 share* of $100 each.
26’ E. 18 rods, thence 8. 12° 48'. W 24 rods, theuce
7500
That the lands and premises upon proving Thirteenth street, together cil will meet at their rooms to con- Insurance ................................
8 17' W 48 rods, iher ce s 4 E 216 rodi, thence
The subscriptionto stock is open
8 14° 44’ E. to ro-'s.thence H. 4 ic 30’ E. 88 rods,
which said specialassessmentshall be with a part of Land street, in the City sider any objections to said estimates,
Total .................8< .32500
every Saturday and Monday at the ofWhich said amount of *8.325.00 Is to lie re- th'-nce 8. 4*° 45’ E. 80 to s to Int rsect the North
levied shall include lots four and three of Holland, as drawn by Geo. II. Sipp, plans, diagrams,and profiles, that may
city surveyor, and now before the ComjMirtedto the ('onmO'ii ('onncllof the City of Holland road at «i old ditch or creek : the Job for fice of the association,In Kanters
in block fifty-two,the Public Square
be made.
'Hand, to be raised by tux upon the assess- cleaningout said Drain io commence one mile block, and the Secretary can also
mon
Council,
be
and
are
hereby
depossouth from th» piece if th- beginning of said
west of and adjoining block fifty-two,
By order of the Common Council,
ment roll of said City for the year 18h<».
Drain No. 8 and t<> xttn d s inth about two miles lie found at his residencecorner of
lots sixteen, fifteen, fourteen, thirteen, ited with the City Clerk for public
Geo. II. Sipp, City Clerk.
or
to the end of s.ij I D bin Said Job will tie ]e( Kiver and Thirteenth Streets on all
examination;
and
that
the
City
Clerk
This
i* to Crrtify: That the above and foretwelve, eleven, ten and nine in block
going Isa true aud correct statement of all by sectionsor d|v|8l6ne. The sectionat the out- other hours.
is instructed to give notice thereof and
ASStJAL
fifty-three,lots twelve, eleven, ten,
t he receipts and expenditures
of the district, let of the Dr* in will lie let first, snd the remainShare* of stock are sold on installnine, eight and seven in block fifty- of the proposed improvementand of Of the Wretptsaml ErpendUureeof "Thr PuhUr showing the Items thereof, the sources of In- ing sectio m L their ruder up stream, in accordthe
district
to
be
assessed,
as
detercome.
the
amounts
of salaries paid to officers, ance with the dmcriun now oi. file with the other ments of 26 cents, payable every other
SfhooU
of
thr
CUy
of
Holland."
for
the
year
four, lots ten, nine, eight, seven and
papers pertainingt said Drain, and bids will be
rndiny the brut Monday tn BejAemlprr,A. I). teachers, and employees and to whom paid. made aud received accordingly. Contracts will Saturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock*
six in block fifty-five, lots six, five and mined by resolutionsof the Common
the obligations Incurred during the year, the
tm.
four in block fifty-six, lots one, two Council,August 20th and 22nd, 1889,
amount of Indebtednessoutstanding, the be made wi'h tip lowest re*|>onB0de bidder giv- at the office of the association.Memby
publishing
the
same
for two weeks,
numberof schools In the city, the number of ing adequate securityfor the perf .rmance of tba bership fee Is 26 cents i>er share of
In
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
Title
and three in block sixty-one, lots one,
Citv of Holland. teachers employed, and of the pupils In- work. In a sum t . be fixed by me. The date for stock.
‘Holland City News”, one XXlil, of the Charter of the .r
two, three, four, five, six, seven and in the “Hollas
-Tl..
. the Board of Education of "The Public structed therein during the preceolng year, the enmph tlno of such contract, and the terms
From $600 to $1,000 are loaned to th©
eight in block sixty, lots one, two, of the newspapersof the Citv of Hol- Schools of the City of Holland." herewith: “."'l the bran -lies of study pursued by of paymaat 'he'pfor shall be announced at the
memliers
every month. Loans are.
time and place of iettlug.
land,
and
that
Tuesday
the
10th
day
of
present
the
following
Annual
Statement:
! them; and also the estimatesrequired to be
three, four, five and six in block fiftyDated this thirteenthday of August A D. 1880. made on first mortgageson real estate
I made for t lie support of the schools for the
RECEIPTS.
nine, lots one, two, three, four and five September 1889, at 7:30 p. m. is hereby
ear,
and
ensuingyear, and the Items thereof.
BaMNI) KJ
UMMKItAAD,
only, and each loan is to be approved
Township Drain Cummtssioner of the Townin block fifty-eight, lots one, two and designated as the time when the Com- Bal. In Treasury, last settlement....* 1.107281 HyOnlrr of thr Iloanlof Education,
shibof
by the Board of Directors, at their reg..... Hoilai.d.
lolli
.Taxes, 1888-'8H...........................
s.«U3 32|
mon
Council
will
meet
at
their
rooms
HENRY
KUEMEKH,
Preehleni
pro
Inn.
three in block fifty-seven, of the origPrimary moneys .......................
1.763 77] G. VAN SCHELVEN. Secretary.
ular monthly meeting.
inal plat of the then Village of Hol- to consider any objections thereto,that Dog taxes ...............................
120 MS
Dated: IIOLLAXD.Mich.. Aug. 21. Ikh0.
MOKTCaAtiE HALE.
All moneys paid in arenade producmay be made.— Carried all voting yea. Tuition fees of non-residentpupils.. 32 00
land;
tive by being immediately invested so
Council
adjourned.
TXEFAULT
havluL'
been
made
in
ibe
condlAlso lots sixteen, fifteen, fourteen,
Probate Order.
Total .................*11,757 33
-aygor.i of peyinratof a mortgage dated Novem- that no capital is allowed to remain
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
thirteen, twelve, eleven, ten and nine
ber elevei th A. D. 1886. executMl by Emms A.
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
**
DISBURSEMENTS.
in block nine, lots eighteen,-seventeen,
Courtt or Ottawa,
Howe, of MusKrgon,Michigan, to John C. Post
For
further Informationapply to th©
Proposed
Improvement
of
ThirAt
a
session
of
the
Probate
Conrt
for
tiia
of
Hoilosd,
M
chUan.
and
recorded
in
the
office
SALARIES—TEACHERS.
sixteen, fifteen, fourteen, thirteen,
of the register of dsede of Ottawa county, MUibi- Secretary.
teenth
street*
Geo. P. Hummer ...............11,100 00
twelve, eleven and ten in block eight,
fan, on November twelfth A. D. 1886, in liber 87
Chas. A. Stevenson, President,
Special
A**e**ment
DisGeo. C. Shepard ................30 00
lots twelve, eleven, ten, nine, eight
of mortgages, on page 188, op which mortgage
Henry
Martin, Secretary,
trict.
there
is claimed to be due st the date of' thle
"
one
thousand
eight
hundred
and
eighty
nine.
noand seven in block seven, lots one.
58S
[ARLI —
J. G, Van Putten, Treasurer.
Pnaent, CHARLES
E. SOULE, Judge of tice for principaland Intereet of the debt secured
Sarah
J.
Higgins
..............
400
00
two, three, fourr five, six, seven and
city OF HOLLAND,
Probate.
by said mortgage, the earn of One Hundred and
Lilian Reamer .................
3U000
eight in block ten, lots one, two, three, Clerk’s Office, August 22nd 1889.
Id the matter of the estate of John Bohrear, Forty-sixdollar* and Seventy-fivecento, and also
Chancery Sale.
RlkaVerbeek ..................
30000
deceased.
Thirteendobart and for taxes pal* by aald
four, five, six, seven, eight and nine in
Maggie B. Pfanstlehl ..........300 00
BTATB OF MICHIGAN,
On
nedlng
tod
filingthe petition,daly, veri- mortgagee on said mortgaged premises,
Notice
is hereby given:
Minnie Mohr .......... ........ 27500
block eleven, lots one, two, three, four,
fied,of John Scbrtar,son aud heir at law of taid and no suit or proceeding at law, or in The Circuit Court lor the County^ Ottawa.—&k
Chancery,
That the Common Council of the Sarah Jennlnga................27500
five and six in block twelve, in the
equity,baring been institutedto recoverthe debt
Anna Osborne .................275 00
secured by eaid mortgage,or any part thereof:
GEORGE METZ, Complainant,
South West ^Addition of the then Vil- City of Holland have caused to be Etta Bosch .....................
275 00
uieu jiueiuau-,iraviuKe.iawj w) Do aiHDlDtStered,Notice,la. therefor, hereby given that by virtue
VB.
made and deposited with the City Minnie M. Markham .......... 250 00
lage of Holland;
and
praying
for the appointment of John F. Ben- of the power of sale in aald mortgagecontained,
Also lots six, five, four and eleven in Clerk for public examination, profiles, Maroaret Pwfc..... ............22. oo
nett, administrator thereof:
and
the
statute
in such ease made and provided, REI NDER E. WERKMAN. BENJAMIN LJCOff
Aldle A. Cunningham.
..... .SO 00
and ABEL H. BRINK, Defendant.
Thereupon It la Ordered,That Monday, tha Mid mortgagewill be foreclosed by sale of the
block five, lots five and six in block diagrams and estimates of the expense AnnaM. Pfanstlehl........... .WOOD
mortgaged premises, at public vcodue, to pay the
In pursuance of a decree mad# In this causcv
350 00- *5, IW0 00
Sixteenthday of September,next
twelve, lots one, two, three and seven for the proposed grading and otherwise Addle Clark ....................
amount due on said mortgage for principal and August Bevratb, 1880, lahallMllatpublic auoOTHER SALARIES.
I at ten o'elook in the forenoon, be ualgaed for
in block six, lots one and seven in block improving of Thirteenth street, tointerest, sold taxes and the legal coeto of fore- lion, at the frontdoorof the Court House of sott.
the
hearing
of
said
petition,
and
that
the
hetra
closureand sale; sold sale to take place at the County, on th# Seventh day qf October, AJ).
eleven, in Hoi>e College Addition of gether with a part of Land street, G. Van Schelven, Secretary . .* 62 50
at
law
of
aald
deceased,
and
all
other
persona
front door of the Ottawa County Court House at
from the north line of Seventh street J.C. Poet, Secretary ..........10 50
the City of Holland.
H. Toren, Janitor, etc ......... .
Grand Hava, Michigan, on the
Also lota one and twelve in block to the north line of Sixteenth street in C. DeJong,
............. 75004 006 24 at a seaalon of aald
2 1 at day of October A. D.. 1 880.
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
of
Grand
Haven.
In
thirty-three, lota one and twelve in said City of Holland, said improvement
FUEL.
•aid county, and show cause, If any tbere be, at eleven o'elook in fee forenoon of said day.
block thirty-four,lota one and eight in to be in the manner following, to-wit:
B. Rlksen ......................I 61560
That said streets be graded the entire M.Weatrato ......... ..... ..... 000
block forty-three, lota one and twelve
petitionergive notice to the peraona interestedin oi uouano.in the county of Ottawa snd State of
in block' forty-four,lota one and twelve vidtn thereoi, pursuantto a grace ana T.Breuken ..... ..............
•aid MUte. of the pendency
iroflleto be adopted by the Common
in block fifty-one. lota one and four in
670 22 the hearing thereofby cai
block fifty-two, lota one and six in Connci! in connection with this proder to be published in the
OWDB AWD INTEREST.
block aixty-one, lota one and six in posed Improvement and te be estab.11,00000
lished upon the basis oLtbeir connect- Bond No. 1, Series B.
block siity-two, lots ODO.Md.
. 24000
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IHt ROMANCE Of A BUT10N.

•-Ladicj' IFear Review.

»wby and went into ramp to await results. If my action seems cold-blooded
let the reader condemn. I had in my
pocket a list of five men whom Gibbs
had killed in cold blood, and the names
of a dozen whom he had sloshed and
maimed ont of pure malignity.
While I was arranging tho gun two
land-lookers - were approaching the
cabin. They were^stmngersto the
neighborhood and unarmed. Gibbs
was just leaving the cabin to go into
hiding, and although tho men neither
displayed weapons nor called upon him
to halt, he fired upon them with a revolver, wounding one in the shoulder
and the other in the side. Ho then
started up the ravine, and I had just
been ten minutes in hiding before I
heard the spring gun discharged.I

A DETECTIVE'S ADVENTURE.

waited a few minutes and then carefully
approachedtho sjKit, and it was to find
Gibbs dead across tho string. He had

BY TOM MASflOX.

u

He w#8 Ahont

to sBy adieu,'
tbinkixR of some won! to flatter
When from hie overcoat there flow
A button with a diemo! clatter.

Wm

K5

He blnabed, hut aho with woman's tact
As if aha aaw a good Joke fn it.
Cried,laughingly,There! now, I'll act
lour tailor s part for Just a minute.*

He dolTedthe coat and watched her thread
The needle with her head low bending,
•Now, do you know," he softly said,
"I have an awful lot of mending'/
•A bachelor,wsli say. like me,
Is at the mercy of his tailor,
And then there'ssomething else, you sae
(At this he turned a triflepaler).

•Mr heart needs mending much. ! f.-or
Do you suppose that you could do it r
“Well, Idon't know," she mused “but,
"but, doar,
do
I’ll give my whole attention toll."
;

m.
Ti
Wi

Wn

instantly killed by

the

bullet,

shout of alarm, and next instant earth,
rocks and bushes were falling all about
mo. I sprang up, and as I did so the
spread-eagle form of a man struck the
bushes at my right and broke through
them with a great crash. I made a leap
to get out of the way, but the body had
scarcely come to a ston before I was at
hand. It was the outlaw, as I saw at a
glance. The fall had stunned him.
While ho still clutched the rabbit in his
right hand, his left arm was broken, I
lost no time in securing and disarming
him, and when he roused up, five minutes later, he had no show. Ho took it
out in cursing, however, and of all the
blood-curdlingoaths I over hoard a man
use he capped tho climax. I got him
about noon, and before night I had him
down the mountain and delivered up to
legal' authority.He resistedmo vigorously for the first hour declaringthat
he would die before ho would accompany me, but after I had used a stout

TOE STRONG SWIMMER.

hot, preceded by a slight chill. “Why," his arm, and they both went down toyou say, “typhoid fever does not seem gether. When you are saving a man in
to be much of a disease." But wait un- the water you do not want to aome up
SUBJECT OF DR. TALMAtiE'S SERMON til the patient has been six weeks uuder by his face; you want to come up by his
it, and all his energies have been wrung
AT SEATTLE, W. T.
back. You do not want him to talike
______
hold
ont, and he is too weak to lift his little of you while you take hold of him. But,
Auger, and bis intellect is gone, then
“H« Shall Spread Forth Ilia Hands In the vou see the full bavoo of the disease. blessed be God, Jesus Christ iicastrong
a swimmer, he comes not to onr back,
Midst of Them, aa He That hwiiuineth Now sin in this world is an ailment
bnt to our face, aud he asks us to
Spreadeth Forth III* Hands to bwliu," which is only in its very Arst stages; throw around him the arms of our
but
let
it
get
under
full
wav
and
it
is
an
the Words of Ills Tekt.
love, and then promises to take us to
all consuming typhoid. Oh, if wo could tho beach, and ho will do it. Do not
see our unpardoned sins as God sees trust that plank of good works. Do
The Itev. T. Do Witt Talmase, D. D., them our teeth would chatter, and our not trust that shivered spar of your
of Brooklyn, proacbed nt Seattle, W. T., knees would knock together, and our
own righteousness.Christ only can
Aug. 18. His text was Isaiah xxv, 11: rospirntroD would be choked, and our
f|ive you transportation. Turn your
He shall spread forth bis bauds in tho heart would break. If your sins are uu- r’aco upon him as the dying marmidst of them, as he that swinuueth forgiveu, they are bearing down on you, tyr did in olden days when he
spreadeth forth
---- his hands to swim. amt you are sinking --sinkingaway f rom cried out: “None but Christ! None
lue preacher
______ ______
n away
....... from
i4uiii Gpd,
vjvu
happiness,
sinking
but Christ!"Jesus has taken millions
At this season of tho year multitudes ' sinking away from everything that is
to the laud, and He is willing to take
or people wade into tho ponds and lakes good nud blessed.
you there. Oh, what hardnessto shove
inliT fUd 8!?B‘ tir8t,Puttj»Kout
j Then wbnt do we want? A swimmer! Him back when He has been swimming
?“?i!-Uw,yif!Pn,‘.th.e B.horo.’ ,,ut h.n_vmK i A s[ro»g swimmer! A swift swimmer! all the way from the throne of God to
where you are now, aud is ready to swim
all the way back again, taking your re-

said:

-

*

deemed spirit. I have sometimes
switch on him several times, and given
facial him to understand that he would bo the text will be very suggestive:"He that swimmeth spreadeth forth his thought what a spectacle the ocean bed
was known to the employees of tho
shall spread forth his hand iu tho midst hands to swim.' You have noticed that
expression to be as savage os that of an dragged if he refused to walk, he was
will present when iu tho lust day the
of them, as he that swirameth spreadeth when a swimmer goes out to rescue any
agency, when known at all, as “tho outwater is all drawu off. It will be a lino
enraged tiger. He had been living the more tractable. Ho was turned over to forth his hands to swim."
law man.” Not because I had over
one he puts off his heavy apparel. Ho of wrecks from beach to beach. There
life of a wild beast until he resembled
Tho fisherman seeks ont unfrequented
the United States authorities, arraigned
been an outlaw myself, but because I
not have any such impediment is where the harpoouerswent down.
one. His nails were like talons, his on six or seven charges of murder, hut nooks. You stand all day on the bank must
about him if ho is going to do this great There is where tho line of battle ships
was assigned to tho duty of hunting
flesh covered with hair, and ho had the
convicted and hung on the first. I was of a river in tho broiling sun, and Aing deed. And when Christ stepped forth went down. There is where tho steamdown outlaws and no one else. It is a odor of a caged panther.
out your line, and catch nothing, while to save us Ho shook off the sandals of
not present when he was swung off, but
ers wont down, a long line of wrecks
line of work still in existence with sevthe expert angler breaks through the Heaven, and His feet were free; and
My
second adventure with on outlaw in his speech from the scaffold he called
from bench to beach. What a spectacle
eral agencies, but it is one in which few
jungle and goes by the shadow of tho then He stopped down into tho wave of
in tho last day when the water is drawn
half-breed mo high and low, and left it aahisdving
men care to engage, no matter what tho lasted much longer.
solitary rock, and iu a place where no
Choctaw named John Flint, who was u request that his friends would not rest fisherman has been for ten years, throws our transgressions,and it came np over off! But oh, how much more solemn if
i salary. It is all right when you are
His wounded feet, and it came above we had nu eye to see the spiritual wrecks
out his line and comes homo at night, the spear stab in His side— aye, it
hunting the outlaw, but it is vastly dif- residentof Doaksville,Indian Territory, until they had taken mv lifo.
aud the places where they flounnered.
and who had killed several men iu the
his face shining aud his basket full. I dashed to tho laceratedtemple, tho high
ferent when ho turns and hunts you.
iou would find thousands along our
tyieer
Coroners’
teruids.
do not know why wo ministers of tho water mark of His anguish. Thou, ris- roads
Had I fully understood what would be year after the close of tho war, was run
aud streets. Christ came down in
Gospel need always be fishing iu tho ing above tho flood, “He stretched forth their awful catastrophe,putting out for
out of the neighborhoodby a vigilance
Some
cases
of
comparatively
recent
required of me, I would not have ensame
stream,
and
preaching
from
tho
gaged in tho work for any salary the committee, aud he took up his lair in occurrence will servo to illustrate tho same text that other people preach from. His hands in the midst of them, as ho their s^uls, “spreading forth His hands
that swimmeth spreadeth forth his as a swimmer spreadeth forth his hands
agency could have named, but, once tho mountain spur to the South, and defect of the coroner system. Here are
hands to swim."
to Bwira;"butthey thrust Him in tiioonj^
swore that ho would never bo taken
engaged, pride and circumstances kept
_
jttw nnre ever watched a swimmer, lieart, aud they smote His fair
“livs iior mobs frienda ^mn a human guron
me bound to The ™work"_U!TtllImperayou notice that his whole body is cheek, and the storm and darkbeing. He was represented ns a quick shot himself.
preached from tho Epistle to the He- brought into play. The arms are flexed,
tively obliged to relinquishit
ness swallowed them up. I ask you
shot, a fighterto the death, and a man
“A
coroner
hearing
of
tho
fact,
ami
brews. It is an exhilarationto me when the hands drive the water back, the to lay hold of this Christ and lav hold of
For two years previousto my start a
man known as Bill Gibbs had been out- of such vigilance that ho could not be still in ignorance whether death had I come across a theme which I feel no knees are active, the bead is thrown Him now. You will sink without Him.
surprised. He was outlawed aud a occurred,summoned a jury and has- one else has treated, and mv text is one back to escape strangulation,tho whole From horizou to horizon not ouo sail in
lawed in Arkansas. He was a robber
of that kind. There are paths in God’s body is in propulsion.And when
a price set upon his head, but it was tened to the place, onlv to find tho man
sight. Only oue strong summer, with
and a murderer, had a price set upon
Word that are well beaten by Christian ( hrist sprang into tho deep to save us, head flung back and arms outspread. I
hoped
he
might
bo
taken
alive and
his bead, and had taken refuge in the
He threw His entire nature into it— all hear a great many in tho audience sayBoston Mountains, and from his lair de- hanged. Our agency was offered$1,000
His Godhead, His omniscience,His ing: “Well, I would ;like to be a Chrismore
to capture him alive than to fur- jury remained there until ________
fied all authority of law. He was a ter"”,•l man wai every one hL hoard. WhePn they want goodness,
His love, His omnipotence — tian. I am going to work to become a
nish proofs of his death, but it was at dead, employing a boy in the neigh- a chapter read, they read a chapter that
ror to a large district, and tho plan to
head, heart, eyes, hands, feet. Wo were Christian."
brother, you bethe
same
time
admitted
that
over a borhood to keep them informed as to all the other people have been reading,
get rid of him was discussed and arfar out on the sea aud so deep down in gin wrong. When a man is drowning,
ranged like an ordinary business trans- dozen men had spent weeks in vain try- the man’s condition,until he had ceased so that the church to-day is ignorant qf tho waves aud so far out from the shore and a strong swimmer comes ont to help
ing to either kill or capture him. to breathe, when they proceededwith three-fourths of tho Ilible. You go info that nothiug short of an entire God him, he says to him: "Now be quiet,
action.
the Louvre nt Paris. You confine your- could save us. Christ leaped out for
Three of the number had been killed the inquest.”
rut your arm on my arm or on my shoulu What sum in cash will your agency
self to one corridor of that opulent gal- our rescue, saying: “Lo! I come to do
In
another
place
der. bnt don't struggle,don't try to help
take to hunt down and kill Bill Gibbs?” while pursuing the enterpri.-e.The
lery of paintings. As you come out your
outlook for me was. therefore,very du“The body of a drowned man was friend says to you, “Did you see that thy will," end all tho surges of humau yourself,and I’ll take you ashore. The
was the query.
aud satauic hate beat against Him, aud more yon struggle aud the more you try
bious, but I determined to see what towed across a mill-pond from one town
“We will do it for
dollars,”
Bembrnndt?"“No.” “Did you see that those who watched Him from the gates to help yourself,tho more you impede
could
be
done.
to
another,
to
save
the
first
town,
in
Rubens?" “No.” “Did you, see that of Heaven feared he would go down me. Now be quiet aud 1 11 take vou
"All right: go ahead."
WJi«n tho preliminaries had been ar- ^ As is the case with “very outlaw-, which the body was found, tho expense Titian?" “No." “Did you see that under tho wave, and instead of saving ashore. When Christ, tho strong
of inquest fees.”
Raphael?” “No." “Well," says your others would Himself perish; but put- swimmer, comes out to save a soul, the
range.! with the committee I w as called I lint had his friends and admirersin
the country about him. I reached The following humorous verdict was frtend,“then you didn’tseotho Louvre." ting His breast to tho foam, and shaking siuner says: “That’s right. lam glad
in for orders.
Now, my friends, I, think we are too
‘•You will proceed to Huntsville, Doaksville to learn that he was around rendered by a Tennessee coroner’sjurv: much apt to confine ourselves to one of the surf from His locks. He came on arfd to see Christ, and I am going to help
on, until Ho is now within the reach of Him in the work of my redemption. I
“Ho
come
to
his
death
from
the
folwith
a
N\
inchester
aud
two
revolvers,
Ark., and from thence locate Gibbs.
the great corridors of this Scripture every one here. Eye omniscient, heart am going to pray more and that will
lowing
cause,
to-wit
:
From
some
sudDo not attempt to take him prisoner. and that people for twenty miles around
truth, and so much so that there is not infinite,arm omnipotent. Mighty to
help him; and I am going to weep exThe whole State wants him killed. were intimidated by him.* Ho levied toll den cause, to the jurors unknown.”
one person out of a million who has save, even unto the uttermost.Oh, it travagantly over mv sins and that will
An
Irishman
named
O'Connor
was
ever noticed the all suggestiveand was not half a God that trampled down help Him. ’ No, my brother, it will not.
Take your time and make your own on the farmers with a high hand, obligplans, bnt do not return until you have ing one to furnish meat, another floor, a killed in Minnesota by one Cochrane, powerful picture iu the words of my bellowing Gonnesaret. It was not a Stop your doing. Christ will do all or
disposed of him.”
third cartridges,and such was the ter- and about his dead body assembled a text.
quarter of a God that mastered the none. Iou cannot lift an ounce, you
This text represents God as a strong demons of Gadara. It was not two- cannot move an inch, iu this matter of
Inside of five days I was in Hunts- ror his presenceinspired that no one jury of six men, who rendered the folswimmer, strikingout to push down in- thirds of a God that lifted Lazarus into your redemption.
ville, but I tramped over the c.mntrv dared betray him, though all yearned lowing verdict, given hero without the
iquity aud save the souls of men. “He the arms of his over- joyed sisters. It
This is tho difficultywhich keeps
between that town and the base of the to hear of his death or capture. He originalspelling:
ball spread forth his hands in the
“Martin O’Connor, hert lying dead, midst of them, as ho that swimeth was not a fragment of a God who offered thousandsof souls out of tho kingdom
range for a week before I secured any was pnt on his guard against me on my
pardon and pence to all the the race of Heaven. It is because they cannot
definite information concerningGibbs. arrival, and he sent me word that if I came to his death by shot from a gun,
spreadethforth his hands to swim." No. This mighty swimmer threw His consent to let Jesus Christ begin and
which
caused
the
blood
to
rush
in
torThe figure is bold and many sided. grandeur, His glory, His might, His complete the work of their redemption.
Every farmer knew him, and almost did not at once leave the country he
everyone paid him tribute, but such wonld have my life. When I finally got rents from bis body, so that it was irn* Most of you know how to swim. Some wisdom, His omnipotenceand His " by," you say, “then is there nothing
was the fear of his vengeance that only ready to begin my hunt for him, be was possible for him to'live until we could of you learned it in the city school, eternity into this oue act. It took both for me to do do?" Only one thing have
where this art is taught; some of you in hands of God to save us— both feet. you to do, and that is to lay hold of
hold an inquest.”
an occasionalperson dued admit having hunting me as 'well. When I had
The following is reported from Ken- boyhood, iu the river near your father's How do I prove it? On the cross, were Christ aud let him achieve your salvaseen him. The outlaw was entirely secured such particulars as I desired.
house; some of you since you came to not both hands nailed? On tho cross tion and achieve it all. I do not know
alone, and he had been left unmolested I bundled up what necessity demanded tucky: “Inquisition held on the body manhood or womanhood, while summerwere not both feet nailed! Hiseutire whether I make the matter plain or not.
of
Holmes,
deseasts
December
8,
1853.
so long that the advantagewould be on and cut loose from civilization. That
ing on the beach of tho sea. You stop nature involved iu our redemption!
I simply want to show you that a man
We
of
the
said
jury,
by
being
sumis,
I
headed
for
the
mountain,
determy side. He was descried to me as a
down in the wave, you throw your head
If you have lived much by the water, cannot save himself, but that the Almoned
and
qualified,
and
hearing
the
back, yon bring your, elbows to your you notice also that if any one is going mighty Son of God can do it. and will
man of forty, very powerful and vindic- mined to pursue the man day and night
tive, and of a natural bloodthirsty dis- until I had run him down. It was no evidences, and making true and diligous chest, you pnt the palms of your hands out to the rescue of tho drowning he do it, if you ask him. 0, fling your two
position. When he came down out of use to plan to catch him about any of resentmentsover the said bodv of said downward and the soles of your feet must be independent,self-reliant, able arms, the arms of your trust rind love,
outward, and you push through the wa- to go aloue. There may be a time when around this omnipotent swimmer of tho
the mountainshe was sure to do some the farm houses, as he knew that 1 was lies easts, twelve men met, aiid, being
ter as though you had been born aquatic. he must spring out to save ouo and he cross,
4
devilish thing, although unprovoked after him. and he would, os a measure duly sworn into the case, lielieves
cannot get a lifeboat,and lie goes out That is a thrilling time when soma
and among people ready to befriend ol prudence,forsake his old haunts for
ami has not strength enough to bear ont> swamped in the surf is brought
him. I fpund several negrees who had
himself up, and bear another up. be will ashore and being resuscitated. How tho
had an ear slashed off by him, and half
moro sink, and instead of dragging one people watch for the moment when be
the
lobis
membrane
of
the
spinal
disBtirriui: or sublime than to see some man corpse out ot the torrent you will have begins to breathe again, and when at
a dozen white men who had been shot out with him on his own ground.
For the first three days I got neither <*ll‘se a:yeote^ to considerable ex- like Norman McKenzie leaping from two to drag out. When Christ sprung Inst he takes one lull inhalation,and
at or otherwiseintimidated. It was
the ship Madras into the sea to save out into the sea to deliver us He had no ! opens bis eyes upon the bystanders, a
Fonim.
over two weeks before I got any in for- track nor trace of Flint. It was
Charles 'lurner, who had dropped from lifebuoy. His father did not help Him. I shout of joy rings up and down the
hunting
for
a
needle
in
a
haystack,
as
mation of direct value. I than tumbled
Fun With the Old Man.
the royal yard while trying to loosen Aloue in the winepress. Alone in the beach. There is joy because a life
upon a negro squatter to the southeast the mountain was thickly covered with
the sail, bringing him back to the deck pang. Alone in the darkness. Alone has been saved. 0, ye who bave been
Of Huntsville and near the foothills,
f.mid the huzzas of passengers and crew. in tue mountain. Alone iu the sen. (), swamped in the sens of {rouble and
who panned out at a lively rate. I en- and gulch* Nobody had o™rra,™e?
(ound { 8ea, at ,iic ,u„il r.r„om tl.bIe th(,
If a man has not enthusiasm enough to it He saves us He shall have nJl tho sin! wo gather around you. Would
connteredhim on a trail ‘in the woods, ins hiding place, but from some remarks
looked at him over their soup- cheer in such circumstances he deserves credit, for “there was none to help." No that this might be tho hour when
himself to drop into tho sea aud have oar. No wing. No ladder. When Na- yon begiiP
and had him covered with my rifle
live. The Lord
Vorm Up„on9. They noted bis weather-beaten no
ore to help him. The Royal Hu- thaaiel Lyon fell in the buttle charge in Jesus Christ steps down, he gets on his
before he knew of my presence. By Mm it ,as supposed
in . cave in
^roMlW i^;
mane
Society
of
England
was
estabfront of his troops, he had a whole 1 knees, he puts his lip to your lip.
threatening and coaxing and bribing I tile rocks, und^to be^approacbed^only j bru.hed around
ears, and his lished in 1774. its object to applaud and
army to cheer him. When Marshal Ney and would breathe pardon and life and
induced him to yield up the information
he nervously fingered reward those who should pluck up life sprang into tho contest aud plunged in | Heaven into your immortal soul. God
I was alter. He was then three miles
the spurs till tho horse’s flank spurted i grant that this hour there may he thoufrom his cabin and on his way to Huntsblood, all France applauded him. Rut winds of souls resuscitated. I stand on
,ilev were all
ville to, procure supplied for Gibbs He any bare place, where he mirfit espy
particularsof that braverv recorded in Jesus alone! "Of the people there was the deck of the old Gospel ship amid a
me
from
lus
lookout.
About
mid-forebad a bundle of coon and fox skins,
a public record, and on his breast a none to help." "All forsook Him and ‘ row d of passengers, all of them hopHoup?” she asked.
which he was to exchange for coffee, noon on the fourth day I came across a
The old man seemed a bit surprised
,lon® in b!ue’ !“,,, K01'1’ hQ,] fled. O, it was not n flotillathat sailed ! ing that the last man overboard may he
crackers, powder and lead. He hud snare sot for rabbits by some human at the brevity of the bill of far' and
down and saved us. It was not a clus- ! saved. May the living Christ this hour
ter of gondolas that came over tbs wave. P'lt out for your safety. “spreading forth
been a compulsory agent for a year, hands. An investigation proved that fidgeted alxint as though waiting lor
the
man or woman It was one person independent and uis hands iu tho midst of you. as a
and such was his fear of the outlaw*that it had been iu use for some time, and to say something more.
who saved some one from drowning. alone, “spreading out His hands among . sw immer spreadethforth his hands to
when I brought the muzzle of my cocked had held several victims, although
“Would you like some soup?" said the Rut, my friends,if it is such a worthy us as a swimmer spreadeth forth his swim."
rifle down to within a foot of hi* breast empty at this time. This must be the girl yith a side-glance at the coffee*and thing to save a body from tho deop, I
hands fo swim."
outlaw, since his presence on the moun- spice man.
and threatened to fire ho wailed out
ask you if it is not a worthier thing to
The Western Cow-Boy.
Rehold them to-day, the spectacle of
tain
had
driven
all
hunters
away.
Two
“You kin dun kill me, mar’s white
"I ain’t .articularabout soup, as I save an immortalsoul? And you shall a drowning soul aud Christ tho swimTo be a successful cow-boy one must
see this hour the Son of God step forth mer. I believe it was in 1S48, when
man, but I’ze afraid of Mar's Gibbs jist hours later and a mile away I discov- know of." answered the old man.
be skillful in four qualities. Ue must
for this nebievemont. “He shall spread
ered a snare from which a partridge had
the same.”
“Boil’ mutt’n eapereance,roas’ beef,
*!,ldi<!”
°f‘bci
be a good rider, bare complete control
forth
his
hand
iu
tho
midst
of
them,
ns
Gibbs was to wait at the negro cabin lately been taken. I toll then that I rV lamb, rV va.l.fri™.*,.obirk'n. ..... iT,'
..rmmeib.proa.le;:
. bottom of. cnpsLd boa^-.'' b®.nhat
k'10.wl.e,1Se ot ‘be
was
in
the
neighborhood
of
the
outlaw’s
until the owner’s return. I ordered him
Iiani-tongue,
chick n-salad,fritters, boil’ hands to swim.”
had been upset by a squall three miles ! conntrv aml lie a keen judge of cattlo
to go forward and say nothing to any den, but I had to move slowly and ex- ’n linked p’tatus," said the girl with
In order to understand the full force from shore. Ii was iu the night, but an“ Hietr brands. Hiding all sorts of
living soul about meeting me. and when ercise the greatest vigilance. 1 built lightning-likerapidity.
of this figure, you need to realize, first ouo man swan mightily for the beach. ; horses, as be does, soon gives him an
he had disappeared,I started for the my fires in ravines and with the least
The old man looked kind of helpless, of all, tuat our race is in a sinking con- guarded by the dark mountains that intuitiveknowledge as to whether any
cabin. I had no idea that the outlaw p issihle smoke, and whenever night and the boys felt a little sorry for him dition. \ou sometimes hear people lifted their tops through the night. He partieulaihorse will give him trouble,
would remain iu the hut or close to it. enmo I crept under the pines and rolled a; he kept his eye-* fastened on the fork, talking of what they considertHoinost came to the beach. He found a shore and when once on ho has got to stick
While he probably trusted the negro as myself in a blanket. On the fifth and which he shoved from side to side with beautiful words in onr language. One maothatconacntcdtosowitb
him aud for .11 be knows how. His rope comes
man says it is “home," another man says save tho other men. ami they pnt out. It
much as any human being, his outlaw sixth days I did not cover more than his fingers.
in handy fifty times a day either to
it In the word “mother," another says it is was some time before they could find
life would render him suspicious of two miles of ground, and most of that
"I guess I’ll take— I guess you’ll have tho word "Jesus," but I will tell you
catch some maddened cow or runawav
the
place
where
the
men
were,
but
after
everybody, and he would., take no distance was covered on hand; end to say that again, " he said, looking uo, the bitterest word in all our language,
awhile they hoard their cry: “Help! calf, to haul wood and a hundred other
chances. I reasoned that he would quit knees.
and tlm girl rattled the whole thing off the word most angry and baleful,tho Help!" and they bore down to them, and j ttses.
the cabin as ^oon as he obtained a bite
word saturated with the most they saved them, and brought them to Without any knowledge of tho counOn he evening oi the sixth day I had in exactly tho same time as before.
to eat, and that he would go into hid- to dcice.id tho mountain to renew mv
The old man looked around thejnble trouble,the word that accounts for all shore. Oh, that this moment our cry try ho could never pilot a branch of
ing at some point from which h6 could provisionsat a farm house, and what and caught sight of a dnuntuer winking the loathsomeness,and the pang, and might be lifted long, loud, and shrill cattle to tho main herd, nor could ho
command a view. Therefore, when was my chagrin to learn from a negro at the girl; then he jerked his he id tho outrage, and the harrowing; and that till Christ the swimmer shall come and look up strays, and finallyother cattleword is “sin." You spell it with three take ns lest wo drop a thousand fathwithin a mile of the spot, 1 made a cir- that Fliut had visited the place for the around, and looking her straight in the
men would palm off most miserable
fetters, and yet those three letters de- oms down.
cuit to tho right and camo out a mile or same purjtoseonly the night before. He face, he said
scribe the circumferenceand pierce tho
If you have been much by water, yon specimensujion him if he could not tell
more to the south of the little clearing. t'ave me the directiontaken by the out"You may gimme sm bile oornbeef
diameter of everything bad in tho uni- know vc ry well that when one is in peril good beef from bad. His readiness to
I found that a ravine led down from the law, but w hen I reached the base of the cabbage, roas’ beef, veal ’n’ mutton, cole verse. Sin! it is a sibilantword. Yon
help ini.it come very quickly, or it will distinguishand knowledge of tho
mountain iu the directionof the cabin, mountains I could go no further in the chick’n ’n’ turkey V tongue, ’u’ s’m ham cannot pronounce it without giving tho be of no use. One minute may decide various marks used to denote ownerand after an hour’s search up and dopn darkness nn l had to camp down. 1 was ’n’ eggs V codfish cakes V nas-ago ’n’ sits of the Hume or the hiss of the ser- everything. Immediate help tho man ship is exceedinglyimportant, esI discovered evidencesthat some one astir at daylight, and at once made my beefsteak V piece o’ punkiu- pie ’a’ cup iicnt. Sin! And then if you add three wants or no help nt all. Now, that is pecially in the spring, as disputes
had traversed it but recently. Weeds way to the crest of tho big hjli, believ- o’ coffee, sis; V now see of yer kin make letters to that word it describes every jnstthe kind of a relief wo want. Tho frequently arise.
one of ns by nature— sinner. Wo have case is urgent, immineut.instantaneons.
were broken down, stones displaced, ing that Flint, having supplied himself yer little logs fly ’s fast ns ye kin yer
All these qualitiesa really good cowoutraged the law of God. not occasionand at a certain moist spot I found plain with provisions,would lie quiet for two tongue, for J wan tor -gu home; there’s a ally, or now and then, but perpetually See that soul sinking. Son of God, lay man excels in, and when to those is
hold of him. Re quick! be quick! Oh.
footprints. The outlaw had come down or three (&aya. Whether he did or did shower comm’
The Bible declares it. Hark! Itthuii- ii wish you all understood how argent added cheerfulness, adaptability, and
from his lair by this gloomy trail, and not I hunted for him another week withThe girl hesitated, turned red, and dors two claps: “The heart is deceitful this Gospel is. There was a man in tho good humor,
is bard to find a more
be would doubtless return by it.
out finding further trace than a third then made a break for the kitchen, above nil things and desperatelywinked,1 navy nt sea who had been severely pleasant companion. The life is bard,
I met the negro about 9 o’clockin the snare ho had set for game. On the whild the drummers laughed and the "'iho soul that siuueth, it shall die." whipped for bad behavior, and ho was
but the freedom and excitement seem
morning. He would have time to do thirteenth day my hunt came to an end old man gazed out ol the window at the What the Bible says our own conscience maddened by it, and Re leaped into the in most instances to outweigh the hardaffirms.
Alter
Judi/e
Morgan
has
sensea, and no sooner had he leaped iuto
bis trading and return by 4 or 5 in the iu a singular manner. I was following gathering clouds.
tenced Lady Jane Grey to death his con- tho sea than, quick as lightning, an ships. —Philadelph in Times.
afternoon. Gibbs might go off on an a dry ravine so full of bushes and loose
science troubledhim so much for the albatrossswooped upon him. The
An Odd Typographical Error.
Not For Prosperity, But For Disreexpedition- after receiving,his supplies, rocks that I luul to creep most of the time
deed that he became insane, and all drowning man, brought to his senses,
but the chances were that he would at and I was renting under some very thick
spect.
seized hold af the albatrossnnd held on.
once return to his lair. I followed the bushes when I heard a movement on
“Johnny," said Mr. v Blinks “your
Tho fluttering of tho bird Kept him on
ravine back to a point w here it narrowed the bank above. It might have^een Jished by tho firm of Crocker & Brow- Grey. Take her away! Lady Jane Groy." the wave until relief couldcome. Would mother tells that she heard you swear
to a width of six or eight feet; and where caused by a deer or bear, but I felt •tor, which has just boon brought to It wastho voice of his (funscienco.And now the dove of God’s convicting, con- at a little boy to-day. What have you
the i>ath was in Ferni-darkness oven at pretty certain that it was a man. He public attention by the death of Mr. “o man ever does anytliiftg wrong, how- verting and BzviPg spirit might flash got to say for yourself?”
grant or small, but his conscience from the throne upon your soul, and
lu'gb noon, and there I prepared my was on the bank of the ravine directly Brewster.It wasiuone of the sermons
“I wasn’t swearing, pa. I was just
Dr.
Nathaniel
Emmons,
the
great
ftrthobr*u88
tbftt matter before him, and at that yon, takiug hold of its potent wing,
trap. Had I met him face to fact* 1 over my head, and after a minute or
telling Jimmy Brown the name of a
might
live
aud
live
forever.
h.\?1,1behuyor *
could have shot him, but I gonld not lie two I heard the squeal of a rabbit. It di'xtlivin,*.Tbod >atorqnoted tbe
town in California where I’d- like to
turn text,
text. “Cut him down. Why
Wbv cum
m™. ,"r?D?1.w.r,on?b
?*»» » ‘•PWT.roi I want to persuade you to lay hold of
in ambush and do it, outlaw though he was Flint, then, and bo was taking the hire
is a paralysis, sin is a consumption, sin this strong swimmer. "No," you say, “it go.”
was. Jt wits too much like murder. In- game from h snare. We could not see beroth he the gtoand?” Tho intelli- is pollution,sin is death. Give *t a fair is always disastrous for a drowning man "What was the town?"
side of %u hour I had my rifle set oh a each other, but he bad the advantage iu gent compositor put it in type, “Cut chance aud it will swamp you, body, to jay bold of a swimmer."There is not
“Yuba Dam, papa."
gun, 4o be discharged as the being above me. The bank was too him down, like a cucumber, to tho mind, and eoul forever. In this world a river or lake but has a calamity resultBut be got tho licking.
it only gives a faint intimation of its ant from the fact, that when a strong
pressed a fcpiall cord running teep to climb, and I was turning to a ground. "
virulence.You see a patient iu the first smimmer went out to save a sinking
Death ia no jesixjcterof members of
and then I retired to a si>ot where I could ascend, when there
You are liable to be put out bv a fo* .Ug^7typVoi^
man,
the
(gowning
man’
clutched
him,
pines About foiiy rods was a sort of crash above me^supuressed if you eat eggs at a seaside
womiwhat flushed,the bands oowewhat threw hiiftrms around him, pinioned
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JUDGE FIELD AKKESTEE AMERICAN RAILROADS.

'

NOT LACKING IN FAITH.

Great Men and Good Manners

The

Outlandish Pronunciations.

Chief Justice of the United

STATISTICSOP RAILWAYS IN TIIE
THREE NEGROES SACRIFICE THEM. States lives on a beautiful knoll in the Arkansas Legislature has enacted that
UNITED STATES.
luburbs of Washington. His elegant in all official Proceedingstho name of
SELVES Wr — *K,
home, called “Belmont, ^ with turrets tho State shall bo pronounced Arkanand spires, built of rough light-col- sas.
Quickly Rele«s«ilby Haben* Corpus Pro- Tbe Mont of the Lines Sabi to ho Paying
Very Poorly Illinois Still Leads Alt the Believing They Were the Legitimate Suc- ored stone, is only a few rods from the
ceeiiiiiKB on llomls of »5,000-Marsbu
Cultured mother— It’s monstrous!
cessors of Shadrach, Meshaoh ami AbedTIIE

•

SITRKMK COURT JUSTICE
TAKEN INTO CUSTODY

^

'

N»ulo Also I'r.'od from th« Stocktoi
Jail- Durlul of Judt;o Torry.

A

Ban Francisco dispatch soys: Jus
tice Stephen J. Field of the United SUitei
Supremo court was arrested hero Fri Inj
on n charge of being a party to the killing
of David S. Terry at Lathrop last Wednesday morning The application for a wril
of habeas corpus was at once made, anti
the mutter wus heard by Judge Sawyer of
the United States Circuit court, who
granted the writ and released Justice
Field on $5,000 bail. The warrant for
Justice Field’s arrest was issued by a justice of the peace in Stockton,on the com*
plaint of Mrs. Surah Althea Terry.
Hher.1T Cunningham of Stocktonarrived
here with the warrant iThursday night,

States In Railway Mileage-EightBillions of Properly.
[Washingtonsi»oclalto Chicago Herald.]
A wonderful story is that told in the
smnll blue volume jnst given to the public
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It is entitled "Statisticsof Railways in
the United States," and it is the first
annual volume of the sort issued by the
new commission, and the first thorough
showing of the detailsof railway construction, ownership and operation ever
made by the Federal Uovorument. The
book is thus interesting in thnt it marks
the first serious effort by the Government
to follow the example long since set it in
England, where Governmentinsists upon
the right to possess informationcouceVu
II details of
of the railway industry.
ing all
Fho man who prepared this book, Henry
C. Adams, is a statisticianof some renown

Molten
Iron Furuaca— Their Friends Not Disuego, They Enter the Cupola ot a

,

turbed.

A Birmingham (Ala.) dispatch says: Tha
most remarkable religious craze pervade;

Fourteenth street car line that leads If our Legislature should insist on such
to the ’White House and
. the Capitol.
_ in..... an outlandishpronunciation of MassaAs I was hurriedly passing his homo chusetts it would cause the biggest
recently in the pouring rain, I saw
kind of an indignationmeeting in

,

three little girls all in atiutterof haste
and excitement—wrapped in gossa-

Funnel Hall.— M w York lleekhj.

on

rTjACMs

Boston girl— Did you ever! Xho

TRADE

reragg markS
IREA1

IT

4>Alri
p AXIS’.

CONQUERS

RellsvM and cures

HEADACHE,

RHEUMATISM, Toothache,Sprains,

NEURALGIA,
BRUISES,
mers, with school-bagstucked away
Why not tare j/our cfo(Ae« by using tho
intermediatebetween that rapidlygrowing out of tho wot— running to catch the beat, purest, mo*/ economical Ho.tp. DobSciatica, Lumbago. Burns and Scalds*
bins' Eleotrio. MaUo evur slnoo IHH Try
place and Birmingham. For some time ear. Just behind them- walked a
At Dnigcist* umi Dvslsrs.
It onco ygu will usu it alteayt. Your grooor
THE CHARLES A. V0GELER CO.. Battlmors. HA
passed an old negro named Thomas Jack- scholarly looking, griy -haired gentle- keeps it Look for the name. DobOmi,
son has l>e n proclaiminghimself ns Daniel man, with a most kindly, sunny face
Thk life of man consistsnotin seeing
the prophet and doing all kindiof singular shining out from under tho umbrella.
StM.II.«i (IWa*. ilnvUntn*.
- |IM
“O, papa! papa! do hurry; you’re visions ami dreaming dreams, but in
things. The dnrkhs in this section aro igMENTIONTHIS IMl'Ut .... warns*rt> t»rsanMM.
norant nud superstitious, and Jackson’s getting so wot,” I heard said; and the actual charity and willing service.
unaccountableactions and the groat three little maids stopped and turned
powers which he claimed to have been in- back to bold and pull and tug away at
vested with awed the simple-minded the quiet gentleman, hurrying him to
Vsmm la every Mine. Shrewd ritt.M md,r .Hntitm.'
and ho applied to Judge Mix o,'
negroes,and every day large numbers
Describesthe conditionof many people debilitated
take
his
place
in
the
crowded
car,
the police court to indorse it.
were added to his followers.
by the warn weather, by dlsesee or overwork.Hood’s
Judge Rix took the matter under adviseSsrxspirllla Is just the medicine needed to over
Saturdaylast ho persuaded three young packed with a rainy-morningcrowd.
negro men that they were representatives “Papa” took hold of the strap, and come that bred teellng.topurity snd quicken the
PaegeaChoTSUlt0d7;:h ],i8triCt A1Uornfyi i“Por°an\tteabl7sTre«en?Bna
of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednogo, the the rosy little daughterskept fast hold sluggish blood,snd restorethe lost eppfttto. If
t]Z
C0P‘,a, 0f the Un"0d St“t0B’ three children of foith who entered the of him to steady themselves in the you need a good nn-dldue bo sure to try Hood’s
was T. i t-b0-rftihVfly
representing
l^G,b83 miles of road, as folBarsaparlUa.
sued in the regular form and tin judge lows:
fiery furnace of Nebuchadnezzar of old. swaying throng. Tho dripping um"My appetite wss poor. I con'd not sleep, had headshould not consider the individualityof
He
proclaimed
that
the
Bchloss
furnace,
Per
INI
brella leaned against the door, and the ache s great deal, pains in my back, my bowels did
the person against whom it was directed.
where
cent of
Per
Patented June If,,
whero iron is melted,was the furnace of ; gentleman chatted pleasantly with the not move regularly.Hood’s Sarsaparilla In a short
,
total
Counsel who appeared for Justice Field,
mile ol
Price. One Dollar,
Hallway capital,standing,capital.
coma enter | inductor, helped au old colored worn- time did me so much good that I fuel like a new
road,
urged the judge to lake testimonyto ascer- Stocks ............ 864, 168,115547.5:1
it and pass through without the smell of
man- My paina and actiM are relieved,my appetite
fta.ios
with
huge
basket
of
clothes
to
a
tain if the warrant had been issued. He
Funded debt ...... 3, 860, 218,365 47.0)
fire. The three negroes— Dan Williams,
28, ‘JM
improved.' (Ikobok F. Jacxsob. itoxbury, Conn.
Magnetism and Menthol as a
declared that the issuance of the warrant Current liabilities396.103, :ill 4 h7
2,894
Peter Bur tramp and Bill Verdier— calling place beside him; and when the
Remedial and Curative
was nothing more than an attempt tc
‘transfers”
were
given
for
PonnsvlSarsaparilla
Tota! ........ *8.129,787.731
100.00 $79,392 themselves’ tho throe children of Isreal,
humiliatea justice of the Supremo court.
Sold by all druggists,(i ; six for $5. Prepared only
Agent.
rania
avenue
and
the
little
family
•-inder
tho
influence
of
their
now
Mr. Adams points out that ownership
Judge Rix finallyindorsed the warrant
prophet, deliberately entered tho gate of ‘changed cars," a murmur of inquiry by C. I. HOOD a CO., Apothecaries, LoweJI, Maas.
the cupola of the furnace, and rushed a"d pleasure swept over the faces of
(00 Doses
Dollar
ningh„,„,Who went ,o,h. Unite,1 StateStete, !
1*
headlong before they could Ih> stopped into those left. “Who was that gentleman?
^srrh. neursJgis. upmcnJUs. etc.,many of which
appraiser'sbuilding, where Field’s chamownership o£ 2.3.77 percent, gives control the white heat of the melting iron. When Do vou know him ?”
an< said to containeh-cirio or magnayo curative
bers and located.
they
failed
to
come
out
Jackson,
the
of 100 per cent. Mr. Adams adds:
MKNTI
!lr 1UI
IKNTION lilts PAIKR was. wam.s n» .•vi.n.isi.
The
conductor walked through,
Justice Field arrived at, his chamber!
Of the tolnl capital47.53jkt cent, is asslgna- prophet, proclaimed that lie saw
very
straight,
and
looked
very
proud
nt>out noon, and with Judge Brewer ol ble to stocks and 47.60 per ceni. to funded debt
(let
them rising in the air with tho smoko of
rommonced a aeries oi rxpuniuenU wtUi a view to
eaving 4.H7 Iht cent, in the form of current Ha,’
Kansas and Judge Sawyer awaited tho arMEDICAL CO., Richmond, Vo.
tho furnaio,attended by angels, and said as he said : “That man was Chief Jus(letermtiitug
whether any combination could be
bilities.The significanceof the lacts thus disrival o' the sberiir. Sheriff Cunningham
tice
I
uller,
and
ho
rides
on
my
car
that
they
would
revisit
the
earth
again
closed will be nadily seen if the peculiarnature
went first to tho marshal’s office, and then of each form of property is held in uiiud lu rext Sunday.
everyday.
like him. like
accompanie i by Chief of Police Crowley’ theory stocks represent the property of the re.
Tho negroes propose to meet at church him and all his family. They ain’t a
MENTION TIU8 PAPER «... .un>. „ AWtaanuu.
Uieoo seemingly opposite hgenta ao aa to
Capt. Lees, and United States Marshal sponsible owners of the road, and bonds are an
next Sunday and will continue in prayer a Idt proud, nor stuck up, and thev
aorae
Franks, proceeded to Justice Field’s cham- incumbrance on that pro|>crtv. Accordingtc
this theory a railway enterprise should begin
day Tobias Jackson loading, and will know good manners from shoddv ones
within a1
ber. Justice Field arose to receive thi with on issue of stock somewhere near the all
ft Will I tha naflt'ont
11.1
_ m
^
await the descent of the three children
of
---- IlluminatedCo
* tnur#
jvery time. Mr. Chief Justice talks to
party and Sheriff Cunningham presented value of the Property to bo created, and no more
netlc battery in the form of a coll of at
Israel. 'I ho relatives of tho negroes do
SEN T FREE SJ
the interior of this battery is stored a
as conductors just uh kind ami good ns
the warrant and formallymade tho arrest. bonds should be issued than are necessary t
not seem ut all disturbed.
imported
menthol. The euds of the l
complete the enterprise. Hut this theorv does
An applicationwas made at once for a not conformto the general history of rail wav
he does to tho President. We hope he THEODORE HOLLAND. P. 0. Box 120. Phllida., P«.
writ of habeas corpus. Judge Sawyei construction in the United f-tates.Tho truth
will stay ou our Hue forever!”— HTdeHIGHLAND PARK, ILL,
Ide, wblli .
FRANCIS JOSH PITS VISIT.
granted tho writ and retired to the Circuit is, railroadsare built on borrowed capital, and
f'ec trie forpa aiimulatingthe
Axcakc.
the weakened
weaken^
NORTH WK8TKRN
tbe dlseued parts Into health*
the
stock
issued
represents,
in
the
majority
of
court room. District Attorney Carey anArrival of tho Austrian Emperor in the
cases, t he differencebetween the actual cost ol
nounced that Sheriff Cunninghamhad tho undertaking and the confidenceof tho public
anv farther denredatlotu.
-Self-dofenaeAgainat a Dangerous Foe.
German Capita’.
. The fumes when Inhaiet
obeyed the writ of habeas corpus and pro expressed by the amount of bonds it is willing
l orowarncd la not forearmed in the cane of
Berlin dispatch: Ofl'he Emperor of those who Incur tho risk of an attack from
ducod the prisoner, and that ho non * »““,,rb in the ultimate successof the venture
ralgla,catarrhal deafness, etc. it la unequ
Austria arrived in this city Monday. He
Plao'a Remedy for Catarrh Is the
I ho summary of the earnings ami inawaited tho further pleasure of tho court.
Itcuma headache in live minutes. Kora
was met at the station by tihperor that dangerousfoe. malaria, unprovidedwith
Beat, Easiest to Uee, and Cheapest.
Judge Sawyer set the case for a hearing come of the 3(1,883miles of road shows
oneof
the dlaeaseaimmediate! _
a means of defense. Hut If those in peril are
William, 1’rince Henry, I’rinco Bismarck
for next Thursday morning and ordered tho followingfigures:
sided, sustained,and re-enforcedwith the great
ProporCount Herbert Bismarck, and Gena. Von
Justice Field’s release, fixing tho had ut
fortifyingsafeguard,Hostetler's Btomarh Hittion to
ProporMoltko and Blumenthal.The meeting berevenue tion to
ters, miasma, prolific breeder of evils manifestSold by druggists or sent by mail
tween
the two F^mpororswas most cordial.
from oi>- total in
Tho petition for tho writ of habeas corK. T. Hardline,Warren, Pa.
After Francis Joseph and Prince Henry ed in the sbaix) of bilious remittent and chills
eratiou—
conie —
pus was made by Justice Field himself,
Source. Amount per cent. per cent. had exchanged salutationsthe imperial and fever, ague cake, dumb ague, and the calmand is a very long document. It sets forth Passengers.. $277,839,150
MR — fO Wnii2 A MONTH ran be mada' these tuvenUona.
30.46
27.73
visitor shook hands with Prince Bis- tura of the Isthmus and Central American 9 10, •uiCuU, . worklii* torna. Agentsprein detail the facts of the case already Freight ...... 013,290,079
07.:i5
Cl. 33
erred who can furnish a home and give their whole
marck. The party took carriages coast,is nullified and rendered harmless. Our time
2.19
1.93
to the baslnees.8pttremoineutsTnayl>cprofknown, and declares that at the breakfast Oth r e'ru'ga 19,991,391
and
drove to the castle by way of Western pioneer settlers and miners, dwellers l,*PUr..employed_. also. A few vaeandes In towna inSlmSttt°,U’ to‘Umonl»1*>•‘c- Mat with MAh
table at Lathrop, Justice Field was maTot'l er'n'gs. $910,021,220
and
cities.
It. F. JOHNSON Ar CO.. 1«W Main Ht,
100. OJ
Thiergarten and Unter don Linden. In tropiclowlands,and visitantsof and dwellers Rli'hmond.Va.
If you are afflictedWith Catarrh, i
•tatraq* and business
hciouslyand wickedly assaulted from .be- Income from
in malarious localitiesin this country and
et a klaffnrtlc Inhalor. which la
Troops
wore
stationed
along
the
route
other B'rceg.
l
itiutlnqilamp for re89, 593,471
hind without any forewarningby David 8.
8.95
many quarters of the globe, have for years l>een
from the station to the castle. Tho houses acquaintedwith the fact, and aro constantly
MENTIONTHIS PAPER ».* w.m.s to isTsarasas.
’ierry, which assault was not provoked by
Total inwere decorated with Hags and bunting. provided with this unparalleled defensivemodiany act, word, or deed of the petitioner,
come (exCine
and
remedy.
All
disorder
of
the
stomach,
Immense crowds assembled along the route
ihe details of the contempt proceedings clude credliver, and bowels, rheumaticand kidney comand cheered the Emperors as they passed. plaintsand rheumatismare conqueredby it.
its sold).,*1,000, 214.091 ......
100.03
of September last, when Mrs. Terry
to?
Salutes
were
fired
by
the
artillery
in
honor
Tiie total exprnseH of operation were
mu
box
caused the sensationalscene in the CirVictimized Innocence.
**• BBAOB Till 1IAV.
cuit court room, aro then set forth. s .•'•,4,'J!l4,(ioG, and the fixed charges $285,- of tho Emperor of Austria. Upon arrivitig at the palace the Austrian Etnperoi
Freight Paid.
The petition next sets forth that at tho 41*2,4.1.1, making a total expenditure of
Not
long
since a Yankee made his
Warrantedfor# Yean .1
was welcomed by the F7nipress Augusta
time of the shootingJustice Field was ac- $*80,1*17,089. From these figures tho
AcaaU
Wanted.
Seed
for
Terai
appearance in the goodly Dutch town
and ex -Em press Frederick.
companied by David Nagle, deputy statistician deduces tho following facts:
FARMERS*
of
German
Flats,
professing
to
he
a
The Reichsanzeiger,in an especially
Bara and WarcbauteNratea, w
United States marohi! who was acting The revenue per passenger per mile was
prominent article, welcomed Fhnporor school master, aud commenced propura- JONES OP BINGHAMTON. Binghamton,If. Y,
under instrucf.ons from tho Attorney- 2.349 cents; cost of carrying one pas-enMENTIONTilts PAFIK
*
General of the United-Statesand Marshal gor one mile, 2.042; revenue per ton of F rancis Joseph on behalf of tho German Jions for opening an English school.
Franks. Tho petitioner declares that ho freight per mile, 1.001; cost of carrying people as a friend and ally of Emperor The honest Dutchmen,delighted with
M illtam. All the evening papers have Ihe project, received him kindly, enin no way or manner defended or protect- one ton of freight one mile, 0.G30; revesimilar articles.The North German Ga-TREATED FREE ___
nue
per
tra
il
mile,
passenger
trains,
ed himself, and was in no way responsible
tertainedhim hospitably and ‘stood
PositWeljfCured with VegetableRetnediet.
zette says tho visit of the Austrian Emfor any directions given Nagle or any $1,139; cost of running a passenger train
ready, as soon as the necessary preperor will further insure the peace of
Have cured many thonaand raw*. Cure patient*
other person, and thnt be was merely or.e mile, 84. <>91; revenue per tiain mile
liminaries could be provided, to pat- pronounced hopelm by the bent phyilclans,From
Europe.
presentat the place of shooting while en freight trains, $1.(157; cost of
lirat doae ayuititoroH rapidly diaa|ipear. and in ten
Well informel persons at 8L Peters- ronize liis undertaking. Under these daysat li-aet two Uiirdaol all aymiibuuaare removed.
route""from']^,JAngelM
"t^San FVbqcIscoI ["!«'“
-i’;
for free book of leatimonial*
of mira<-uloiu
burg
do not attach any importance circumstancesthe Yankee purchased Ht-nd
wh'le In dischargeof his official duties. He I SfL111'16 of a11 tf“iuH oarning revenue,
curea. Ten daya treatmentfurniahed tree by matt.
to
the
meeting
between
If you order trial, send 10 cent* in atampa t<> Day
9(>, 050; percentage of operating expenses
Emperor
oue
of
tI‘eni
11
V‘'UV
line
horse,
giving
further declares that he was not then nor
M illiam and Emperor Francis Jo- his note at six months from date aa tho postage. D1L II. II. UltKKN a SONS. AUanU. (la.
has he been nt any time for many years to operating income, G5.3I.
Another interesting taole is a classifica- seph. It is held that tho relations between purchase money.
armed with any weapon whatever, t^or has
tion of stocks nn<l bouds accordingto Germany and Austria do not require
he us d any weapon whatever.
Shortly after this both the Yankee
strengtheningand that the Austrian and the horse were missing, and u
Action will be taken seekingfor an order rate of dividend or interest, as follows:
Rate per
Honda.
F.mperor’s
visit
is
merely
an
act
of
from the United States court upon Sheriff
neighbor, meeting with tiie former
Nothingpaid. ...... Gt, 374.200.906.? 82,
courtesy.
for all purposes.
Cunningham to at once deliverDeputy l ",!,r ............. 4HlV(i2n ’ 'i^t’rloo
owner of the horse, said to him
(Sead 3 OaUfbr mailing
1
to
2 .....
90.835,607
Marshal Nagle into the custody of tho
117,604,160
“So. Hans, you have lost dot fine
to 3 .....
46,775,614
THE AMERICAN CONGRESS.
94,97.3,840
United States Marshal. Upon which, it 23 to
^ catalogues wtui
.....
horse of yours V”
34,179.425
194 .502.231)
obeyed, tho deputy will be brought to thil 4 to 5 _____
318.699,245
472,548,4'.*2 Delegates Appointed by the Sonth Ameri“How
so?”
foil particulars;
city.
5 to 0 ..............
301.681,511
055,537,8:14
CARPI NTCR.tT.AND C ARROlfAVt/
can States.
6 to 7 ..............
by,
dot
Yankee
you
sold
him
to
264.402.3)1
MENTION
THIS
I’APKJi
w*ta w*in*a«w awmtmiu.
990,444,375
Applicat on was made by AttorTho State Departmentis advised has run away mit him.”
' to 8 .............. 295.755.706
307,290,036
GARMENTS
’quARANTCED^TOFIT
ney Crittendento the Supreme conrt ot 8 te> 9 ..............70.473,653
of the appointment of the follow- “\ al, vat do I care for dat; hain’t I
41,887,865
REUrCCT WITHOUT TA VINO ON.
California to adjourn as a mark of respect
to H) ............. 4,299,510
1.702,000
ing
delegates
to
the
conference of
got his note ?”
to the memory of Judge Terry, ex chief 10 10 D .............48,459,100
25,490,789
tho United States with the Republicsof
11 aud above ....... 4,U06,N)0
justice. Chief Justice Beatty declined to
by return iuhII full dcAcrlnllve
Mexico, Centraland South America, Hay- What wroughtthe change? Thla woman a face
entertain the motion in tiie following
clrvulaniot MOODY'S NEW TAILTotal ........... f:), 864, 468, 055 83,810.379,040
ti, San Domingo, and the Empire of 1b ruddy with a roae'a grace.
0E SYSTEM OY DEEBB CCTTIRO.
language,after remarking that he was
Her eyo is brlgtit,
Ibe percentage of the above-named Brazil, authorizedby tbe act of Congress
Any lady of ordinary Inn-IllHer heart in light.
sorry that the motion has been made:
dividend-paying sto-kn nud bonds to the of May 24, 1888:
fence cun easily urn! quickly
Ah.
truly 'tit a goodly Bight.
learn to cut und make any gur“It is a very unpleasantaffair, but the
entire amount of such securities is us
ArgentineRepublic-Don Vincente G. A few brief months ago her chock
l ment, In any style to any me**follows:
. court has fully consideredtho same and
are for lady or child. Addreu
Quesada, I ten Roque Saovz Pena, Don Was pallid and her step was weak.
Warranted for Flva Years by the Manulsetunr.
deems it the wisest mode of treating the
-The ond is near
Blocks. Bonds. Manuel Quintana.
, MOODY & CO. CINCINNATI,
O
Nothing .......................... 01.44
For her. I fear,"
21.69
subject in silence. The sudden death of ruder ......................
Bolivia—
Dr.
Juan
F.
Velardo.
.13
Sighed many a friend who held her dear.
.(77
ALL OF THE LATEST AnACHMEHTS AND
David 8. Terry is notorious and it is the 1 to 2 ...............
2.35
3.08
nr Writ*
Brazil LafayetteRodrignoz Pereira, Dr.
I can tell you what wrought the change
2 to 3 .................. ...........
decision of this court that it takes no furwhat work
1.21
IMPROVEMENTS.
2.49
J.
Do
Amoral
Valente, Salvador da In her. Mho was told by a Iriend. who. like
3 to 4 .................
.......
jro«
wl*h
to
.88
ther action in the matter.”
fi.OJ
Mendoca.
do
with,
wall
4 to 5 ....................\
her,
itad
suffered
untoldmisory
iront
a
com8.25
12.39
STYLE AND FINISH.
Machine.
The funeral of Judge Terry was held at 5 to 6. ......................
Colombia— Don J. M. Hurtado.
plication of female troubles, that Dr.l’iorco’ri TUBULAR WELL AND
7.81
17.18
Stockton Friday. The body was removed 6 to 7 .......................... G.H4
Favorite
Prescription
would
certainly
cure
25.96
PROSPECTINGMACHINE
Gautemnla— Dr. F’ernandoCruz.
from the morgue at noon and taken to the 7 to h ........................;;;;; 7.65
Support:(lotbic Cover, with veneered
9.02
her. rniH frlund “know whereof she spoke. " famoui for (afceedliur where
Peru-Dr. F. O. a Zeganr.
8 to 9 .....................
PKDIilTLT.
1.98
olhera hart failed.
1.12
Flpiscopal church, whero it lay in state for
for she had been cured bv the remedy she
9 to 10 .................. ......
Chili,
Costa
Rico,
F’equador,
Hayti
.11
.04
advised her friend to use. Site is enthusiastwo hours and was viewed by a great num.................
ACCKHNORUSM,
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Salvador’. tic in its praise, and tells her friends thnt SELF CLUmiia.
.67
ber of people. Mrs. Terry occupied a pew 11 and above ......................
SO to SO Urn
San Domingo, Uruguay and Venezuela Dr. Pierce deservesthe universal gratitude IMU drop*
•
InoU
near the casket and watched the face of
have accepted the invitation to take part
of womankind for having given it this in1TotaI-- ...................... 100.00 _____
CATALOBU! FREE.
100.01
tHe dead all the while. Several times she
According to this officialreport Illinois but have not yet sent tho names of their fallible remedy for its peculiar ailments. It
left tho seat and throw herself upon the
is guaranteed to give satisfaction in every
LOOMIS
S HYMAN
delegates.
Of
the
delegates
appointed
by
still retains the lend in railway mileage,
ATTACHMENTS.
casket. The service was road by one of
case or money refunded.
TIFFIN, OHIO.
the
PresidentWilliam
Pinckney
that
State
having,
June
30,1888,
9,707
».
........
.... , Whyte of
In additlnn to the above Hat of
tho vestrymen of the church. The body
WISH A
milefl. or fM percent, of the 149,901 miles j ,aI7 and hos (lecllnod to act on account
Du. Piebce's Pellets, one a dose. Cure fF tQU
was buried in a cemetery in the town.
(4001)
widths
in the whole country.Next to Illinoisof tbe Pressure private bugineu.
headache, constipation and Indigestion.
revolver {WUHtSSW
Deputy United Slates Mai shat Nagle, who
Thread Cutter.
comes
Kansas, with 8,437 miles. Iowa
put-1 ase one of the celeshot and killedDavidS. Terry, was released
brated SMITH ft WESSON
Her Mother Was Dead.
from jail at Stockton nt 5 o’clock Saturday follows with 8,230, Pennsylvaniawith
HAVE A MONOPOLY.
anna. The fineatrmall ami*
A
7, 1191, Texas with 7,301, Ohio with 7,523,
erer manufactundau.l tlw
morning on a writ of habeas corpus issued
“Look here, you little rascal, 111 tell J*H_chol»
pf alf Jxilrfu'
New
York
with
7,488, Michigan with A Gotham Syndicate Secures Control of
W« will send to anyreraon that remit
i Portby Judge Sawyer of the United States
(aanfactured
In
oallbn-*
.n,
»and
44-iot).
R!nyour mother if you don't keep away
office or KxpreMN Money Order
0,34,-.,Indiana with '5,723, Missouri with
n Valuable Mineral Market.
Circuit court Ho passed through here on
from
here,”
yelled
an
El
Vera
no
fruitLAI&TOft^HUlGO^l]
route for San Franciso, accompanied by 5,710, Wisconsin with 5,057, Minnesota
Tiie Iron River. Youngstownand Florence dealer after a small Imy who had stolen
f.or DNE kKAB, and one
nbed
with 5,031, Nebraska with 4,900, aud
Marshal Franks.
»V.wiiiK Machine*.The mach .......
^efully
ore mines on the Menominee range in the
an orange from the show-window and durnbllli v nndnrrurnry. Do not I* d<-ccl vaI* )>y
Dakota,
tho
fledgling
State, with 4,292.
•."nbrtantl^wooden crate, ahlppcft by
United States Attorney Cary of
Lake Sti|>eriordistrict,owned by capitaltreight over tho moat directroute, nulcsaordered
ran away.
Of 150,000 miles of rail but 38,000 in
aliipped by
uiucreu
Ran F'rancisco received
telegram
ists and iron manufacturershero, were
Every lady lu need
round
numbers,
lie cast of tho AlleJ
hat
8
right,”
shouted
the
pilferer
from the Department of Justice at
sold to-day for $1, 000,000
from a safe distance, “you go and tell rrlawithflrai inaniMd'liv** ami date* of i.aU-pta
Washington instructinghim to assume
.. ..... . “• *- i
her, and if they let you into the kingon behalf of the United States governAu effort has been made to reach the
ment, tiie defense of Deputy United States
h treat.
interested in that region. By the acquisidom of heaven to see her, I’ll never drel.r rannotsimj.iyyon an order a-nt to a-lJreaa Chlvwgu. IU.
Marshal David Nagle.
take any more stock in what the Bible
It appears that tho astonishimr
pai^‘M’0W.to^ ot °re says about the wicked.”— 27ie Whittle. rw-Mantlonthl* paper. ;&Hpringflrld, Maaa.
A REVOLUTIONARY PATRIOT. of 1,488 railway companies are in legal on the market each year, and will be able
to practically control the market for nonStarting Him in UuNincss.
existence, though tho effects of the conl T V •«>/ "11*1.1. pin Ur Mir. a«fV tad
Memorial Service*Held nt the Grave of solidation are marked by tbe fact that Bessemer sematite.
Ambitious Youth— Father, I see no
^ Ur Ufa.
Gen. Daniel Morgan.
these 1,488 railways ore operated by
reason why I cannot become a great
Winehester, Va., interesting about five hundred companies. Thus,
'of pertUuUr. tu4 M|U||*y for
ACCUSES THE OFFICIALS.
stock broW. Of course it takes caplervices were held around the tho Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe has
OkUheater Chaaal^Caillia'JlMa
ital ; but then I might begin in a small
grave of Gen. Daniel Morgan of revo- swallowed op no fewer than 83 minor Cipher Telegram*Frorlng That Mr. Par.vou know. I should think vou
lutionory fame, by 300 teachers from roads, tho Baltimore and Ohio 25, the
nell Did Not Forge the Letter*.
could start me.
different parts of the State, who are at- Boston and Maine an equal number, the
Announcemnts have been posted
AN iso ! at her — W ell, my son, go up
tending the Peabody Normal Institute. Illinois Centr.l 12, the Louisville and throughout Dublin by United Ireland
G. H. INGRAHAM, X. Dm
Addresses were made by George R. Stottle- Nashville 19, the Missouri Pacific 38, the that cipher telegramshave been dis- staira to the old bureau in my room,
Amalerdam,K.T.
meyer of the Maryland Legislature and New York, Lake Erie, and Western 44, covered which prove that the forgeries and in the right-hand corner of the
We have told Big Otw
many yaara, end It has
Profs. Roy and Hoenshell of Virginia. while the PennsylvaniaCompany and
top drawer you will find a pack of
fives the beat of eaUar
of lettersattributed to Mr. Parnell origiThe procession of teachers carried United Peunevl vania Railroad Company have nated with the castle officials. The jour- cards. — Aeiv Fork Wt
union.
'
~eeklg.
D.H.DYOHK AGO..
States flags, and was precededby thirteen
fewer than 109 other compa-
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PLUNGED TO THEIR DEATH.

it"

?an
11 wil1 Print
issue
full details of the discoveryand fasten it
on the guilty personal

Bombg.
hat’s that building

yondeyf*

Tho KnglUh Occupation of Egypt.
yihat’s a ton-ceHf lodging-honse."
Lord Salisbury said, in reply to a
“I thought so. It’s a mere shell, questUn by the Earl of Carnarvon
Pittaburg(Pa.) dispatch: The sonth
bound passenger train, on tbe Butler ain’t it?”
in the House of Lords,, that the
branch of tbe Western Pennsylvania rail“Ought to be— it’s v held many a government’, policy in Egypt would
rood, which left Butler, Pa., at 2:315 bum!”
not to altered a hair’s breadth Tbe couno’clock Friday afternoon, jumped tha
try, he said, had Improved under English
Water is not apt to be noticed ex- administration, it would to impassible to
track at Saryers station and the entire
train, consisting of two passenger coaches cept when too scarce or too plenty, A
fix the limits of the stay of English troops
and a combination smoker nnd baggage flood will be noticed as quick as a dry
Were. The government has entered late
car, went over an enbankment and was
^ ft
obligations which it must fulfill.
totally wrecked. Three persons’ were
killed outrightand twenty- five others inThe tree that dies is always the
Jored, a number of whom will die. The that would have borne tbe best fruit.
t°lhy®gg«

weU.

^

one

Tx...

Cbleafo.UL

Superstition itself records no vainen
reliance than the trust in intellectual
culture as an adequate antagonist or
controller to the passions and impulses,
which are the dynamics of our nature’
and in their adjustmentconstitute character.

“So you had your clothes made by
Worth? Did you get a good fit?” “No;
my husband always has the fit when
tho bills come in.”

,

•vij.

The love of money is the root of
»

all

tl.00. told

by

lYagglMb

C.N.U.

WHEN

WRITING TO ADVEICTISERS.
you ttW l,“, adTW‘A*raita|

I

We

worked through spring and winter,
throngb summer and through fall,
Uwt the mortgage worked the haide*t,and

Is desired ant
ndjulmlred by all. Among
the things wl
which may best be. done to

each holiday;
It settled down among us, and It never

went

away.

Whatever we

kept from
bad as theft;

It

adds greatly to

It ruled us

The

Should the
hair be thin, harsh,

rust and blight were with us sometimes,

and sometimes not;

'

will restore

forever on the spot.
weevil tlnd thej cutworm, they went ns

The

well as came;
mortgage stayed forever, eating hearty

new

the same.
every window, stood guard at

every door,

and sickness, we got
grade, d
dark day among us when

stalled upon the

there came a
the Interest wasn't paid;

And

there came a sharp foreclosure, and
kind o' lost my hold,

And

the children left and scattered, when
they hardly yet were grown;
Ky wife she pined and perished, and I found
myself

alone.

What

,/

she died of was a “mystery,”
doctors never knew;’

as

If to trace a hidden sorrow wehj w ithin the
doctor's art,

They'd a found u mortgage lying on that poor
woman's heart.
Worm or beetle, drought or tempest, on a

may

farmer's land
'gainst them

all.

Fine, rich, compost, or rich earth, is
the best fertilizerfor flowers. Roses
should be cultivated by raking the sur-

PBErAUED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer

&

T 'VKI AULT having been made in the conditions
My shop is the best place in Holland
A-^of payment of a certain mortg»ge made by to have your wagon or buggy repaired
Alexander McDouald.of Blendon. Ottawa Counaud painted.
ty, Michigan, to Edwin D. Blair, of Grand Hav* n.
Michigan (to secuie payment of part of purchase
The new Trace Brace aud
money of land hereafterdescribed)dated Januu
ry twenty Eighth. A. P. IBM aid recorded ou Sense Sand Band is
used on
August nineteenth A. D. 1889 in the office of the wagons. This is a good thing. Call
register of deeds oi Ottawa County, Michigan, in
and see it.
liber Eleven of mortgages, at page 331, which
mortgage was assigned by said Edwin D. Blair,
Farmers and other good citizens are
on Juno nineteenth,A. D. 1888 to Mrs. Annie
PenfleldMower, which assirament was recorded invited to call at my wagon works aud
onJuly sixth A. D. 1888in the office of the re- examine the line stock I have on hand.
gister of deeds of Ottawa County, in liber thirty
All goods sold are warranted.
five of mortgages,page forty six, by which default the power of sale in said mortgage contained
had become operative ; upon which mortgage
Holland, Mich.
there is claimed to be due. at tbe date cf this
notice tbe sum of Five hundred at d Ninety Three
dollars and Seventy cents (*593.70) ; aud uo suit, or
proceedings at law, or in tqiiityhaving been in- Holland,
and Chicago
stituted to recover the same, or any part thereof,
noticeis, therefore, herebv givei , that by virtue
NIW AND STAUNCH PiSSESOBB8TEAMKB
of said power of sale and the statuteiu such case
made and provided,said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sate at public venoue of the mortgaged premises, therein described, towit: All
that portionof tb* east half of the north East
quater of sectionEleven (11) in town six (6) north
D. CUMMINGS, Master.
of range fourteen (Hi west, which lies on the
southerly side of the highwayknown as the mud
city road ; said sale to be held at tbe front door of
tbe Ottawa Couuty court house, in the City of
Grand Uayen, Michigan, on the

InlereitU'd People.
Advertising a patent medicine in the
peculiar way in which the proprietor of
Kemp's Balsem for < 'oughs and Colds
does is indeed wonderful. He authorizes all druggists to give those who call
for it a sample bottle Free, that they

%

well into the soil.
My experience in planting rare and
'valuable plants received in a drought
from distant points warrants this advice: Pot them, shade partiallyfor a
week and do not transplant till vigorous growth lias begun and the weather
is propitious. Winds affect newly set
plants more seriously than the soil.

When People Marry.
^Thirteen per cent, of all the men married in Pennsylvanialast year married
womtti older than themselves. Seven
per cent, took wives of their own ages
and the remaining 80 per cent, married
women younger than themselves. The
average age of the men was 27 years
and of the women 23 years. These interesting facts are found in the annual
J»port for 1888 of Secretary of Internal
-Amirs Thomas J. Stewart, which contains much other curious information
about the matrimonial propensities of
Pennsylvania. Thus it appears that
.

'

more men are married at the age of 23
than at any other, and that among
women 21 is the favorite age. The
youngest wife of 1888 was only 13 years
and the oldest was aged 71. Two boys
W were married, and two old gray*
beards of 86 venturedinto matrimony,
probably not for the first time. Of 14,726 women married, and whose ages
were given. 4,065, or 27.5 percent, were
tas than 20 years old. Among the men

•

W

lO, OIUUI 11, 1,^00 01 10,

1,434 of 19, 1,322 of 20, 2,041 of 21, 1,517

of 22, and 1,140 of 23. After the latter

Age the number of those who found

want that

hk

if

Jm

S

E A T

3VJ

*
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'Tobacco.
IU

is

To

obtain

it

call

on

fertile

and

money

anyt/uno e,Ue.
IVe triea it and

I

made ty

Bnj an OIL STOYE

!

tbe thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the summer.

It is just

F

bottle is followed, a cure is certain.
The Kalamaaoo makes a trip to the Holland
resorte every Sunday morning.
Mrs. Fanny Lauderdale,of Rock, Pode
The best Oil Stove in the market
Co., 111., says it cured her baby of chol£legiqt Passenger AceeiqqoditioDs!
era infantum and she t Links saved its
Homfortolli Sleeping Eirtljs!
life. A.
Walters, a prominent Eighth street. He will you out with
merchant at Waters! »u rg, 111., says it
the very best
WALLACE B. GRIFFIN, Manager.
cured his baby boy of cholera infantum
after several other remedies had failed.
The child was so low that “he seemed
!
!
almost beyond the aid of human bauds
or reach of any medicine,” but Chamberlain’sColic, Cholera and Diarrluea
which is kept on sale at
But don’t wait when you want to buy
Remedy cured him. 25 and 50 cent at reasonable prices. An exi>erienceof
bottles for sale by Heber Walsh.
many years enables him to select the

HEROLD,

E.

is

WATCH

Can chronic diarrhoea be cured?

best stock and to suit all classes of
customers.

Watches,

When I say Curs I do not mean merely to
stop them for a time, and then have them
return again. 1 mean A RADICAL CUBE.
1 have mode the disease of

EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

FITS,

A life long study. I warrart ray remedy to
Curb the worst oases. Because others have
failed is no reason for not now receiving a
cure. Send at once for a treatise and a Free
BOTTUI Of my iHfALLIBLB Remkdt. Give
Express and Post Office, it costs you noth
ing for a trial,and it will cure you. Address

the

GRAND

W.

BOOTS and SHOES

-1-

CURE
FITS!

all & bout it

J5a7i5xEgV>Q^ou-;v(„e>

time to connect with steamer fur Holland.

1888.

Sold by Drhggiita.Alio
Peerless Bronze PalnU-d color*.
Peerless Laundry Bluing.
Peertees Ink Powders— 7 colors.
Peerless Shoe A HarnessDremng.
Peerless Egg Dye*-8 colors.

I don't Wont

Joliyl/IR is

A RE— From Holland to Chicago, *1 .50 ; round
trip. *‘2.50,Bleepingaccommodations
free,

3,

tm?,

Know

log in

Street

test

The.

C. Post, Attorney’.

desired by all.

call.

DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.
Holland, Mich., A ug.

MOWER,

Good Understanding

IB

Are especiallyinvited to

Market on River

JACOB FLIEMAN,

Leaves Baugatuck, at 6 p. m., on Monday.
Wednesday and Friday,arrivingin Chicago at 5
next morning.
Leaves Graham & Co's dock, foot of Wabash
Ave., Chicago,at 8 p. m. on Tuesday,Thursday
and Saturday, arrivingat Bangatuck next mom

iu

FRESH, SALT, AND SfoOKED

•

1
a

o clock

stock.

Choice Steaks and Roasts

Assignee of Mortgage.
J.

in

l)t fair,

Dealers

Dated August 8th 1889.

-

—

taking the sweepings from the
lultry house and applying on the
, jwerbedsa considerableincrease in
the fertility could readily be secured.
When it can be done take pains to work

Constantly kept

Common
my

law..

MBb. ANNIE PEN FIELD

Groceris.

Parties desiring

Fourth day of November A. D. 1 889
at one o'clock afternoon of said day. to pay
the amount due on said mortgage with intere-t
and costs of foreclosureaud sale, including the
attorney fee provided by said mortgage, and by

and

By

I

JoNcph

“KALAMAZOO”

Co., Lowell, Mass

Sold by Druggists and Perfumers.

face of the ground around them.
It injures some varieties to stir may try it before purchasing. The
the ground deep. Superphosphate is Large Bottles are 5»c
We
an excellent fertilizerfor shrubs aud certainly would advise a trial. It may
other heavy bloomers.
save you from consumption.
In watering flowering plants be care— —
m w
ful water does not get into the crowns.
Cholera infantum has lost its terrors
Geraniums that have done their share since the introductionof Chamberof bloomingin summer may be cut back
lain’s Colic. Cholera and Diarrluea
in the fail, then set in a sunny place
Remedy. When that Remedy is used
for two or three w&ks, given no water
and the treatmentasdirected with each
to speak of; they will then flower beautifully in water.

Dikkkma.

_

Ayec’s Hair Vigor

*

Family

fool me,

of.

first-clasfe line

Saugatuck

Plant Talk.
Water bouse plants with cold tea.
One of the most beautiful ornamental
house plants is the castor oil plant. Its
leaf is eleitant,and of a deep green,
the plant growing ten to fifteen feet
hi^h in a single season, though it requires rich soil aud a large quantity of
manure to be grown to perfection.

A

you cant

Mantiracturliig
Co. Plow* and Repair*. Tlie*c
arc the l>e*f.

I

Hair Vigor it grew black and glossy. I
cannot express the joy and gratitude1
feel.”— Mabel C. Hardy, Dels van, 111. •

—Will Carleton.

J.

SI.

now

harsh and dry,
hut after using half a bottle of Ayer's

fall,

E. J. HARRINGTON'S.

MOKTCiAGE SALE.

Thomas Hill, Mo.
” Mv hair was becoming

ruination, trust a mortgage

The

Attorney for Mortgagee.

*' I have used Aver’s Hair Vigor in my
family for a number of years, and regard it as the best hair preparation I
know of. It keeps the scalp clean, the
hair soft and lively, nnd preservesthe
original color. My wife has used it for
a long time with most satisfactory results.”— Benjamin M. Johnson, M. D.,

and the

well’sI wanted to.

for first-class

Geuhit

1 tried Ayer’s Hair Vigor, using only
one bottle, and I now have as tine a
head of hair as any ono could wish for.”
— R. T. Schmittou,Dicksou, Tenn.

-

But I knew she died of mortgage— Just

Cut

State of Michigan, accordingto tbe recorded map
said City.
Dated, Holland, July 18. 1889.
JOHANNES NABEB, Mortgagee.

of

‘‘My hair was coming out (without
any assistancefrom my wife, either).

farm was cheaply sold.

Just received at

extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
at eleven o’clockIn the forenoon of that day; need not be afraid to purchase them,
which aald premlats are described in said Mort- as there is no royalty to pay, as there
gage as follows, towlt : Tbe East half of Lot is, or may be on some other harrows.
numbered Nine (9) in Block numbered flfiy-flve
(55) in the City of Holland, formerly known as tbe
Village of Holland, In the County of Ottawa and

but it has given my rather stunted mustache a respectablelength and appearance.”— R. Britton, Oakland, Ohio.

And grew weary and discouraged,and the

CLOTHING

14th of day October. A.D. 1889,

Abundant and Glossy,

I

-AND-

The

“I am free to confessthat a trial of
Ayer's Hair Vigor has convinced mo
that it is a genuine article. Its use has
not only caused the hair u( my wife aud
daughter to be

happiness and sunshinemade their place
with us no more.

Till, with fallingcrops

And

growth, and

old soft and shiny. For
keeping the scalp clean, cool, and
healthy,there is no better preparation
in the market.
render

H nulled up
And

the

color, bring out a

The

all

dry, or turning gray,

-

OF

SEE S3 GOODS

FLIE&m.

J.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor

The dark-browed, scowling mortgagewas

*

its

charm

right and left.

OF

Top Buggies

ration gives it a lustre and pliancy that

seemed almost us

U watched us every minute, and

I

j

beauty is the daily
use of Ayer’s Hair
Vigor. No matter
what the color of
the hair, this prepa-

It worked on nights and Sundays. It worked

’’

-

,

enhance personal

the steadiest of them all;

New Stock

l \ EF AULT ha* leg been made iu the cendi1 'tloi s of a Mortgage, dated tbe Ninth day of
April A.D. HM, given by Cornelia Dljketus and
Derktje Dijkema, kia wife of the City of Holland.
Ottawa County. Michigan, to Johannes Kaber of
the Townxhip of Holland, said County and State,
which said Mor:i;ai;e waa reoorded lu thh Office
A flue lot
of the Registerof Deeds fur said County of Ottawa, state of Michigan, in Liber N of Mortgages
on page tM, on the mb day of April A.D. 1009 at
1 o'clockP. M.
And whereas the amount claimed to be due on
ssid mortgage at the oate of this notice is the
sum of Three Hundred Sixty five Dollars and
Sixty-threecents, and the furthersum of Piftevn
just received at
Dollars aa an attorney tee provided for by the
statute, which la tbe whole amount unpaid on
aald Mortgage ; and no suit or proceeding having
been Institutedat law or in faulty to recoverthe
debt now remaining secured by said mortgage,
or any part thereof, whereby the power of sale,
contained in said Mortgage, baa become abaolute.
Now thereforenotice la hereby given, that by
These buggies will be sold cheap.
virtue of the said power of sale, aud in pnrsuance
cf the Statute in each case made end provided,
the said mortgage will be foreoloeedby a sale of
tbe premieee thereindescribed, at public auction to the bigbeat biddfer, at tbe front uoor of tbe
improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Ottawa County Court Honse, in tbe City of Grand
Haven, County of Ottawa, and Bute of Michigan looth Harrows and Cultivators kept in
on tbe
stock. Steel clad on bottom without

The Mortgage.

•

H.G. ROOT, M.Q.,

Peam.St.,N(vYomc

113

OIL STOVE

Clocks,

J. B.

Van

Oort’s

Those who think not, should read the
following from Mr. -Joseph McGuffin,
Jewery, Silverware,
of Spaulding, Union County, Iowa. He
says: “I was troubled for years with
Eighth Street.
have just received a But everything kept in a first-class
chronic diarrluea and used many kinds
of medicine; but nothing with perma- bran new stock, and it will be
nent effect for good, until I tried money in your pocket to call
The “Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
Chamberlain’sColic, Cholera and Diand is the best oil stove
arrhoea Remedy. I would say to every on us and inspect these goods.
But go to
one in need of medicine for the ailmanufactured.
guarantee satisfaction.
ment mentioned and kindred diseases,
try the Remedy and like myself, you will
never be without it iu your home. 2-5
titve Hie a Call and Examine
and 50 cent bottles for sale by Heber
this Stove.
Walsh.
And be assured of good goods, low

HARDWARE STORE,

We

JEWELRY STORE

We

_

Gray Bros.
A

“Another wonderful discover}- has
been made and that too by a lady in
upon

E.

her and for seven years she

withstood
vital

its

organs were undermined and

death seemed imminent. For three
she coughed incessantly and
could not sleep. She bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption and was so much relieved
on taking first dose that she slept all
night and with one bottle has been
miraculously cured. Her name is Mrs.
Luther Lutz.” Thus write W. C. Hamrick
Co., of Shelby, N. C.— Get a
free trial bottle at the drugstore of

-

We

GKRTLIMIN
13 SHOE FOR LADIES.

VAN OORT.

^

__________

Your Land

Title.

watchmaker aud are

have the only set of Abprepared to do repairing of all
stract books in Ottawa county
kinds in a satisfactorymanner and am prepared to furnish
and on short notice.
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
We sell goods cheaper than reasonsble prices I also buy
ever and are constantly adding and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for
to our stock all the latest de-

Business College.
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The only Collegein tbe U. 8. that runs a regular Bank of Real money in connection with trie
College. ' Tbe practical ay item on which the Inia

conducted

la

increaelngita patronage
count**,Bhort>

tight

for Journal.

byexM-Iyr

SPRING

BY

Van Duren

I

stitution

_____ »L SHOES.

FOR SALE

have in our employ

first class

months

&

J. B.

prices and courteous treatment.

HEROLD.

PARSONS’

severest tests, but her

SHOE

83

Specialty.

this county. Disease fastened its clutches

Shoes

GLAS
FOR

L.

BREYHAN k SON

0.

A Woman'ii DUcovery.

W.

Bros.,

HOLLAND.
^URtS

FILES,

SALT RHEUM,
TETTER. BURNS
SCALDS, EOREE,

WOUNDS, |R.
FANT'E

EOREE

and cmannr.
•orenirri.ee.
AN INVALU*
ASLE REMEDY

parties at my office. Call on,
^husbands rapidly decline. These figYates & Kane, Holland; and A. De
signs and novelties in Jewelry
mt if a Pennsylvaniagirl is
uros show that
or address,
FOR CATARRH.
Kruif, Zeeland.
not married by the time slie is 23 years
^
and Plated Ware.
old, the chances are that she will be- Chamberlain’* Eye and Skin
Has arrived and so has a
come an old maid.
o*u**i*t*
Ointment.
Grand Haven, Mich. fcW
(TON A PosiTIVK GuARANTCS.
Call on us and examine our goods,
Men proceed more leisurely about
matrimony. Besides the two 16-year- A certain cure for Chronic Sore Eyes,
CrT J Sihctnto, Ha’.lsni. Xlch
learn our prices and be convinced.
old husbands in 1888, there were 38 aged Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Old
17, 128 18 years old, and 325 19 years
0. BREYMAN & SON.
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
OF
old. The figuresthen take a jump to Itch, Prairie Scratches, Sore Nipples
Holland.
Mich., March 15, 1888.
637 at 20, and reach the maximum in and Piles. It is cooling andsootmng.
1865 at 23. They decrease slowly after Hundreds of cases have been cured by
that. There were 437 men married after it after all other treatment had failed.
Chicago & West Michigan fl’y.
they were 50 years old, but only 171 25 and 50 cent boxes for sale by
SATEENS,
ipwiiM1., ..
HEBER WALSH. Holland Mich.
PRINTS,
Taking Effect June 6, I 889
There was a remarkable disparityin
25— iyr.
GINGHAMS,
the ages of some of the couples. A
Trains Arrive and Depart from Holland as below
Canal Street,
woman of 59 years married a mau of 31
Ready-Made Paint*.
DAMASKS,
DEPART—
Ckntbal
Btandabd
Time.
and an old man of 74 wedded a We have just received a full line of
COTTONS, ETC.
maiden of 24. The youngest couple Detroit White Lead Works, ready
for Chicago ........
5 15 0 25 2 35
At the store of
a.m. a m. p.m. nis't
were a 17-year-old husband and a 15- mixed paints, which are the best in the
For Grand Rapid!.... 6*00 9 25 2 15 6 00 9 35
year-old wife. The girl of 13 wedded a market, including house, floor and cara.m. a.m. p.m. p.m.
man 19 years older than herself. A riage paints. J. 0. Doesduro.
For Muakegonand 5*30 925 2 40 6 80
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
G.
Patten
Seas. Grand Haven . a.m. a.m. p.m.
—
» »»
man of 54 married a girl of 18, his age
p.m. p.m. Satisfaction guaranteed.
shoe for style, durabilityand
Being three times hers, and a man of , An Epidemic of Bloody Flow
For Hart, Pentwater, 5 90
i

^

, JACOB

NEW STOCK
—
—

J.

BAAR,

H. YOUNG,

Photographer,

TIME TABLE.
1

39

:

GRAND RAPIDS.

..

-

.

Yin

m

_

BUTTONS

l

Family Groceries

Give us a

•

%

&

48 did nearly as well, taking a 17-yearLast summer the flux raged here to a
Also a large stocky
old wife.
fearful extent. About five miles north
In the marriages where the women of here at the Whiteside grave yard
Were older than the men the differences there were five victims of Oils dread- Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
ages rarely exceeded five years. ful disease buried in one day. The including Fancy Woolen Shirt*. White
There were 83 marriageswhere one of doctors could do nothing with the disShirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hats
the parties had been previously di- ease. When my family were taken.
and Caps, Neckties, &c.
vorced.
I went to Walter Brothers, of Waltersburg, and told them the situation. The largest and finest assortmentof
Consumption Surely Cured.
They said, give Chamberlain’s Colic,
To the Editok— Please inform your Cholera and Diarrluea Remedy, that
lead ere that I have a positive remedy they had sent out several hundred botfor t he above named disease. By its tles into the infected district and
in the city.
timel y use thousands of hopeless cases “every day (we hear how this medicine
have been permanently cured. I shall is curing them. So far we have not
he gl ad to send two bottles of my rem- heard or it’s failing in a single instance.
ATOLL LINE OF
edy x &bb to any of your readers who I went to giving it and could soon see
have consumption if they will send me the good effects and a cure was the rethsir express and post office address. sult. Anyone in doubt about these
Respectfully,
facts may write to me.— L. C. Ellis,
KEPT IN STOCK.
"•T. A. SLOCUM, M. C.,181 Pearl St., Rock, Pope Co., Illinois. For sale by
•S.'W York.
Heber Wal&h.

Call.

THE GREAT

French Welt

Dress Goods,

-

mu

6 30

a.m.
For Big Rapids ...... 62C
a.m.
For Allegan ......... V ‘25
a.m.

GIVE HiM

p.m.

A

CALL.

2 40

pm.
2

$3.00

BEATS THEM ALL!

comfort. Other advertised
$3.00 shoes are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.

4'

p.m.

ARRIVE.
From Chicago .......

4*50 2 15 9 86 10 25
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
From Grand Rapid!. y 25 285 6 25 985 11*50
a.m. p.m p.m. p.m. p.m.
From Muskegon aud 0*0 2 05 2 80 5 no 11*40
Grand Haveu. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

Try

FromHart Pentwater 0 20 5 00

And you

aitfi.p.m.
« 30 11 40

J.

* Daily. Other trains dally except Sunday.
Palace SleepingCars to and from Chicago on
night trains.
Tickets to all points In tbe United Btatee and

_
GAvETT. Aitist.

W. A.
J. F. REEKIE,

W

A.

Gen. Pass. Agt.
Gen. Pass, and Tkt Agt

CARPENTER. Traffic Manager.

will

For

p.m. p.m.
0 *0 6 15
a.m. p.m.

Qenada.

these Shoes

D.

wear no other.

sale

by

HELDER,

who always keeps on hand a
ST,

LOUIS,

MO.

iMfMaJCTA'JOALLAS.TSX

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

large assortment of all

kinds

of footwear.

